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ElectronicsWorkbenchs

Here’s why Electronics Workbench belongs on your test bench:
Wires route themselves. Connections are always perfect. And the
simulated components and test instruments work just like the real
thing. The instruments are indestructible and the parts bin holds
?

Analog Module Includes:

Complement Your Test Bench
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an unlimited supply of each component. The result: thousands of
electronics professionals and hobbyists save precious time and
3

components
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. complete control over all component values
. ideal and real-world models for active
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. new components include JFEl‘s, MOSFETs,
voltagecontrolled and currentcontrolled sources
and manual, time-delay, voltagecontmlled and
current-controlled switches
. real-world models for opamps, Bs, jFETs,
MOSFE'TS and diodes — over 100 models available
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‘ MS-DOS version now supports up to 16 MB of

O

. new Wcrostﬁft WindowsTM version available

.

Electronics

kbench
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RAM for simulation of bigger circuits
- technical support now also available on
CompuServe

Just £199!
_
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- dual-trace oscilloscope (1 Hz to 1 GHz)

. Bode plotter (1 mHz to 10 GHz)
- SPICE simulation of transient and steady-state

-

9

money. Over 90% would recommend it to their friends and
colleagues. Electronics Workbench: the ideal, aﬁordable tool to
design and verify your analog and digital circuits before you
breadboard.
And now the best is even better - Electronics Workbench
Version 3.0 is here. It simulates more and bigger circuits, and
sets the standard for ease of use. Guaranteed!
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. resistors. capacitors, inductors, transfonners,
relays, diodes, Zener diodes, LEDs, BJTs,
opamps, bulbs, fuses, JFETs, and MOSFETs
. manual, timedelay, voltagecontrolled and
currentcontrolled switches
- independent, voltage-contmlled and current—
controlled sources
- multimeter
- function generator (1 Hz to 1 GHz)

ElectronicsWorkbench®
Digital Module includes:
~ fast simulation of ideal components

. AND, on, XOR, NOT, NAND and NOR gates
- RS,JK and D ﬂip-ﬂops
- LE1) probes, half-adders, switches and seven:
segment displays

. word generator (16 eight-bit words)
' logic analyzer (eight-channel)
. logic converter (converts among gates, truth
table and Boolean represmtaﬁons)

The electronics lab in a computer”‘

E
Call: (0203) 233216»
ROBINSON MARSHALL (EU ROPE) LTD.
Nadalla Building, Progress Close. Leofric Business Park

Coventry CV3 2TF TEL: (0203) 233216 FAX: (0203) 233210
‘30-day money-back guarantee.
Shipping charges - UK £4.99. All prices are plus VAT.
All trademarks are Ine property 01 than respective owners.

INTERACTIVE

Here is the news...
What’s going on in the technology world.
A news view from all points of the compass.

Research World
Technical advances from around the globe.

Subscri ptions
Cut out the middle man get your copy direct from us.

Get Surround, round, round
Improve your TV enjoyment with the all around sound in your living

room. Paul Stenning gets the best from your TV sound.

The Evolutio n of Audio
Amplif ier Design Part 5
John Linsley Hood looks at modern solid-state designs.

The post bag breaks and the letters spill out.

IIO Sllver Llnlng
Dr Pei An presents another handy addition to your PC - A
versatile Centronic 24-line 110 Port.

Smarter Than the

Average Gard
Smartcards - Utopia or total state control? Paul Freeman-Sear explains.

An Act for the Cabaret

BE BE

In a flurry of activity Peter Roberts begins building his
‘Cabaret’ active loudspeaker design.

PCB Design for Windows

Paul Stenning reviews a handy piece of software.

Mlnl Mlx

Mike Meechan starts a new project in what could be the
smallest ever high quality audio mixer.

From A to D

Douglas Clarkson provides a look at a high resolution serial
interface AID converter.

Ideas Forum

Where innovative ideas turn into inventions.

Technoshop
More offers and exchanges in our monthly team—up with
The Technology Exchange.

Future View
Paul Springate from Mitsubishi explains how the new Gallium
Arsenide microwave ICs could affect the ﬂexibility and power of
mobile telecommunications.
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for keyhole surgery
A joint initiative between The Department of Health and The North of England Wolfson Centre has set up a satellite research centre based at Manchester
Royal Inﬁrmary to resolve many of the
training problems associated with Minimally Invasive Therapy (M.I.T.) or
keyhole surgery. The technological
input for this project will come from
Professor Bob Stone and his team at
Advanced Robotic Research Limited.
based in Salford.
M.I.T. is seen by many as the biggest
revolution in surgery since the introduction of anaesthetics. Four years ago. the
country's ﬁrst Laparoscopic gall bladder
removal was performed, and it is estimated that four fifths of the fifty thousand Cholesystectomies that take place
every year will use laparoscopic techniques in 1994. Namrally, such a high

take-up rate has produced training problems. These problems are mitigated
slightly because the operation is monitored
by the whole surgical team as a miniature
camera inside the abdomen displays
progress on a 24inch screen. However, a
series of recent critical articles in the press
has highlighted the problem.
Rory McCloy. the Clinical Director
(North West) of the North of England

Every c m Is when when compiling dtemagume. However. Inepubhibers cairn
beheldlegallympumsihlefor-errorsinthemagazineortromlossarisingfmmthos
errors. M y errors discovered will be published in the next available edition oftll
magazine.
Electronics in Actlonlspubliahed on utemird Thmday niche mount preeedingd: :_
cover date. The magazine contents remain the copyriﬁlt of Quantum House .5
Publicatirms Ltd. Any reproduction requires written consent of Quantum Hons
Publications Ltd. All prices comainedin niemagaxine are cnneclatrinie arguing
to press. The publishers or die advertisers cum: be held responsible for an
'variatlons in price or availability anu- the magazine has gone a: press.
Published by Quantum House Publiuﬂnns Ltd.. PO Box 600. Eerkluamate
Hc-IN INL. Newsn'adc diminution by Seymour.Windsorl-louse. 1210 lands
REL. Norbury. London SW15 4])" Tel: 0%] 679 15*”. Repmdlbctinn by Island
Graphics, Cheaham. Bucks. Tel: 0494 ”3032. Printed by Wilohire {Bristol} Ltd
Philip Sl Bcdm'lnstcl Bristol 553 4135 Tel' 0172 760076

Wolfson Centre for M.I.T. will be in
charge of the satellite centre. He commented: “M.I.T. calls for a range of
skills completely different from those of

mom. Also, the screen shows the operation in 2D and you can’t easily see what
is behind the operation site. I went to the
United States for my M.I.T. training, but
this is simply not feasible on a large
scale. We currently rely on an apprentice
system called proctoring, videos and
lapascopic simulators. The simulators
are not replicas of the human body.
They are boxes ﬁlled with small, ﬁddly
objects such as sugar cubes, grapes and
chicken legs. M.I.T. students are asked
to peel the grapes and chicken legs and
place the sugar cubes on top of one another. Such tests improve dexterity and
familiarity with the instruments, but they
do not fully prepare them for M.I.T. on a
living human body.”
Prof. Stone, who will take on the role
of Director of V.R. Research at the M.I.T.
Centre, explained: “The virtual reality
programme is designed to ﬁll the gap
between the simulator and a real body.
Using a simulator. students of M.I.T. will
see Virtual internal organs on the monitor
and their actual instruments will move
inside the virtual body just as they would

in real life. There will be sensory feedback
to the instruments in real time. Surgeons
will be able to practise different operations
many times. It will even be possible to
programme in differing degrees of difﬁculty by covering organs in fat or scar

ordinary surgery. Instead of dsing our

tissue and moving organs around, thus
placing the surgeon in an emergency _
situation without placing a patient in any

hands, we-do everything remotelywith

danger. This application is believed to be

instruments whose movement is the

the ﬁrst actual use of virtual reality in

reverse of a corresponding hand move»

British surgical practise.”

8-voice sound
generator for
game machine
market
A new 8 voice ADPCM sound generator
IC offering highly ﬂexible sound effects
features has been introduced by Yamaha
for the games machine market, and is
solely available in the UK from Polar.
Alongside the device, Polar is offering a

low-cost 16-bit Yamaha DAC, plus an
effects processor IC if required to generate a complete, cost-effective and highly
integrated system for generating an audio
environment in games applications.
Key features of the YMZZSO ADPCM
sound generator are its ability to generate
8-channels simultaneously from an input
which can be 4-bit ADPCM, or Silo-bit
linear PCM for high quality applications.
The device offers the capability to sample
at frequencies of up to 44.1kHz, enabling
CD—quality sound reproduction to be

provided, but also offers a minimum

sample rate of 172Hz. An external address space of 16Mbytes is available for
wave data, stored in ROM or SRAM.
Other features include the ability to loop
voices, pan them, change the sample rate

ROMANSE

in Hants

cost, yet high performance DIA con-

Hampshire County Council's ROad
MAN agement System for Europe
(ROMANSE) project will be increasing
its visibility among Southampton’s
motorists this summer.
Contracts have been awarded to
Siemens Plessey Controls Ltd. (SPCL)

verter. For systems requiring the introduction of advanced sound effects, a
YSS-225 effect processor can be added

street, moving messages will appear on
signs to provide up-to-date information

between the output of the YMZZSO, and

to drivers. Additionally, Southampton

the input of the DAC. The YSS-225
offers the designer effects such as reverberation, delay, ﬂange, distortion and
auto-panning. Each effect is applied to
each input channel independently and
simultaneously by transferring set up data
to the YSS225. The device offers a maxi-

will also see the ﬁrst urban application
of the Automatic Road Trafﬁc Event
Monitoring Information System A
ARTEMIS - in the trafﬁc information

- and digital attenuators are provided for
each channel. Wave data can be rewritten
during sound playback.
Alongside the YMZZSO, Polar is

offering the Yamaha YACS l 3 as a low-

for two innovative systems. On the

centre (THC) on Town Quay.

mum delay time of 1.53, and has sam-

Variable message signs have previously been used in the UK to support
trafﬁc management measures and more

pling frequencies of 32KHz to 4SKHz.
For further details please crmtact Gary

recently to reinforce speed limits at
motorway roadworks.

Spinks, Polar Electronics, Cherrycourt Way,

Moving messages will advise motorists
in Southampton of accidents, congestion

Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire, LU7 8YY.
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or other disruptions affecting the road
network within the City. This will allow ,
drivers to take avoiding action, to prevent
increased congestion and disruption.
In addition to the mobile units, Route
Guidance variable message signs in the
central area of the city will provide information enabling motorists to modify their

journey out of the city if congestion or
other factors affect their usual route. The
signs are unique to the project and will
provide speciﬁc trafﬁc information rather
than just general directions.
Car parking messages will give motorists information about the availability
of spaces in city centre car parks. The
signs indicate which area of the city the
car park is in using a novel colour coding
system. Drivers will be able to see the
actual number of spaces available in each
car park as they approach and thus target
those with spare capacity.

‘24 Channel

Relay Switching

ARTEMIS
The system works by comparing the
relative speeds of moving and stationary
trafﬁc through a complex computer
analysis of images from the project’s
closed circuit television cameras. Having

identiﬁed stationary vehicles which may
be indicative of congestion, breakdowns
or accidents, ARTEMIS alerts the road
network controller by ﬂashing an ‘alert
message’ onto his or her display screen.

ARTEMIS will accumulate on computer, statistics on trafﬁc ﬂow and volume.
These will then be used to assist in the
prediction of future trafﬁc flows and aid
long term planning for speciﬁc events.

markably easy to use, low cost package.

ROMANSE is partially funded by
the EC’s DRIVE 11 programme, it is one
of the leading urban traffic management

It works directly with actual lengths of
transmission line, and actual resistance
and reactauce values, eliminating the need

projects in the country.

for normalisation. The engineer can also

switch instantly between impedance and

WINDOSed

CAD Toolkit for
RF Engineers
The paper Smith Chart, invented over
50 years ago, provides a graphical
method for solving impedance matching
and transmission line problems.
The new Z—MATCH for Windows
program from Number one Systems
greatly increases the usefulness and
accuracy of Smith Chart techniques, and
adds a wide range of valuable Radio

Frequency Engineering utilities.
It provides RF and Communications
engineers with a comprehensive set of
circuit and system design tools in a re-

admittance charts.
Direct readout
iiom the chart
gives immediate

all values of gain, noise ﬁgure and third
order input intercept point for a series of
interconnected stages made up from
ﬁlters, ampliﬁers, mixers and attenuators.
For RF ampliﬁer designers, Z-MATCH
for Windows‘ ability to work directly
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measurement of
impedance or
admittance param-

with S-Parameters greatly
simpliﬁes many
design tasks.

Options include
plotting stability
. circles, the cal~

eters, equivalent

culation of sta-

component values,

bility factor,

SWR, Q factor and
reﬂection coefﬁcieut, and for

transducer gain.
maximum available gain and the
source and load

transmission lines,
distances towards generator and load.
Circles of constant SWR, resistance,

even the determination of the component

conductance, reactance and susceptance
can be drawn automatically and the
cursor locked to these at will to provide
rapid solutions to matching problems.
Also provided is a Receiver and
System Design tool for calculating over-

values to provide source and load
matches for speciﬁed Q.
Also included is a collection of valuable time-saving utilities for performing
conversions between many of the common
units used in RF engineering, for calculat-

impedances needed to achieve it, and

ing reactauce and resonant frequency
values, for ﬁnding the characteristic

impedanceandlengthofquarterwaveand
other transmission line transformers, and
for calculating parameters associated with
Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) and losses

along a transmission line.
It includes a library of over 600 sets

of S-Parameter data for the popular
Motorola range of RF devices.
The program requires a minimum of
an AT286 running Microsoft Windows
3.0 or later, and is available now direct
from Number One Systems for £245.

IBMs Intobase
in Notts
IBM UK has teamed up with Nottinghamshire County Council to develop
Infobase, a unique information system
for young pe0ple across the county.
Infobase is an interactive touch
screen computer, housed in a small

kiosk about the size of an automatic cash dispenser. Developed
by IBM, speciﬁcally to meet the

requirements of the National
Youth Agency’s (NYA) National

Youth Agency Focused Access
Information system (NYAFAIS).

INFOBASE uses state of the art
multimedia technology to provide

instant access to an extensive
database of information.
The project has been developed to support and strengthen an
NYA initiative to Open Informa—
tion Shops acress the country.
INFOBASE enables its users to
access a comprehensive bank of information, relating to issues that affect

young people. Categories include
Education, employment, housing,
money, leisure and relationships. The
effectiveness of INFOBASE was tested
by local youth before the design was
ﬁnalised.
The IBM technology, fronted by
colourful computer graphics, allows
users to obtain information at the touch
of a screen, by responding to simple
prompts. The prompts guide the user to
the precise information they require.
The ‘user friendly’ technology means
that the system can be operated without
assistance from others - giving instant

privacy to those who require information of a sensitive nature. Leaﬂets and
brochures held within the Information
Shops offer additional back-up to the
information displayed on screen.
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Research
r1!
Technical Advances from around the Globe
Development in neural
networ
Research workers at the Georgia
Institute of Technology are developing
neural networks to aid in the

manufacture of integrated circuits. By
providing a better understanding of the
process variables, the networks can help__
designers produce higher-quality chips
at lower costs. The networks can also

New sensor interface
A new sensor—interface chip converts,
scales, linearizes, and outputs data in
engineering units over two industrystandard serial interfaces. In addition, it

also provides excitation signals and
compensation for a variety of sensors,

including thermocouples, RTDs, and
volt and milli-volt sources.
The API 360 is actually a computer

that require control of multiple non-

that is conﬁgurable in software. Besides
a micro—controller, the chip features a

linear variables.

high-resolution AID converter, input

Georgia Tech already uses neural nets
to model complex semiconductor processes
such as plasma etching and chemical
vapour deposition. The university hopes to
expand the use of neural nets to other IC
processes and to provide real-time process
control that will identify and help correct
equipment malfunctions.
“Manufacturers typically don’t catch
production problems until long after they

multiplexer, programmable-gain
ampliﬁer, reference, and EEPROM.
Selectable input ranges include seven
MST-standard thermocouple ranges,
two platinum RTD ranges, and ten
voltage ranges. For non—standard
sensors, two software programmable

improve other manufacturing processes

custom ranges can be stored in memory.

professor. “The parts processed in the

The input multiplexer has four
channels for low-level signals and one
channel for signals up to +/-10V. A
precision ampliﬁers matches the output

meantime must be discarded." Bay

to the input range of the AID converter.

claims that neural nets can help catch
production problems sooner, thereby
increasing yields. The network would
use information from sensors and other
data sources on the factory ﬂoor.
Neural nets also promise to simplify
design for manufacturing. They can

Up to 32 chips can be connected in a
network and addressed individually over
a single interface. Using the
asynchronous bus, 3 central controller
can conﬁgure each device as needed.
Also available is an evaluation board
to facilitate design. The board includes
a buffered RS-232 port, clock crystal,
voltage reference, cold junction

occur,” explains Gary S. May, assistant

show how design parameters translate
into quality variations during

production. A clearer picture of
production tolerances will allow
engineers to be more aggressive with
their designs, says May. Circuits will
not have to be slower than absolutely

compensation thermistor, and

necessary, for example, and structural

New design technique for
chips

components can be made even lighter.
Manufacturing engineers, on the other
hand, will beneﬁt by knowing how
process variations affect the ﬁnal

product. This will help them ﬁne-nine
production equipment. Such optimization
now depends on trial and error and less
accurate statistical methods.
Although neural nets are said to be
30 to 50% more accurate than
conventional modelling techniques, May
believes both methods must play a role
in improving manufacturing.

conﬁguration switches.

Behavioural synthesis tools generate
IC schematics directly from C-like
algorithms describing the operation of the
chip. In contrast, logic synthesis makes
designers work at a lower level, deﬁning
and optimizing blocks of logic. Instead
of writing behavioural algorithm,
designers must enter Boolean equations
and other low-level commands.
Chipmakers have been developing
behavioural design methods for many
years, but Pelco claims to be the ﬁrst to
produce commercial ICs using the new
technology. The ﬁnal hurdle, says
Pelco, was getting its behavioural
* software to share data with commercial

design automation tools.
Pelco engineers created two DSP
algorithms using a language called
‘Verilog. They then used a proprietary
behavioural design tool called
AutoCircuit to convert the algorithm into
a netlist of circuit modules, including
adders, substractors, state machines,
memory blocks, and control logic. The
netlist was fed directly into a physical
design package from Cascade Design
Automation, Bellevue, Washington, and

automatically compiled into a circuit
_ layout veriﬁed for timing.

AutoCircuit was developed at
General Motors Research and
Development Centre, Warren, Michigan.

Without AutoCircuit, designers would
have spent several months just entering
schematics. Pelco plans to use
behavioural synthesis for all fast—tum
datapath-based ICs.

Dry sodium injection for
fluegas desulphurization

The ﬁrst working chips developed using

With completion of the ﬁrst of its two

a new design technique called

behavioural synthesis recently went into
production at the Pelco Electronics IC
Design Centre in Kokomo, Indiana.
With help from parent company General

dry-sodium injection systems for ﬂuegas
desulphurization, NaTec Resources Inc.
of Rouston, claims to have proved the
commercial viability of technology to
reduce SO2 emissions by up to 90%. A

Motors, engineers at Pelco designed the

system was placed in service recently for

two integrated circuits in just four
months. One chip is a fast Fourier
transform IC containing 177,000
transistors, the other a decoder
comprising 65,000 transistors.

Wisconsin Electric Power Co.‘s plant. to
be followed by completion of a second
system next year. Advantages of thetechnology include its ability to adjust

to various levels of SO2 reduction.

e Ant...
Famed throughout the world for it’s incredible intelligence, it’s enormous
strength, it’s fantastic construction skills, it’s amazing communication abilities,
and it’s seemingly preprogrammed purpose in life. It appears to work like a tiny
computer with a colossal hard drive. But how does it fare with electronic stuff?

Well, that’s something we may never know, as Electronics in Action is just too '
big for it to read. This is where we differ, we have the ability to consume 12
months of top quality construction projects, excellent features on emerging

technology and a cornucopia of ideas for only £21(post free * if you live in the
UK or £42 it you live overseas.
Who’d be an ant - eh?

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please start my 12 month subscription to Electronics In Action
from the ....................................... issue
.
Please print your name and address in BLOCK CAPITALS
Name

..................................................
_
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......................................................... ......... Postcode.................................. ‘_

I enclose a cheque/postal order (payable to Electronics in Action) for E

Please send this form to: uxElectronlcs ln Action, PO Box 600,
Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 1NL

*In the UK only
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without a decoder (like the cinema in the

author‘ 5 home town. until last year).._it
will sound ﬁne. The Centre channel
sounds will come from the Left and

circuit This wall-reduce any 5

Right speakers equally, and will therefore appear in the Centre. The
Surround signals will also come
from both speakers. However.

the 180 degree phase shift between the two channels will
, give this a very wide effect

A basic decoding syste' : is
show"in Figure 2. This is
based on the original Dolby
Surround system. used in ‘
older cinemas and this
t'ptojeet. Mostrtnodern

sounds, while allowing louder sounds to
ass unhindered. The delay and noise
reduction circuits may also contain filter-

'- ing components, to limit the bandwidth to
' "‘lOOHz to 8KHz.speeiﬁcation.
. . This system is relatively simple, and

work. In this design an pg
used. The resulting signal,"
_
'

"

‘

" the"limitations are apparent. The delay
and noise reduction systems are present
0 remove stray signals from the Surhr and channel caused by slight imbal' allces and phase shifts 1n the replay
tern uses acti e ,si'

Karaoke tapes, by a

balance to cancel outline als.‘
delay and noise reduction should
a m off. Some bass may also , .
:but this probably won t matter too lunch
‘eVeryone'Is getting drunk!
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The voltage regulators and power

ampliﬁer IC’s will become warm in
operation, and should be mounted on a

suitable heatsink or bracket. An 85mm
length of aluminium angle was used on
the prototype, as shown in the photographs, to transfer the heat to the rear
panel of the case. The closest readily

available bracket is the Maplin “15W
Ampliﬁer Heatsink Bracket” (order code
YQ36P), although you will need to drill
two extra holes.
The mounting tabs of all three devices are internally connected to 0V, so

Fit the 22 link wires ﬁrst, using thin

(approx. 268WG) tinned copper wire.
The components may then be ﬁtted in
the usual size order. The non-polarised
capacitors should have a lead pitch of
0.2", to match the holes in the PCB.
Low cost ceramic or polyester devices
are ideal. Use terminal pins for the off—
board connections, since this will sim-

Tu...
C19

insulation washers are unnecessary. This
should be the only point where the 0V
rail connects to mains earth.
plify the interwiriug.

IC sockets may be used for the DIL
devices if you wish. Opinion on this
issue is varied, I feel sockets are unnecessary on single sided PCB’s, because
soldered IC’s can be readily removed
with a decent de-soldering tool. How«
ever, I would always use sockets in a
PCB with plated through holes.

Til?
A TO D CONVEHTOH

Case
The prototype was constructed in an
aluminium case, 280mm x 155mm x
75mm. This is often listed as type WBS.
Before removing the protective ﬁh'n,
check the panels are not scratched
(Maplin, please take note). Once you have
removed this ﬁlm, you may not be able to
return a damaged case for replacement.
A suitable front panel overlay is
shown in ﬁgure 9. This may be photocopied (enlarge to 278mm x 75mm)
onto transparent ﬁlm, and ﬁxed to the
front of the box with clear self adhesive
vinyl. A second paper copy can be used
as a drilling template.
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get the job done at a local photocopying

and printing ﬁrm.
Five holes are required in the front
panel for the pots and switches, these
should be 10mm in diameter. The stops
on the Power and NR switches should
be set to give two positions, and the stop

3

OT
lﬂﬂl'IF

(:2

make you very popular with whoever

has to pay the repair bills! _If in doubt,

D1
"4414!

for photocopiers. The correct material is

normally sold as photocopier overhead
transparency ﬁlm, and has a sheet of
thin paper behind it, attached by one
edge. Other types of clear plastic will
probably melt in the copier, which won't
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make sure the film you use is suitable
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on the Delay switch should be set for

three positions. Please use a proper
double pole mains rated component for
the Power switch, and notthe type fitted
into the prototype! The knobs used on

u.
:33:
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the prototype are black plastic with

"'

chrome inserts, and are often listed as

however any torroidal or conventional
transformer rated at 20VA (1.3A at 15V)

problems. The internal photograph of the

home entertainment system, it may be
useful to ﬁt two pairs of sockets, con-

former when drilling the holes.
Phone connectors were used for the
audio inputs on the prototype. Use

nected in parallel. I used a pair of terminal posts for the loudspeaker connections on the prototype, again you could
a

15K

prototype should make all this clear!
The rear panel can now be prepared,
with a hole for the mains cable clamp,
and appropriate holes for the audio
connectors. Remove the PCB and trans-

ICM7555

—

types M3 (small) and M4 (large). Mount
the transformer in the base of the case,
towards the left side. Check that the case
lid ﬁxing screw will not foul on it. I
used a 60VA torroidal transformer on
the prototype because it was to hand,
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use whatever suits your installation.

Wiring

Mount the PCB to the right of the case
on 10mm spacers, with the heatsink bracket

insulated sockets to prevent earth loops,
the cheap phono sockets mounted on

The internal wiring is shown in ﬁgure 8.
The terminals on the PCB and controls
are identiﬁed with letters, simply con-

seemed to the rear panel. Again check that

insulated paxolin panels are ideal. To
simplify installing the unit into your

intend to form all the wiring into a tidy

or greater will be suitable.

the lid ﬁxing screw does not cause any

nect ‘A’ to ‘A', ‘B’ to ‘8’, etc. If you
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series for 240V operation. The mains
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connected together (Check the label on

surge fuse (T—250mA), since the initial

the transformer ﬁrst). On the prototype

current surge of a ton‘oidal transformer
will blow a fast-blow fuse.
The transformer used in the prototype had four tails for the secondary
windings. Connect both the red and
orange wires to the centre pin on the

this was done on a pin of an unused
section of the power switch. However
since you will be using the correct type

of switch (please), you will need to
solder the two tails together and cover
the joint with insulation sleeves.

C45 must be a Class X rated compoloom, you may need to use screened

nent, suitable for direct connection

cable for the signal connections. due to
the extra length and the neamess of the
cables. No problems were experienced
using ribbon cable for the short point to
point on the prototype.
If a torroidal transformer is used, the

across the mains. If you use any other
type of capacitor, it will probably ex~
plode sooner rather than later. Mount the
capacitor on the switch terminals, in
parallel with the transformer primary.
Connect the earth core of the mains

g
s
z
i
s
>
3

9%

flex securely to the metal case. No mains
fuse was used on the prototype, a 3A fuse
was ﬁtted in the 13A mains plug. There is
space on the rear panel to ﬁt a fuse holder
you wish. I would suggest a 2501nA anti-

PCB (0V). The yellow wire is then
connected to one of the outer pins, and
the black wire to the other. Again, check
the label on the transformer ﬁrst.

Initial Testing
If you have a test meter, it would be a

good idea to check the following
voltages, before ﬁnally installing and

JUNE1994
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with the positive probe. Don‘t worry if

Pin 4 of [014 (LMSBS)

11V +f- 1 V

of m a (LF34?)
Pin a of IC‘tP. (LFa47)
Pin 6 of |C13 (came)
Pin 5 at |C13 (caaosa)

any of the readings are a little outside

Pin 6 of ICE. [741)

15V H- 0.5V

Cathode of D? (2V? Zaner) 3.1V +f- 0.5V

Pin ? of IC1U (ZN448)

2.56V +f- 0.05V

Upper pin of R16 (68K)

Pin 3' of |C11 (ZN428)

2.56V +f- 0.05V

testing the unit. Connect the negative
terminal of the meter to the case of the
unit. and check the following voltages

the tolerance given, however if a reading
is a long way out it should be investigated. The values were measured with a
_ digital test meter, and some may be a
little lower if an analogue meter is used.

Cathode of D3 or D4

22V +I- 2V

Pin 3 of ICS (7815)

15V +f~ 0.5V

Pin 3 of Ice 0305)

5V +i"— 0.25V

P i n s 1 . 7 and 14

3.?5V +I- 0.5V
7.5V +f- 0.5V
0.65V +f- 0.1V
-3.8V +£- 0.5V

If all these voltages are correct you can

P i n s 1 , 7 , 8 and 1 4
of I09 (LF347)

7.5V +f- 0.5V

7.5V +!- 0.5V

be conﬁdent that most of the unit is
working correctly. The digital section .

the audio input to your home entertainment equipment. Note that the Audio
' O u t from the satellite receiver or VCR

needs to connect to both the decoder and

your main ampliﬁer, this is the reason
for the suggestion of paired sockets.
Alternatively the unit could be connected to the Tape Out connections on
the amplifier, and the tape deck connected to the second pair of sockets.
Set the Balance control to the centre
position and the Volume control to
minimum. The Delay and NR switches

HEATSINK

should be in the off positions. Set the

main ampliﬁer volume to minimum for
now, and switch on the surround sound
decoder and the satellite receiver or
stereo video recorder.
Choose a mono program (if you have
satellite try Sky News or CNN), and

advance the volume control to about the

10 O'clock position. Ifyou adjust the

I J K

balance control towards either end, you
should hear the sound from the rear speak~
ers. When the balance control is adjusted
towards the centre there should be virtually no sound from the rear speakers.
Leave the balance control at this

LMN

position, and select a stereo ﬁlm channel
(Sky Movies or The Movie Channel). If

cannot be checked easily, but you will
know soon enough if any of this is faulty.
Check that the heatsink is not getting
too hot - it should be barely warm. A hot
LM383 is a sign of instability - this is very
unlikely but worth checking. If it is unstable, replace C41 and C42 with polyester
capacitors, and thicken the tracks between
C39, C41, C42 and the LM383 by soldering tinned copper wire along them.
You can now install the unit and test
it. as detailed below.

Installation and Use
To set-up your viewing area, place one

speaker either side of your television
and two speakers behind your head,

channel (AUl on Amstrad receivers), and

check the ﬁlm is really in Dolby Stereo.
Now switch the NR on. You should
notice a significant drop in the treble on
quieter sounds, while louder sounds will
be unaffected.
Switch the Delay to 12ms. You may
notice a slight drop in the treble response,
due to the ﬁlter circuits. Switching to 2Ams
should cause no noticeable effects. The full
effect of the delay will not be evident until
the front amplifier is turned up.
Set the volume on the main ampliﬁer
to your usual listening level. Now adjust
the level of the rear channel to a level
where the rear sounds contribute to the
complete sound, without intruding.

car boot sale, and these sound superb.

A similar comment applies to the
cable for the rear speakers. The unit
certainly does not need specialist hi-fi
speaker cable, costing several pounds
per metre. However since the cable run

towards the rear comers of the room (if

only one speaker is used its position will
be heard). The effect may be a little
better if the rear speaker(s) are further

the film is in Dolby Stereo, you should
get a signiﬁcant amount of sound (but not
speech) from the rear channel. If you
can't get this to work, check your satellite
receiver is set to the main stereo audio

from the viewer than the front speakers.
The rear speakers do not have to be of
hi-ﬁ quality, since the rear channel bandwidth is only 100B: to Ski-12. On the other
hand though, don’t use the nasty plastic or
hardboard cased offerings that are supplied with many cheaper stereo systems. I
am using a pair of solid wooden cased
speakers that came with a defunct
Ferguson stereo music centre from a local

is likely to be fairly long it would be a
good idea to choose something heavier
than doorbell wire. 5A twin mains flex
is a sensible choice, and was used successfully with the prototype. Connect
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Speech should still appear to come from

In most normal sized modern sitting
rooms, the 12ms setting will be appropri—

the front, while crowds, music and dramatic sound effects should ﬁll-the room.
The effect of the delay switch will

average or has a high ceiling you may

now be more apparent. With no delay
the sound will seem a bit fiat, and the
rear channel may be distracting. Switching to 12ms will give the sound more
depth, and you may want to turn the
surround volume up a bit more! Switching to 241113 will add more depth - this will
probably give a slight distracting echo

prefer the added depth of the 24ms setting.
You may need some practice to get the
bestresults fmmtheinnmt’sreallyamatterof
trial and error, but it’s worth the effort! The
resultsfromzhisunitcanbestunning. Itreally
domaddanew dimension tohorne entertainment. the effect on some modern ﬁlms is
dramatic. Italmost makes the Sky ﬁlrnchan—

effect unless you have a large lounge.

nel subscription charges seem good value!

SURROUND SOUND DECODER
PRUL STENNING
( C ) 1994

ate. However if your room is larger than

O
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Legal Acknowledgement
Various words and phrases used in this
article may be trademarks of Dolby

Laboratories Licensing Corporation, or
other organisations. The mention of an
organisation. product or service in this
article does not imply an endorsement
by the author.
This project is based on readily
available published information. Consequently we believe that none of Dolby’s
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John Linsley—Hood
looks at Modern
solid-state designs
n the previous part of this article, I
looked at some of the circuit design
techniques which the engineer could
use to increase the gain and reduce the

distortion introduced by solid-state
voltage ampliﬁer stages. As it happens,
these two things are interrelated, since if

the transfer characteristics of a gain
stage have some degree of curvature —
as, in practice they will always do - then,
as l have shown in Figure l , the higher

the stage gain, the smaller the input
voltage swing which will be needed to

produce a given output voltage. This is a
good thing since the smaller the portion
of a curved characteristic which is used,
the more closely this will approximate to
a straight line (and will therefore be
distortion-free).
A further consideration of the same
kind applies to the input voltage vs.
output current characteristics of the

various amplifying devices at our disposal, the thermionic valve, the junction

FET, the bipolar transistor and the
MOSFET, whose characteristics I have
shown in Figure 2, where there are
differences in the intrinsic linearity of
the transfer slopes. Obviously. the junc-

l l v
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$4335.“ M
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tion transistor has a much more curved
transfer characteristic than any of the
other devices, and though it also has a

much higher gain (due to its steeper
slope), this isn‘t enough to make u p for
its less linear characteristics. For the

record, gm values for small signal bipolar
junction transistors are typically in the
range 40-80m AN, depending on collector current, compared with, say, SmAIV
for either a low-power valve or an FET

or a MOSFET.
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}Inp||l signal required

FET input stages.
A good design recipe for a highly linear

solid-state input stage would therefore
seem to be to use an input long-tailed
pair of junction FETs (these would be

preferable to MOSFETS as input devices
because they would not be vulnerable to
breakdown as a result of an inadvertent

application of too high an input voltage)
in cascode connection, and with a high
impedance current—mirror load.

I have shown a typical input circuit
of this type i n Figure 3. Although

cascode connection is usually a good
thing, as it improves the gain and reduces the distortion, in this case the
'cascode buffer devices, TR2ITR4, hap-

pen to be essential since matched dualFETs of this type have drainfgate breakdown voltages in the 20V region, which
would not allow very high supply rail
voltages. However, ordinary junction

would avoid any suggestion of asymmetrical slew—rate limiting. The input
devices shown ('IR] and TR3) are a
matched pair in a single envelope, and
modern FE'I's of this type offer a suffi-

transistors are available with collector!
emitter breakdown voltages up to 150V

ciently low noise ﬁgure that this circuit

or more, and can isolate the input FETs
from these supply rail potentials.

coil PU input stage.
A trend in ultra—Fl systems - yes, I do
know that ‘ultta’ means ‘beyond’ - is to
delete all capacitors in the signal line, on

The circuit of Figure 3 could, and in
a modern Hi-Fi amplifier probably
would, be doubled—up with another,
identical circuit layout using PNP transistors and P-channel FETs to make a
completely symmetrical layout, which

could even be used as a direct moving

the grounds that capacitors are rather
complex components, and can have some
queer types of dysfunction which may
sometimes degrade the sound quality. In

i
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the case of Figure 3, deleting C1 will
cause the circuit to have full 'gain right
down to DC, and this will magnify any
drifts in the DC offset at its output. With
well matched devices, accurately balanced
by suitable offset adjusting means, this
may be OK in the short term, and should
give an improvement in deep bass.
However, deleting C2, which is also
done in some purist designs, will impose
a similar demand for the absence of any
DC offset in the input signal source — and
this cannot always be guaranteed with

discrete component circuitry, though it is
easy enough to do with IC op. amps.
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Discrete components VS.

aimed at relating faults in sound Quality
to the types of electrical defect which
are shown up by tests made with instru-

op a m p l
All of the circuits which can be used by
the audio design engineer are available to,
and probably have already been used by
the IC designers — among whom are some
pretty smart guys. It is a sensible question
to ask, therefore, why anyone should go to
the trouble of putting together his own
circuitry when he can buy an oparnp. with
as good (or better) performance, ready
made and tested. So, please forgive me if I

ments. As an (initially) unexpected
result of these trials I have found that
there are often small audible differences

between circuits which are, so far as I
can tell, virtually identical in electrical
performance. So, as a general rule with
new circuit layouts, I try to supplement
the results of instrument tests with com—
parative listening trials.
Admittedly, this mostly just tells me
how things sound to me, but, when the
possibility occurs for me to get other
people’s views on these tests, I don’t

digress for a moment.
During the years in which I have
been interested in audio, I have spent
quite a lot of time on listening trials

FET noise figures.
For a long time, the ultimate low-noise

input device has been the ‘super match'
bipolar transistor pair, such as the

LM394 or the SSM 2220. These are
devices made like an IC, with a whole
raft of tiny individual transistors distrib-

+Vcc
“Waaav at as sea as

cm
Hanan

uted across the chip, and arranged in two
parallel connected groups. This reduces
the noise output and increases the current gain (compared with any single
transistor) by a factor of n. where n is
the number of parallel connected de—

O
ouwur.
0
\mt.

vices. In practical terms, if 100 devices
are parallel connected in each half, the

noise ﬁgure and current gain would both
be improved by a factor of 10.
The same thing can be done with
junction PETS, and the Hitachi ZSK389
devices shown in Figure 3, which are

9'2

I

INPUT

33

- m

n2

cm
sconce

RN oflhe channel in ajunclion FET is

value indeed. (The SSM222U has a noise
resistance of about 100 ohms}.

I

NFB

of 2mA. Since Lhe thermal noise resistance

the noise ﬁgure for the 281(389 works
out at 330 ohms - a very respectable

1113

zsxssiatFE'rsi

made like this, have a slope (gr,z or mutual
conductance) of about 20mAJ’voit at an Ia

H" 0.67m,“ (ohms),

m1
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has to use discrete component systems,
but one should not ignore ICs where
they are usable, especially when one is
not striving for the ultimate in sound
quality. (On a similar tack, I think there
are small differences between the sound
of unsymmetrical and completely sym—
metrical audio gain block layouts — with
the symmetrical layouts usually sound—
ing somewhat ‘brighter‘, and the single—
ended layouts usually sounding a bit

‘ la-(A)

0°C

‘smoother’. Mostly I prefer the
Region of n a n n y constant Iq

Mi"I ‘

only about half the number of components. Also, other things being equal, I
think that the less complicated the circuit the better it will sound).

"In,“

Audio power amplifiers.
usually find that they differ greatly from
m y own. The outcome of trials on the
performance of high quality op. amps.
vs. comparable quality discrete component circuits has left Inc with the opinion
that at low stage gains (say 1x to 5x)
there are no differences in sound that I

can detect. but at higher gain levels,

dissimilarities in sound quality begin to

Most commercial solid—state audio power

emerge and these usually favour the

ampliﬁers still follow the basic ‘Lin‘

discrete component circuitry.
Of course, in many cases - especially
in the design of high power ampliﬁer
systems, where some very large peak-to-

scheme of a high gain voltage ampliﬁer
driving the LS output via a pair of emitter

peak voltage swings are likely - the 1C.

op. amp. just cannot do the job, and one

followers connected in push-pull, as I had
shown in Figure 1 of last month’s article.
Negative feedback is then connected
from the LS output back to the input of
+Voc.
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unsymmetrical circuit layouts, since
these are simpler to make and also need

omit transistors.
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the voltage ampliﬁer to reduce the distortion and improve the bandwidth.
The success of this scheme depends
entirely on the performance of the
output emitter followers, and this, in
any push-pull system, depends on the
correct setting of the quiescent current
of the output transistors, since minimum distortion is only given a t some
precise current value. This value, and
the precision with which it must he
set, depends in turn, on the steepness

of the turn-on characteristics of the
output devices, and. as can be seen
from Figure 2, bipolarjunction transis—

degrees of success, to compensate both
for the ambient temperature of the equipment and for the actual working temperature of the output devices. since this will
affect the required forward bias level.
The problem is that any sudden high
power demand on the ampliﬁer, due,
say, to a loud musical passage, will
cause the output transistors chips to heat
up, and it will then take 10—20 seconds
" for this change in temperature to diffuse
through the mounting hardware to any
external sensor, to allow a compensatory
change in bias setting. During this time
the bias setting will be incorrect. The

A

«Mac.

R2

R2

—'Vv‘v‘

‘WV‘

Fl in.

0

‘WV‘

The Quad ‘current
dumping’ system.
This circuit was introduced by the
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. in 1975,

for their ‘405’ power ampliﬁer. The
basic circuit layout of this is shown
schematically in Figure 6. The idea
behind this is that when the output
transistors (TRl and TR2) are non—
conducting, the amount of NFB to the
input of A l (via R2, in parallel with that
through R3, R4 and R1) is much less
than when TR] and TR2 are conducting,
and consequently the gain is greater.
When the output transistors conduct, the
amount of NFB is increased, and if the
values of R 1 — R 4 are chosen correctly
the amount by which the extra NFB
will reduce the gain is just enough to
compensate for the increase in gain due
to TR] and TR2. So, the point of handover from the low-distortion class ‘A’
ampliﬁer ( A l ) to the unbiased output
transistors is ‘glitch’ free.
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tors have the most abrupt input voltage
vs. output current characteristics of all
the devices available to the designer.
They are therefore the most difﬁcult to
set to the correct value initially, a n d to
keep at that value throughout their
working life.
Power MOSFETs have a much more
gradual, and much more linear turn—on
curve, and are, consequently, much
easier to use as output impedance con—
version devices. On the other hand, the
output impedance of an emitter— or
source-follower is related to the slope of
the device. so a power transistor with a
3... value of perhaps 45AN will have a n
output impedance which is 15x lower
than a power MOSFET with a slope of
BAIV, so, for the same LS drive characteristics more negative feedback (NFB)
would need to be used.
There are severai techniques which
can be used to control the forward bias

applied to the output transistors, and
hence the output quiescent current setting. These endeavour, with varying

same problem exists, in reverse, when
any high power passages come to an
end. MOSFETs avoid this problem, in
part, because there is a value of quiescent current setting ~ usually in the 80200mA range, depending on the device at which the setting is independent of
temperature, as I have shown in Figure 4.
Pioneer, in their M—90(BK) ampliﬁer,
which has bipolar transistors in its output, use a custom designed IC, shown in
schematic form in Figure 5, to anticipate, and to control, variations in quiescent current setting, a n approach which
is a n improvement on the simple forward bias control circuitry usually
adopted. However, designers recognise
this weakness in the system, and a
number of attempts have been made over
the years to design a push—pull output
layout which didn’t need accurate control
of the quiescent current. Of these attempts, two useful circuits have emerged
which allow the output transistors to be '- '
operated at any arbitrary IEl level chosen,
without a crossover distortion penalty.

I h a v e shown this, schematically, in
Figure 7', and it is based on the obser—
vation that almost any amplifier will
work better if it is only required to
operate into a high impedance output
load. This is achieved if A2 has a high
enough gain, and if the ratio of R5:R6
is the same as that of R3:R4. Since
these resistors can have a high value
they will present a high impedance
load to A l . The ampliﬁer A2 acts to
try to produce a t point ‘B’ a voltage
which will make the voltages at points

‘A’ and ‘C’ identical to one another.
A s the output passes through the
‘crossover’ point, the output transis»

tors will be driven rapidly from conduction in one direction to conduction
in the other, and, since this can’t occur
instantaneously, there will be some
small residual ‘erossover-type’ glitch.

For distortion free operation, this must
be filled in by current from A1
through R4. This sets an upper limit,
in practice, to the resistor values
which can be used for R3IR4. Also, in
practice, R 4 will probably need to be a

little lower than the theoretical value.
I have promised myself that some-

time, when l have completed the other
jobs in the queue, I will do a ‘Hi-Fi’
amplifier based on the Sandman circuit
(with Dr. Sandman‘s blessing), using

high speed power MOSFETs as the
output devices.
Of course, when one gets down to it.

one will ﬁnd a lot of. small snags which
will need to be smoothed out - mostiy in

8
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the area of sorting out the transient

low. However, with all audio amp.

response, and in ensuring adequate HF
stability and tolerance towards awkward
LS loads. Certainly, also, the supply

designs, the power supply is effectively
in series with the output circuit, and it

ondary windings of the transformer,

Power supplies.

and the impedance presented by the

This is the other area in which there has

power supply electrical connections —
which may not be negligible. In earlier

been a change in ‘Hi-Fi’ thinking over
the years. Initially, in almost any audio
ampliﬁer design, the power supply had a
‘Cinderella’ status. Valve amplifiers
tended to be fairly tolerant in this respect because the currents involved, in
the output valve anode lines, were fairly

,.

M

currents are needed, and this entaiis the

use of large value, low ESR power
supply capacitors, high current rating
rectiﬁers, and low impedance power
supply transformers (as well as low
impedance LS cables).

times, almost any old transformer

would be used, so long as it had the
correct output voltagelcurrent rating.
In modern designs a toroidal construction is nearly always used, since it
has a lower external magnetic (hum)

5

C U R Y I O N LASER

- Plans on how to build a simple Mercury ion LASER, using
fairly basic tools and equipment. The LASER works at
567.7nm, producing a bright green beam. The output is
unusually high for an ion LASER. Applications include
holography, spectroscopy, display& projection, scanning,
medical and many more. The cost of building this LASER
is a tiny fraction of the cost of a commercially available
device. The design is basic, but capable of further
commercial development.
Plans include circultdiagrams and assemblyinstructions.
Send cheque/money orderfor£7.50 toA. Starkie, Dept a,
14 Rollersby Close, Bury 8L8 1EW. Mail order only.

at c

or other of the types of gain block I have
looked at in the earlier articles.

temporary ampliﬁers because, for good
reproduction of the string bass of much
‘pop’ music, very large peak output

seems:
Meets:

fier stages, and these will need to be one

This impedance is composed of the
equivalent series resistance (ESR) of
the capacitors across the supply lines,
the conducting resistance of the recti—
fier diodes, the impedance of the sec-

ﬁeld, and a much lower dynamic im—
pedance. This is important with con—

‘§§

voltages involved will be too high for
op. amps. to be used for the two ampli-

must have a constant, low impedance.

ﬁevzécgw

0.3
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OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX - 031 667 2611
The supplier to use it you’re looking for:

A WIDE RANGE OF COMPONENTS .
AIMED AT THE HOBBYIST
O COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES O
. MAIL ORDER -generally by .
RETURN OF POST
0 FRIENDLY SERVICE 0
.

E

Open: Monday - Thursday 9.15 - 6.00 6
Friday 9.15 - 5.00 Saturday 9.30 - 5.00

HART AUDIO KITS—YO UR VALUE FOR
MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-FI
HART KITS give you the opportunity to build the
LINSLEY HOOD 'SI'IUNT FEEDBACK' R.I.A.A.
very best engineered hifi equipment there is.
MOVING COIL 8t MOVING MAGNET
designed by the leaders in their field. using the
PICKUP PREAMPLIFIERS
best components that are available.
Every HART KIT is not just a new equipment acquisition but a valuable investment in knowledge.
giving you guided hands-on experience of modern
electronic techniques.
In short HART is your ‘friend in the trade' giving
you, as a knowledgeable constructor. assess to
better equipment at lower prices than the man in
the street.
You can buy the reprints and construction manual
for any kit to see how easy it is to build your own
equipment the HART way. The FULL cost can be
Modern. ultimate sound systems are evolving
credited against your subsequent kit purchase.
Our list will give you fuller details of all our Audio towards built-in preamplifiers within or near the
turntable unit. This keeps noise pickup and treble
Kits. components and special offers.
loss to a minimum. We now offer two units. both
having
the sonically preferred shunt feedback
AUDIO DESIGN 90 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER.
configuration to give an accurate and musical
sound. and both having the ability to use both
moving magnet and moving coil cartridges.
Kit K1500 uses modern integrated circuits to
achieve outstanding sound quality a t minimal cost.
. The very low power requirements enable this unit to
be operated from dry batteries and the kit comes
with very detailed instructions making it ideal for the
beginner K1500 Complete kit with all components
printed circuit board full instructions and fully
finished case.
...
...
...267 99
This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed
Instructions oniy..
EH2.BO
amplifier is the flagship of our range. and the ideal
Kit K 1450 is a fully iscrete componen Imp ementapowerhouse for your ultimate hifi system. This kit tion
of the shunt feedback concept and used with the
is your way to get EK performance for a few tenths right
cartridge offers the discerning user the ulof the cost!.
Featured on the front cover of timate in sound quality from vinyl disks. Can
be
'Electronics Today International‘ this complete fitted inside our 1400 Preamp. used externally or as
stereo power amplifier offers World Class perfor- a standalone unit. It has a higher power requiremance allied to the famous HART quality and ease ment and needs to be powered from our 1400 Series
of construction. John Linsley Hood's comments on preamplifier or its own dedicated power supply.
seeing a complete unit were enthusiastic:— "The K1450 Complete Discrete Component RIAA Phone
external view is that of a thoroughly professional P r e a m p .
”£109.53
piece of audio gear. neat elegant and functional. Factory Assembled and Tested
"£159.58
This impression is greatly reinforced by the K1565 Matching Audio Grade Power Supply with
internal appearance. which is redolent of quality. potted toroidal transformer and limited shift
both in components and in layout." Options a s rthlng system ..............................
B9.
include a stereo LED power meter and a versatile Factory Assembled and Tested.
U1115
Power
Interconnect
Cable.
passive front end giving switched inputs using
ALPS precision. low-noise volume and balance
controls. A new relay switched front and option
also gives a tape input and output facility so that
SPECIAL OFFER
for use with tuners. tape and CD players. or
PRECISION Triple Purpose
indeed any other 'flat' inputs the power amplifier

may be used on its own. without the need for any
external signal handling stages. 'Slave' and
‘monobloc’ versions without the passive input
stage and power meter are also available. All
versions fit within our standard 420 x 260 x ?5mm
case to match our 400 Series Tuner range. ALL six
power supply rails are fully stabilised. and the
complete power supply. using a toroidal trans—
former, is contained within a heavy gauge

TEST CASSETTE TC1 DD.
Are you sure yourtape recorder is set up to give its best?
Our latest triple purpose test cassette ohecksthelhree most
important tape parameters without test equipment. Ideal
when fitting new heads.
A professional quality. digitally masteredtesttape ate price
anyone can afford.

aluminium chassisfheatsink fitted with IE0 mains Test Cassette TCtDD ........................Our price onlyﬁoss.

input and output sockets. All the circuitry Is on
professional grade printed circuit boards with
roller tinned finish and green solder resist on the
component ident side. the power amplifiers
feature an advanced double sided layout for
maximum performance. All wiring in this kit is preterminated, ready for instant use!
PLH11 Reprints of latest articles................... ..E1.80
K11DDCM HART Construction Manual............. £5.50

SPECIALOFFER.
With each book purchased you may request a FREE extended index. written bythe author, exclusively from HART.

0-7306-0833-4....................................................£16.95
Don‘t forget most of ourkits have reprinlsof articles by John

Linsley Hood that you can purchase separately.

"THE ARTOFSOLDEHNG"
Ft Brewster.
Absolutely essential reading for anyone who ever picks up

a soldering iron. Written from knowledge gained in a lifetime

in the field. this is the ﬁrst book ever solely devoted to this
essential and neglected skill forall electronic enthusiasts.

Covers everything from the correct dtoioe ofscldering iron
and solder to the correct procedures to follow with many
illustrations and practical exercises.

0—85935-324-3.....................................................£3.95
"AUDIO" F.A. Wilson.
320p.ages178x111.F'ubl.1935
BP111'AUDIO“byF..A Wilson.
...
.2335
"ANINTRODUCHONTOLWDSPEAKEBS ENCLOSIRE
DESIGN" VCspel.
160mges. 178x111. Publ. 1988
BF256 ................. ..................................................
_
£2.95

'LOUDSPEAKEFIS FOR MUSICIANS" VCapel.
1?6 pages. 1TB 1111. Publ. 1991.

.. £3.95
EQUIPMENT" Fl. A. Penfold.
112pages.178x111.Publ.1989
BP267 ...................................................................£3.50

C2“... .1... {3mm ML. "Iii. film (f y,"
'THEWILLIAMSONMFUHEFI.“
D.T.N. Williamson.
In April 1947, Williamson’s poweramplifier. using excellent
quality push»pull output valves, a special output transformer. and a highly filtered power supply. became an over—
night success. The author takes the reader deep Into his
design considerations, offering practical advice on howlo
build the units plus concise instructions on setting up the
new amp. A cult classic.
1947. Reprinted 1990. 40 pages.
0-9624-1918-4...
....E4.95

ODD
Top Ouaity. Full Digital (D DD) Compact Disks of the great

classical favourites.
Ulneeveryone elseweddn't llketheldea of paying sillypn‘ces

for CD5. Alters long search we have now located a source
oftop quality classical recordings at prices that make you
suspectthe quality » until you try them! Send forour list of
titles.

-

CD ROM:

Like music 005 these have overpriced for some time but
with low prices of CD ROM driveslhe multimedia revolution
is with us now. Send forour list of titles. Most popular upto
now have been 'Too Many Typefonls" with 514 TrueType
fonts along with 393 ATM and lots of others.
“Shareware Overload" wilh over 6100 programs extending
to 550MB and "Kodak Photo CD Access". The firsttwo are
only £12.95, the Kodak onfy £24.

This easy-to-read classic, last revised in 1949, introduces
the reader to concepts such as impedance. phone and
decibels. frequency response. response curves. volume
and walls. resonance and vibration. cabinets and baffles.
horns. room acoustics. transients. crossovers. negative
feedback. Doppler and phase effects. and much more. A
provocative survey of the right questions about sound re—
production.

1949 reprinted 1990. 39 Pages. 215 x 140
0-9624-1913-3......................................................£0.95
COMPUTERTI'I'LES.
"AOONCISE ADVANCEDUSERS GUIDETOMS DOS“

N. Kantari s.
144 pages. 198 x130.Pubi. 1992

BP264
'AOONCISEUSEHSGUIDETOMS DOS 5'

P195

N. Kamaris.
1844 pages. 198 x 130. Pubi. 1992.
P3 8 ........................................................................£4.95

“MAKING MSDOS WORKFOR YOU"

Send or phone for your copy of our List (sap) of these and many other Kits 8. Components Enquiries from Overseas
m
s are equally welcome. but PLEASE send 2 inc: if you want a list sent surface post. or 5 for Airmail.
Ordering is easy. Just write or telephone your requirements to sample the friendly and efficient HART
servvce Payment by cheque. cash or credit card. A telephoned order with your credit card number will
get your order o n its way to you THAT DAY

Please add part cost of carriage and insurance as follows:—INI.MID Order: up lo 1:20- :1 50.
M m m - £3.50 Express Courier, next working day 210.
OVERSEAS - Plus. see the ordering Information with our Italic.

QUALITY
A U D I O KITS

'THEARTOFLINIEAR ELECTRONICS.‘
J.L. Linsley Hood.
Just Out! Hot off the Press. the definitive electronics and
audio book bythe renowned John Linsley Hood.
This 300+ page bookwill give you an unparalleled insight
into the workings of all the types of audio circuits. Learn
how to read circuit diagrams and understand ampliﬁers and
how they are designed to give the best sound. The virtues
and vices of passive and active components are exam—
ined and there are separate sections covering power supplies and the sources of noise and hum. As one would etipact from this writer the history and derivation of audio
amplifiercircuilry have an entire chapter. as does test and
measurement equipment.
Copiously illustrated this book is incredible value for the
amount of information it contains on the much neglected
ﬁeld of linear, as opposed to digital. electronics. Indeed it
must be destined to become the standard reference forell
who work, or are interested in this ﬁeld.

DISIGGOUNT Classical CD;

LINSLEV HOOD 1400 SERIES
ULTRA HIGH-QUALITY PREAMP
Joining our magnificent 80 Watt power amplifier
now is the most advanced preamplifier ever of—
fered on the kit. or indeed made—up marketplace.
Facilities include separate tape signal selection
to enable you to listen to one programme while
recording another. up to 7 inputs. cross recording facilities. class A headphone amplifier. can—
oellable 3-Ievel tone controls and many other use—
ful functions. all selected b y high quality relays.
For lull details see our list.

TECHNICAL EIOClKSiI‘IEtJ=
tggdem Books. Selected to represent the state of the art
I ay.

24 hr. SALES LINE

(0691) 652894

N. Kantaris 8. PPM. Oliver

160 pages. 198 x 130. Publ. 1993.
BP325......................................................................£4.95
'ADDNIJSE USERSGUIDETOWINDO'WSM '
N. Kantan‘s.

150 pages. 198 x130.Publ.1992.
BP325...

ALL PRICES

INCLUDE
UK/EC VAT

The postbag breaks and the letters spill out
The contributors right
to reply
As a regular contributor to Electronics in

Action, I would ﬁrst] y like to respond to
the comments made by Andrew
Chadwick on the Signal to Noise page
of the May edition.
In particular, Mr. Chadwick criticised
inelegant design, due to authors not
using currently available 1C5.
As a contributor I try to ensure that

the components used in my designs are
readily available to home constructors
through the usual mail order companies
serving this market. There have been a
few occasions when I have had to refrain
from using a particular device which may

have been ideal for a particular application, simply because it was only available
from a specialist semiconductor distributor who is only interested in supplying
large quantities to industry customers.
It normally seems to take two or

three years for interesting new l

to

find their way into hobbicst market.

electronics industry, where reducing
cost and component count is a high
priority. I also work in the electronics
industry, so I can see the situation from

both sides. In the amateuri'hobbiest
market we can be more ﬂexible as I have
mentioned above.

I agree to some extent with Mr.
Chadwicks comments on repetitive
construction details, and will bear them
in mind when writing future articles. I
do not see the need for a separate section
in the magazine on project construction,

since this is generally fairly straightforward. There are a number of good
books available detailing project assem-

bly for absolute beginners, as well as
many tedious articles in
other magazines which 99%

foolproof way of establishing the leadouts
of all conventional LEDs. including IR,

high intensity and shaped devices.
Take a look at the innards of the
device through the translucent casing.
One lead will be connected
to a larger piece of metal,
which has a cupped section

on top where the piece of

Magazine contributors

silicon is mounted. This
lead is the Cathode.

are paid by the page area

their article occupies. There
is obviously a temptation to
pad out projects with some

Cathode

unnecessary detail. to take
up more space. Fortunately

with Mr. Chadwicks suggestion of a
column in the magazine. describing

the editor of this magazine is very good
at cutting out the surplus waﬂle - I know

some of the latest devices - as long as
this does not consist of merely reprint—
in g manufacturers publicity material.

this from experience!

I often like to design with logic chips and

already been used! However there is a

of us never read!

magazine projects. However I agree

Only then is it viable to use them in

Maybe it would be better to redesign the
offending part of the circuit to use a
current device.
Finally, Andrew Armstrong mentioned the problem establishing the
leadouts of the IR LEDs in his CordleSs
Audio article.
LED lead identiﬁcations do seem to
vary from one manufacturer to another.
Often they rely on differing lead lengths,
which is meaningless if the device has

I will also endeavour to provide more
information on the workings of my
projects, and why particular design

decisions were made.
The subject of construction details

Anna.

The other (Anode) lead
connects to a smaller sec—
tion to one side of the other

piece. There is in fact an
extremely thin piece of wire connecting
from this to the piece of silicon, but this

will probably not be visible.
This is shown in the accompanying
diagram, which should make my description clear! If you think of ‘Cup‘ for
‘Cathode‘ and ‘Arm’ for ‘Anode’ (note

op-amps, instead of more complex devices,
because this makes the working of the
design easier to understand Also construc—

has been argued for many months on the

remember. I have used this method for

tors are more likely to have the required

letters page of a competing magazine

many years and it has not failed me yet!

devices (or something similar) already.

(Electronics - The Maplin Magazine)
without conclusion. I suppose it was
inevitable that someone would bring it

Designs using complex ICs can
sometimes become little more that reprints of the application circuits on the
data sheets. Although this black-box
engineering is often considered good

practice in industry, it makes boring
reading in a magazine!
I cannot respond to the comments
about specific projects, since I did not

Now onto a completely different
subject. M Coutts was asking in his
letter where he might obtain a 1537A

Audiophile components

VCA chip. 'Semiconductor Archives’

In reply to A G Crane’s letter in signal

stock or can obtain an extremely wide

to Noise April issue, top quality audio
phile components are available in small
and large quantities from RATA Ltd,

range of obsolete ICs. Their address is
Semiconductor Archives, 48
Deptford Broadway, Deptford, London

guitar switching box. The 4066 device
only costs forty pence, so if using two

SE8 4PH Tel:081 691 7908 Fax:081
692 3185

instead of one gives any improvement in
performance at all it must be worth this

However I must point out that they
are not cheap - the company I work for

minimal extra cost.

recently purchased an obsolete UART
chip from them, at a cost of over £40!

I assume Mr. Chadwick works in the

Paul Stenning
Hereford

to this magazine sooner or later.

counter one criticism of Daniel Coggins’

design them. However I would like to

the initial letters), it should be easy to

Edgebank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal,

Westmorland, LAB 9A8. Tel:0539
823247. A free Audiophile catalogue is
available on request
0 Speakman

Corby
Northants.

It works! It works!
In reply to the criticisms made of my

‘Guitar AB Box’ design in the
May issue of EIA. I would like
to first acknowledge Mr.
Chadwicks’ judgements (yes,
you could use just one 4066,
and the circuit can be DC
coupled, and using switches

in parallel is of questionable

to innovate
and to inform
those who wish to innovate. I would

merit).

The point is that my design
works - very well, and I would

tinswitdi
itself will

suggest that the reason for this is

that I used my ears to judge the end

cause a ‘pop' to be

heard at the output. As for

result.

My design works; surely that is what
matters, even though it might appear to
the purists as a Heath Robinson creation.

‘negative supply’ - we are Working

between 0 and +9 volts - no negative
supply! Parallelin g switches effectively
reduces series resistance, minimising RC
losses due to cable capacitance. I pre-

Certainly, some hobby magazines have
published circuits that appear to have
overlooked this fundamental belief. My
circuit features ‘inelegant’ quirks and
foibles for good reason. Using a gate to

ferred to use these switches, rather than

switch an LED is important i n THAT

do not claim to be totally original; how

circuit because we want to keep noise

can you re-invent the wheel? How many
designs pretend to be entirely original.

' and pops to an absolute minimum.

Switching LED current through the

I would like to say that my designs

without even the slightest element of
plagiarism? I gather that the
tired old circuits’ was in my
direction - guitar technology is
not renowned for being ad-

Metal Red
o r Rod Rest

vanced, but I feel that m y
designs Will be useful to those

who do not wish to spend a
fortune on commercial devices, as m y circuits give
comparable, even favourable
results.
I believe that I have given
insight into the design ap-

Water Level
Alarm

proach in my articles, emphasising the importance of ex—

Probe

Leeds

m.

unless one takes a wider view of life,

emerging occasionally from the backwater of a scientiﬁc discipline like electronics .

1 look forward to seeing your own .
designs Mr. Chadwick.

-

Daniel Cogglns
Henley on Thames
Oxon.

tie them to ground.

sideswipe about ‘rehashing

Ono lead is secured to
mom rod, the main probe
looeotndtothomoulrod
approx 1" from ground level

even say that one can become stiﬂed

Some form of insulation
such assleevlng on: Is
pincedovorlhorodwhon
the probe I: attached

perimentation, rather than
being blinkered by a ‘classical’ approach. This is the way

This brings up the dualistic argument once again on how we discover things in life. On the one hand,
the slow conservative developmental
approach produces more reiiabie
products but with a low degree of
innovation (the internal combustion
engine is good example) and the
other is the more radicai, lateral
thinking sidestep approach. This
produces totally new innovative
ways of achieving the goal but at
much higher risk. The ﬁnancial rewards are however much higher.
The decision is yours.
Back to the storyline, guitar effects
boxes are indeed popular with some
of our readers and it is the required
effect that is important. -Ed.
M
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Sometimes errors get past the most
stringent tests. So here are a few
remedies to previous clangers.

lnterccmmunications April ’94
In the circuit diagram of Figure 1,
TBS should b e shown as a PNP
device with its emitter connected to
H19. The numbering and component
positions are correct.

Echo Base May '94
Apologies to those who wanted to
make their own PCB tor Paul
Stenning’s echo unit, as we
neglected to include it. We
reproduce here.

PHOTOCO
mmmmmxxmmxmxmmmmm
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As our January issue was so popular W a s ” _

now sold out, we have introduced a new fem
service to enable you to obtain any articles thgt. ﬁe”;
you may be missing. Each article copy cosmftgifﬁtég
«z£2.00 (including P&Pi."-=I.:-:-

l Please Photocopy me the following articles:
i Month

Title of article

i ............................................................................................. @ £2.00

cf] ............................................................................................. a £2 00
l ............................................................................................. a £2 00

i ............................................................................................. @ 2200
5 Please print your name and address in BLOCK CAPITALS
i Name .............................................................. '...........................................
i Address

i ................................................................. Postcode.....................‘............

I enclose a chequeg‘postal order (payable to Electronics in Action) for E
i Please send this form to: Electronics in Action, PO Box 600,
'
Berkhamsted, Herts. HP41NL

_'_'
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__
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VIEWDATA RETU RNS EB made by Tandata, induces 1200.?5
modemJobd. RC-iBand oompom, printerport. NoPSU.£6 MAGSPT
IBM PC CASE AND PSU Ideal Dasefor building yourown PC.
EX equipment but OK. £14.03 each REF: MAIS14P2
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get TWO 6"!6' 6v
130m solar cells. 4 LEDs, wire. buzzer. swltdi plus 1 relay or
motorStperb value ldtjust £5.99 REF: unease

SOLID STATE RELAYS Will switdi 25A mains Input Ito-26v
Dc smamm with terminal screws £3.99 REF MAGIPtO
300DP| M DTP MONITOR Brand new. TTUECL inputs. 15'
landscape. 1

‘

t pixel complete with o'rcuit drag to help you

interface with your projects. JUST £24.99. REF MAG25P1
ULTRAMINI BUG ME cmxeﬁmm made by AKG..§-12v
elechetwndenserﬂoﬂE128a.0uﬂfourfor£9.99 REF MAG10P2
RCBICCAIECAI'ITL COLOUR MONITORS 12' In good
corlition. Bark anodised metal case. £99 each REF MAGSQPt
o m GAMES MACHINES returns so oir for spares or
lopdr £9 each (no games). REF MAGQP1
C34 COMPUTERS Returns. sookiorspares etc£9 reiMAGQP2
FUSELAGE LDHTS 3 foot by 4‘ panel 1rB' thicii with 3 panels
thatglow green when a vohageis applied. Goodtor nightlightsjront
panels signsdisco etc. 50400v per strip. 225 ret' W W

ANSWER PHONES Returns with 2 falls we give you theblls
for 1 fault. you have to ﬁnd the other yourself. BT Response 200's

£18 ee REF MAGtBPt, BT Response 4010's £25 ea REF MAGZSPB
Siltable power supply £5 REF MAGoPtz
SWITCHED MODE PSU ex equip. 604v +5v gait. -5vQ.5h.
+12v92A.-12v@.5A 12m cased 24$m5mm IECIrput
sodret £6.99 REF MAGTPT
PLUG IN PSU 3V aroma DC £2.99 each REF MAGSPQ
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w . 2.99 REF MAGSP‘IO
POWER SUPPLY fully cased with mains and dip leads 1“! DC
900niA output. Bargain price £5.99 ref MAGGPSJ
ACORN ARCHMEDES PSI! +5v Q 4.4K onloﬁsw unoased.
selectable mains input. 145:19m45mm £7 REF MAGTPZ

CEICER COUNTER KIT Low cost professional twin tube.
complete with PCB and components £29 REF MAG29P1
SNICLAIRCS 13' wheels complete with lube.tyre and cycle style
bearing £6 as REF MAGSFHO
AA HEAD PACK encapsulated pack of 3 AA nicad batteries
{tagged} ex equip. comm-rm. £ 3 a pack. REF MAG3P11

133V 1 .BA psu cased with leads. Jug £9.99 REF MAG10P3
“UK 5.25 brand new half height ﬂoppy drives IBMcompaltble
industry standard. Just £6.99 REF MAGTPG
PPC MODEM CARDS. These are high ﬁtecplug In cards made
iortheAmshed laptop crimputers. 2400 ha ud dial up unit complete
with leads. Clearance price i525 REF:MAI35P1
INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLLERS Originaiiymadefor
hi spec satellite equipmentbutperiectforall sortsot rernotecontroi
protects Our ciea rance price isjust £2 REF: HAG!

BUBE’S
BUBESTQII BOARD
100MHz DUAL TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPES
JUST £259
RING FOR DETAILS

MASSIVE
WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE

FANTASTIC £20.00 REDUCTION
REFURBISHED PC BASE UNITS
COMPLETE WITH KEYBOARD
FROM ONLY £ 2 9 . 00

AMSTRAD T512 BASE UNITS
GUARANTEED
PERFECT WORKING ORDER.
A LOW COST INTRODUCTION TO THE HOME COMPUTER MARKET.

toy. Price is£i3 a pair REF: IIAG BM 2 x PPS req'd.
'MINATURE RADIO TRANSCENERS A pair or wanna
Hides with a range or up to 2 kilometres in open country. Units

measure221§21155rm0ompletewtllioamsaiﬂ eerpieeesZirPPa

req'd. £30.00 pair REF: whose.
COMPOSITE VIDEO KIT. Converts composite video into
separate H sync. Vsync, and video. 12v DC. £8.00 REF: m e n

Loasoo PRINTERASSEMBLIES MadebyAmstrad theyare
enire mechanical printer assemblies including pri nthead. stepper
motorsetcuclniacteverytliing barihecaseandelectronlos agocid
shipped £5 REF: MAGSPS or 2 for£8 REF: NACBPS
SPEAKERWIRE Brown 2core1mfoot hank E2 REF: MAG-2P1
LED PACK (:1 100 standard red on leds £5 REF MAGSPat

JUG KE'I'I'LE ELH ENT good general purpose heating ele
merit (sooth 2hr) ideal for healing projects. 2 for£3 REF: MAGS
UNIVERSAL PC POWER SUPPLY complete with lyleads.
swiktli. Ian etc. Two types evalldille 150w at £15 REFMAGISPZ
(2mm) and 200w at £20 REF: MAGEDPB (2W3mm)

‘PMTRANSMITTERhoused Inastendardwoddng iaAadqtterii

telephone to amplify the sound-It also works qtile wall on the cable

running dong the walll Price is £5 REF: MAGSPT

DOS PACKS Microsoft version 3.3 or I'I'gher complete with all
manuals or price Just £5 REF: MAGS” Worth it just for the very
comprehensive manual! 525' only.

DOS PACK Microsoft version 5 Orignal software but no manw

AMSTRAD TSTZDD
1512 BASE UNIT AND KEYBOARD AND TWO
525' 360K DRIVES. ALLYOU NEED ISA monron
A N D POWER SUPPLY w a s s m o o

now ONLY £39.00
REF: MAGS'?

£33.95

manud. 525' only. REF:N.A02P9

CTMGMCOLOURMOIWOR MadeiomimiinineCPCd-Stl
home curiputer. Standard ROB input so will work with other nia—

chlnes. Refurbished £59.00 REF:MAG§9

PIR DETECTOR Made by famous UKal-ami manufactu rertheee
are hi spec. lcng rangeinternal units. 12v oparaion. Slight marlison
case and unooiied (although brand new} £3 REF: MAGBPS
WIN DUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO AWFM radio complete
with hand charger and solar panel! £14 REF: MAG14P1

COMMODORE S4 TAPE DRIVES Customer returns at £4
REF: MAG4P9 Fullyteﬂedand working unlisare£12 REF: MAG12F5
COMPUTER TERMINALS complete with screen. keyboard
and R3232inputl'oulput. Ex equipment. Price is £2? REF: MAG?!
dairies fitted with a tan plug on one end. cable the other. Ideal for

prq'ects. iowcoslmanul'actun ng etc. Padrot101or£3 RE F: MAG3P8
Path of room REF: MAGZGPS
SURFACEMOUNT STRIPPERDnginatiymade assomotorm
01 high frequency ampliﬁer {main chip Is a TSA5511T 1.3GHz
synthesiser} but good strippervalue, an excelent way to play with
surface mount components £1.00 REF: MAG1P1.

MBROWAVE THER Electronic limerwitn relay output sultdtle
to make enlarger timer etc £4 REF: MAG4P4

“MS!” SPECIALPACKACNO aims)

TOP QUAUTY AMORPHOUS SIICD'N EELS HAVE ALMOST A
MLESS Lﬂﬁ’AN WITH A N PIT-WM NUMBER OF POSSIBLE
APPUCATIONS. SOME OF WHICH MAY BE CAR BATTERY
WONG. Fm USE ON BOATS OR CARAVANS. on ANYWHERE A PORTABLE 12V SJPPIYIS REQUITED. RE: MAG“

FREE SOFTWARE!
Brand m . UNUSED lop gully Famous brand
learned software dice. Available in 525' DSDD or 625"
Ht) only. You buy the datum It comes with free BRAND
NEW UNUSED SOFTWARE. We are octuo fly selling you the
fioppydecforyourovm 'MEGA CHEAP' storagefocﬁltes.
tryou ho open to get software that you we ntineedi'iiie (:5
trial ........ yougata 'MEGA BARGAIN'IOOI
DSDO PIT“) £2.99 RIP: MAG"?
PNI'IIIII 516.00 RIF: MACH

£££££££WE BUY SURPLUS STOCKSWW
TURN YOUR SURPLUS 31:06:: IN'ro (than.
IMMEDIATE 33mmENT. WE WILL ALSO QUOTE FOR
COMPLETE FACTORY CLEARANCE.

1994 CATMDGUE.
PLEASE SEND 45F . M

ais hence only £3 REF: MAIDSPG 525' only.

MAINS CABLES These are2 core standard hiadr2 metre mains

3FT X TFT TUWATT GLASS PANELS
14.5VT7DDmA
NOW AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER

with a range oiaboui 200'. ldeai for garden use orasaieducaiond

Iilrea source and sensor LEDononeend andlots ofoonipohents on
the Iestoithe PCB. Cornpletewllti ﬂyleads. Pact: d 5 £ 3 REF: NAG:
3P5 or 201mm REF: IAGBN
SNOOPERS EAR? onynal made to clip overthe earpiece or

FOREIGN DOS 3.3»Gerr'nan.Fremh.italian etc £2 a pact: with

SINCLAIRCS MOTORSWe havealew leﬁwithoutgeamoues.

REF: MAST!
VIDEOSENDER UNITmcllauiaendmﬂglﬂs
1mm evidential-hers. video records. Nora-winerehb
anystandard TVsetinatDO'rangeiﬂurreWtoa w m t ﬁ
Mop.Plicels£15REF:MAG‘IS thpsubﬁmﬂﬁzm
'FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE Smdl handhadurlﬂha
500' range! 2transmitpowerlevels. Reqe PPSvINerm
to any FM receiver. Price Is £15 REF: IAG‘ISM
LOW COSTWALKIE TALKI- Perelman, ,
‘ mills

PROXHITY SENSORS These are small PCB's with what look

AMSTRAD 151250

S0MB POWER PANELS

Cui'pietewiﬂrPCBm Almis'rirmaybe requred.£17.m

mass are 10 watt 4R .iap made 4' round with large
shielded magnets Good quality general purpose speaker.
£2 each REF: IAIGZPII or 4 for £6 REF: MAGBPE
TWEEI'ERS 2' diameter good quality tweeter 140R (etc with
above speaker) 2 for £2 REF: MMZPS ordfor£3 REF: Imam
AT KEYBOARDS Made byAprlootthasa quality keyooaios need
justasmall modiﬁcationto run on anyATJheyworli perfecly but you
will have to put Lp with 1 or 2 foreign keycapsl Price £6 REF:
NIAGBPS
XT KEYBOARDS Mixed types. some returns. some good. some
foreign etc but all good for spares! Price is £2 each REF:MA62P6
oral for£B REF: NAGBN
PCCASES Again mixed types soyou iakeachanoe neatonedﬂ
the pile £12 REF:MAG 12 or two thesame for £220 REF: MAGZDP4
CWMODORE M ICRODRNE SYSTEM mini sewage
device tor 064's 4 times faster than disc drives. 10 imes faster
than tapes. Complete unltjust £12 REF:MAG12P1
SCHOOL STRPPERS We have quite a few 01 the we
units which are 'retums' as they are quite comprehensive units
they could housed for otherproleclsetc Let us know how rnanyyou
need atjust 50p a unit (minimum 10].
H EADPHON ES 'ESP These are exVirg'n Atlantic. You can have
5 pairs for £2 REF: MAGZPB

i 5 1 2 BASE UNIT. 5.25" FLOPPY DRIVE A N D
KEYBOARD. ALL YOU NEED s A MONITOR AND
Power: SUPPLY. was £49.00
now ONLY 529.00
REF: mezzo

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR GUIDE. A
very useful boxfrxﬁnding equivalenttra nsistors. leadoula specs
etc. £20 REF: MAGZOP1
Theseare12vD033€Dr|l11 614'. 1M'OPsha1't. HSREF: RAMS
UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Designed by us
m m m m o m m m m Izvmwtom

TOP QUALITY SPEAKERS Made for HI FI televtdons

SIZED SAE FOR YOURFREE COPY.

MOBILE CAR PHONE £5.99 Well almost! complete In car
phone excluding the boar oteiectronice norm ally hidden under seat.

Can be made to illuminate with 12v also has built In Iigﬂ sensor so
‘ T
,
R'.EF MAGSPS

ALARM BEACONS Zenon strobe madetc mou'nton an external
bell hour but could be used Tor caravans etc. 12v operation. .iust

corn-lest up and It ﬂashes reg Llariy}£5 REF: unseen
FEE ALARM CONTROL PANEL t
quality meta arsed
aiann panel mtaﬁxSOmmWIth key. Corneswith electronics but
no lnfomtallon. sale price 199 REF: MAGBPG
SUPER SEE HEATSINK Superb quaily aluminium haalank.
'365 x 183 x 6mm, 15 iiris endiie high heat disdpalton. No hoes!
sale price £5.99 REF: MAGBPH

REMOTE CONTROL PCB These are receiver boards for
garage door opening systems. You may have another use? £4 ea
REF. MAG4P5
8"X12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155ir310mm
130ml Bargain price just £5.99 ea REF MAGSPtZ.
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUM PER PACK 10 metreelor £4.99
relMAGSPtiiidsalforexperirnentersl 30mtor£1239 reiMA513P1
LOFT! Line output transformers believed to be for hl res colour
monitorsbul useid forgetting high voltages from low onesl £2each
REF: MAGEPIZ bumper pack at 10 for £12 REF: MAG12P3.

SHOP OPEN 9-5.30 SIX
DAYS A WEEK

thebug runsdlrec‘lyoﬁmemainssolastsioreveriwhypayETOmor
price 15226 REF: MAGZS Transrnilsto any FM radio.

'FM BUG KIT New design with PCB embedded coi for extra
stabilty. WorkstoanyFM radio 9: batteryreq'd.£5 REF: MAGSFS
'FM BUG BUILT AND TESTED superior design to kit.
Sippliedtio ddedtve agendas. 9v battery req’d. £14 RE F: MACH
TALKING OOINBON STRPPER originally made to retail at
£19 each. these units are designed to convert and ordnary phone
intoe payphone. The units have the locks missing and sometimes

CHANGE. PRICES
NOTIEE ORDERS SUBJECT T O M QUOTATIONS W
m3 mmTI-Lkﬂ THOR! STATE)

TION'S m
Pm
Y M
FOR QUANI'L

PORTABLE RADIATION DETECTOR

£49.99

with lead. The motor has two magnets fixedtoa rotorthat spin round

A Hand held personal Gamma and X Ray delector. This unit contains two Geiger Tubes. hols o 4
digit LCD display with or Piezo speaker. giving on
audio visual Indication. The unit detects high
energy electromgnetlc quanta with em energy
from 30K eV to over LEM 9V and cr rriaasuring
range of 5-9999 U t or 1099990 Nri'h. Supplied
complete with hondboo k.

Inside. Therea'eelsozplastlccovered magnetssupplled. Madefor
reitotelyslrrlng liqu'dsi you may haveause? memmermaoaea

REF: MAG50

broloen hinges. Howeverthey can be adaptedi‘ortheirorig'nd

use

or used for something 8158?? Price is just £3 REF: Imam
1MWATTMOSFETPAIRSamespecas
25mm and 231413
(SRWJOOwHNchannel.1Pchannel.£3apar REF: m3”
VELCRO 1 metre length of each side 20mm wide (qu'dr way or
fixing iorlerhporary jobs etc) £2 REF: NAGZPS

MACNETK‘. ACITATORS Consisting oia cased mainsniotor
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A Versatile Centronic

24—line IIO Port
by Dr Pei An
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here were days when Commodore
C64, Acorn Atom or 2X81 corn
puters were used to control hard-

9M.M.n»mz
wow 5 s
nugnnwwweu
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ware intelligently. Nowadays the use of
IBM~PCs and clones has become the
most popular and, undoubtedly, the most
powerful way. A modern PC runs at an
ultra high speed and is supported by
almost all available computer languages
such as BASIC, PASCAL, C and ASSEMBLER. These make it the best
candidate for controlling external debeen developed for this purpose.
This article introduces a general
purpose IIO card for IBM-PC comput-

outputs under software control via the
Centronic port. Figure 1 shows how the
U0 card is connected to a PC computer
and gives the pin—out functions of the
26-way DTL expansion socket from
which external circuitry is connected.

ers. This card is based on an industry
standard programmable peripheral interface chip which is able to offer 24 1/0
lines. Unlike conventional cards which

The Works

are normally inserted into the PC's
expansion slots, this card is connected
directly to the Centronic port (printer

fore it is suggested that readers should
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be familiar with the functions and con—
trol of the Centronic port. A detailed
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The [IO card is controlled by the
Centronic port of the computer, there-
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vices. As a result, various Lr'O cards have

port) of PCs. The 24 lines are organized
into 4 groups which can be independently conﬁgured either as inputs or

from which extamal circuits
are connected
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Pin lunctions oi the expansion socket
which contains Port A. B and C
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description of the Centronjc port and the

way to control it can be seen in an article entitled ‘Mission control’ which
appeared in April’s issue of the 5169.

tronic in Action.

_

”Odes
Mode 1

'

same manner as Port A. Port (3 is split into two halves (upper 4

The card consists of an 3255 PPI
which is the heart of this can}, a

bits and lower 4 bits} with each half configured as either inputs
or outputs. The mixture of inputs and outputs an each half is

74LS24], a 74L8244, a 74LS365 ni-

”0t poss'b'e' A" the ompms 3E3..'3‘°h9d'

state buffer [C and a 74L802 NOR gate.

The complete circuit diagram of the HO

Mode 2

Mode 2 configures the 8255 PPI as strobed I/O ports. Port A

and B are configured as two independent 8-bit l/O ports. Each

card is given in Figure 2.

8255 PPI
_

_

Descriptlon
Port A can be set as an 8-bit input or output port. Mixture of
inputs and outputs is not possible. Port B is configured in the

ct them has a 4-bit control port associated with it. These

.

control ports are formed from the lower and upper 4 bits of the
. Port C, respectively. in this-mode, data applied to an input port
. must be strobed ln Wlth a signal produced In external

p

F13“? 363‘) shows a“? pin-out funm'mf‘
of this chIP- GND (Pm 7) and VCC (Pm
26) are COHDeCted t0 the negative and
:3; £82:Epfggtjﬁz’tﬁﬁﬁggé‘ch
_
,
‘

hardware. An output port is provided with handshake signals
that indicate when new data are available at its outputs and
when an external device has read the values.
Mode 3

are “Tang“ ‘“ three S'b" PM“ “ame'y

Only port A can be initialized in this mode. In this mode. port A
can be used for bidirectional data transfer. This means that

data can be output or input on the same eight lines. It Port A is

PO“ A, B and C- The 8255 “as W"

initialized in Mode 2, pins P03 through PC? are used as

internal Tcgistcrs, three l3f Which are

handshake lines. The other three pins, PCO through P02, can be

called peripheral registers and are aSSOciatcd with Port A, B and C. The fourth
one is the control register. The three

used as ordinary l/O lines it port B is conﬁgured in Mode 0. These
lines will be used as handshake lines of Port B if the port is
conﬁgured in Mode 1.

peripheral registers are used for data

transactions between the 8255 PP] and
external circuits and the control register
is used to initialize the operation modes
of the PPI. There are 8 bidirectional data

lines (DBO-DB'I', Pin 34 to Pin 27)
through which data are written to or read
from the internal registers under the
control of —RD (Pin 5 ) and -WR (Pin 36)
lines. The address lines A0 (Pin 9) and

active high and will set all the lines of

three ports can be conﬁgured as inputs

Ports A, B and C as input lines. In normal
operations, RESET line must be held low.
The 8255 PP] has three operation

or outputs. Table 1 summarizes the
operation modes.

modes: Modes 0, l and 2, by which the

initialized by writing an 8—bit control word to

The operation modes of the 8255 PPI are

Bit No.

Description

Function

A1 (Pin 8) are used to select a particular
register. The relationship between the
address lines (A0 and AI) and the rcgis-

Bit 7
_
Blt 6

Mode 591 flag
,
Mode selection

1=A01iV9
__
gtmgg: (l)

m is 3'10“ belt)“

Bit 5

Mode selection

1x=Mode 2

Internal Registers

A0

A1

Bit 4

Mode control at Port A

1=lnput, O—LOutput

Register A
Register B

0
1

0
0

,
Blt 3

.
Mode control of upper 4 blts of Port C

1=lnput, 0=Output

Register 0

0

Mode selection

1=Mode 1, 0=Mode 0

Mode control oi Port B

1=lnput, 0=Output

Central Register

1

1

Bit 2

1

._

-CS (Pin 6) line must be taken low to

enable the IC. RESET (Pin 35) line is

...... .
Bit 1

.

.

Blt 0
Table 2

"'"'"

.

Mode control of lower 4 blts of Port C
Bit functions of the control word

_

_

1—lnput, O—Output

Control
Word

Bit 1

3|! 0

Port A

Port 0
(upper)

Port B

Port 0
(lower)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

0

Cl

1

O.

O

O

I

o

1

o

o

0

I

O

0

E m

137

o

1

“a

1

o

i

o

I

E if

130
131
133

o
o
o

o
o
1

1
a
1
i
1"" o

o
o
o '

o
o
i

I
I
I

o
I
0

E“
all!
EH
II»

0

1

1

O

I

I

I

g m

Blt 4

Blt 3

123

o

129

- 0

135

139
..

144
145

152

1

1

o

o

1

0

0....1

1

1

o

o

n

an

Eves

one

"2 “‘w

I

E?“
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are E

l

I

o

o

E“

I

E P“

-0

|

145

1

o

1

o

I

o

I

147

1

o

1

1

I

o

I

Em

E

PW

o

I

I

I

o

1

1

1

|

I

I

I

_
_
_
note: Bit 7:1. Bit 5=BIt 6:0
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the control register. The bit function of the

construc tion

oontrol word is explained in table 2.

tors, DIL IC sockets, capacitors, Electro—

This U0 card is constructed on a singlesided printed circuit board. The full size
foil pattern and component layout are
shown in Figure 5 and 6. The PCB
board is available from the EM PCB
service and a complete kit plus the control software is available from the author
at a price of £30 including P&P. Cheques

lytic capacitors. PCB connectors, Voltage

In this article, we will concentrate on

Mode 0 which is adequate for the present
applications. For other modes. pIease
refer to the manufacture’s data sheets.
In Mode 0, as we already know, Port
A and Port B can be conﬁgured as either
inputs or outputs. Port C is split into two
halves which can be also configured as

inputs or outputs. All p0ssible control
words for conﬁguring Ports A, B and C
are listed in table 3.

regulators, Centronix female connector,
fuse holders, 26—way DIL sockets and

ﬁnally the ICs. It is suggested that [C
sockets are used for all the ICs.

Testing
After soldering, check all the joints and
connections to make sure there are no

should be made out to X. Qiu and sent
via the ELA ofﬁce.

shorts due to excess solder. Only when

Components may be mounted on the
board in the following order: links, resis-

constructed, can you connect the power

you make sure that the board is properly
supply to the card. Since the card is

I'Seiecijspymobemhmaassm'

m l i n e s m a n d A1 moutputtmmtbe Controlpeit

with other two lines, -Wl'-'t and 410. held high

II
This byte is convened and output from the Date pon
(data conversion is needed due to hardware emgements]

I

W e lines A0 and A1 are output from Ihe Control port
wilh other two lines, ~WR and —FID. held higi

{AD and A1 are selected according to the designated

peripherial regisiers or the PPI}

World A1 areselectedeeeerdinutomeepeciﬁc

.

'

periphmiel registers of the PPI)

I
Ammpmesemm eecaidﬁomim-n oline
d m w m

i

BHOOHIIeDatapOIUSSﬂIM.DSL=D
TTIeStamsponreadsmedﬁlaﬁmﬂleBZSSPlﬂlsttlme
t'rheﬁistreedlngistheuowbitsotthebytehomtheszast

simple to construct and involves no
adjustment at all, it will work

straight away if all the ICs are OK
and properly located in position. To
test the output of the ports. connect
the card to the Centmnic port via
the printer cable and run the sample
program (which will conﬁgure all
the 24 lines as outputs). A logic

tester described in Application 5
next month (Integrated driver ICs)

can be used for testing the logic
ll
A hi-to-low-then-high pulse is sent In the card
on -WR line from the Control port
[This wlli leld'i the this into the corresponding register)

ll
Bit 0 or the Data port is set high, DSL = 1
The Statue port reads the data from the 5255 PPI the second time
(The second rearing Is the 4 high bilsot the byte tromthe 8255)

The -FID line ls set to high

of the ports can be tested as well.
However in this case the program

needs a slight change. When testing
the card, readers should be familiar

II’
The writing prooedure is completed

level of the outputs. [f a logic gen-

erator is at hand, the input function

The two readings are bit-manipulated and combined Into a
single byte

with the pin functions of the 26-way
expansion socket (see Figure l ) and
know the conﬁguration of the ports.
It should he pointed out that con-

necting a logic output to an output of
(3.) Write a byte to the 3255 PPI

(b) Read a byte from the 8255 PPI

the 8255 may cause permanent

damage to the 8255 PPI.

.
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Dr. Pei An looks at programming
the software and a few applications
together with interface circuits for
various sensors

EUROPEAN COMPUTER MARKETING (U.K.)
ROWAN HOUSE, WOODLANDS ROAD, RILLINGTON, MALTON,
Y017 8LD, N YORKSHIRE

SALES AND INFORMATION HOTLINE

All prices are exclusive of V.A.T @ 17.5%
Subject to availability despatdt is
and UK mainland delivery Export orders
normally eﬂected within 2 days from
are welcome. Please call for ca‘rriage
receipt 0! cleared payment. Please allow
to country of destlnation. Payment by
7 working days for cheque clearance. All
cheque, bankers draft, cash or
orders will be IulIiIed within 28 days
postal orders.
unless othenuise notified.
E 8. OE All prices subject 10 change without notice. Please call before ordering. Goods are not smpiied on a trial b a s ' .

0944 - 758989
FAX: 0944 - 7 58989

TOP QUfILITY DEALS”

386 SX-dOMHZ
3860X-40MHZ
4063X-25MHZ
4SGDX-33MHZ
486DX-50MHZ
4860LC-40MHZ

MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA

£620.00
$696.00
£635.00
£717.00
$695.00
£775.00
$832.00
£912.00
£934.00
$1010.00
£734.00
:281 4.00

£635.00
:2711.00
£650.00
£725.00
:2710.00
12706.00
£847.00
£923.00
£949.00
521024.00
£749.99
$824.00

£650.00
£726.00
£665.00
£745.00
£725.00
$805.00
£862.00
£942.00
$964.00
$1044.00
$784.00
$844.00

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE: MINI TOWER 0R DESK TOP CASE WITH DIGITAL SPEED DISPLAY, 3.5” FLOPPY DRIVE (1.44MB), 5.25' (1.2MB) FIDPP’Y
DISK DRIVE, 2 SERIAL?! PARALLEL/IGAMES PORT. 102 KEY UK KEYBOARD, MICROSOFT COMP MOUSE, " 3 YEAR WARRANTY, M5 DOS 5, MS WINDOWS
3.1. ALL SYSTEMS ARE SOAK TESTED FOR 4-8 HRS.

MOTH E R B O A R D S
ECMIOO SMSX-IDMHZ
ECM101 SBGDXJOMHZQSK CACHE
ECMIM 4868X25MHZ VLB 256K CACHE
ECM103 4BGSX33MHZ VLB 256K CACHE
ECM104 4EEDK33MHZ VLB 256K CACHE
ECMIOS 4&60X40MHZ VLB 256K CACHE
ECMIOG 4800XWM HZ VLB 256K CAIC HE
ECMIOI 4SBDLC40MHZ VLB A CO-PRO

50 F T W A R E
£62!”
£92.00
£147.00
£160.00
£273.00
£200.00
£370.00
£162.00

HARD DISK DRIVES
ECMIOG 120MEIIDECONNER
ECM109 170MB IDECONNER
ECMIIO 210MB IDE CONNER
ECMI‘II 257c DE CONNER
EC“! 12 330MB IDE CCNNER
EOM113 IGB FAST SCSI—2 FUJITSU

£15313)
£16913)
£1?3.00
£178.00
£210.00
£640.00

MEMORY
ECALL
{CALL
[CALL

ECMIH 256K SIMMS MOBILE
ECM1151MB SIMMS MOBILE TONS
ECMIIG 4MB SIMMS MODULE SONS

LATEST D E S I G N C A S E S
ECMII? DELUXE DESKTOP
ECM11B DELUXE SLIMLINE CASE
ECMH‘J DELUXE MINITOWER
ECM120 DELUXE FULLTOWER
ECM121 DELUXE MULTIMEDIA

£45.03
£52 (I)
£48.03
£50.03
£87.00

KEYBOARDS
ECMI22 102 KEY UK KEYBOARD

£14.00
£23.00
£25.00

Ecmz. HIGH OUAIJTY toOFIPORATE) KEYBOARD
ecum CHERRY KEYBOARD

ADD-ON C A R D S
ECM131 IIO CARD 2SHPIIG
£11.00
ECM132 IDE CARD 2HDI2FD WITH CABLES
£11.00
ECM133 IDE 6 1:0 CARD ZHDEFDQSII PHG WTTH CABLES £14.00
ECMI34 IDE CACHE CCNTRIOIJ.ER ZHMFD
£62.11)
ECMIES ADEF'TIC1542C SCSI HIGH PER FOINANCE KIT £192.00

COMMS PRODUCTS
ECM136 FAXJ'MODEM 960014800 WITH BITFAK FOR DOS [49.00
ECMIJ‘I FAWCDEM 96mm WITH BITFAX FOR DOSIWIIQOWS £5100
ECMISG POCKET FAX/MODEM 9600(2‘00
£57.00

MONITORS
ECM154 MONO VGA 14' MONITOR
ECMISS COLOUR SVGA 14' MONITOR
E04156 COLOUR SVGA 14‘ NON INTERLACED
E06157 COLOUR SVGA 15‘ NON INTERLACED
ECMISB COLOUR SVGA 17' NON INTERLACED

£35.00
£169.00
£132.00

SCALL
£560.00

ECMIGS MS DOS V5.0
ECM164 MS DOS V6.0
ECMIGS MS WINDOWS V3.1
ECM175 MS 005 V3 3 (FOREIGN) GERMAN 5.25' ONLY
ECM176 MS 006 V3 3 (FOREIGN) FRENCH 5.25‘ ONLY
ECMITT MS DOS V3.3 (FOREIGN) ITAUAN 5.25' ORLY

TELECOM PRODUCTS
£25.00
£37.00
£33 00
£2200
£2200
22200

C D TITLES
ECM150 WORLD ATLAS CD
ECMISI GUINESS DISC OF RECORDS 1993 CD
ECMISZ WORLD VIEW WITH VIDEO FOR WINDOWS
ECM153 KODAK PHOTO CD ACCESS SOFTWARE
ECMIGG AA PDTELS A RESTAURANTS
ECM167 SHAREWARE OVERLOAD
ECM168 PUBLISHERS DREAMS
ECM169 WIN PLATINUM
ECMI‘IO WORLD FACT BOOK '93
ECMI‘II WINDOWS MASTER
ECMIIZ BUSINESS MASTER 2ND EDITION
ECM173 VIDEO MOVIE GUIDE ‘03
ECM174 TOOLWORKS REFERENCE UBRARY

DISPLAY

£25.00
£25.00
£25.00
£20.00
£20.00
£15.00
£35.00
£25.00
£25.00
£22.00
£2200
23500
[25.00

CARDS

ECM139 MONO CARD WITH PRINTER PORT
ECMHO VGA CARD 256K
Ecum 16 BIT sA CARD 512K

£16.00
£36.00
£39.00

ECMMZ TRIDENT 89OOCL ISBITSVGA 1MB

£52.60

Ecum ISENG LAB ETdooo 1MB 16 71.13 COLOURS

moo

PRINTERS
ECMI25 HP DESKJET 510
ECMIZS HP DESKJET 550
ECM127 HP LASERJET ‘L

5239.00
2419.00
[492.00

ECMIZB PANASONIC KXP1123 24 PIN DOT MATRIX

£139.00

ECMIZD CANON BJ IOSX BUBBLE JET
ECMIII PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE

£104.00
H30

MULTI M E D I A
ECM 144 MITSUMI CD ROM 5 INTERFACE CARD
.
ECMHS PANASCNISSGZMLSPEEDUDRW WHETE NT £159.00
ECM146 SOLNDBLASTER V2 COMPATIBLE WITH SPEAKERS £45.00
ECM147 SOUNDBLASTER PRO WITH 0 0 INTERFACE
£82.00
ECMHB AMPLIFIED POWER SPEAKERS
£26.00
ECMHO VICEO CAPTURE CARD AND VIDEO FOR WINDONS £215.00
£14.00
ECM178 MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE MOUSE
ECM179 ANALOG JOY STICK (REQUIRES GAMES PORT) E2200

FLOPPY

DRIVES

ECMISO 35' 1.44143 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
ECMISI 5.25' 1.2143 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
ECMISZ FLOPPY DRIVE MOUNTING KIT

£3200
£40.00
£7.00

UNFDRTUNATELY WEN-7E UNABLE TO LIST OUR FULL LINE OF
TELEGOM' PRODUCTS AS IT IS SO LARGE. BELOW IS A US TING
0F CATEGORIES, FULL LISTS AREAVAILABLE BY
TELEPHONE/FAX.
STANDARD AND FEATURE PHONES
SPECIAL APPIJCA IICW PHONES
OPERATOR HEADSETS
SPECIAL ENVIRGIIMENT TELEPI-DNES
NOVELTY! CLOCK RADIO TELEPHONES
DECORA 'I'IVE TELEPHONES
ANSWERING MACHIAES

ANSWERING MACHINE TAPES A ACCESSORIES
CORDLESS TELEPHONES
CORDLESS ACCESSORIES BATTERIES I AERIALS
672 DIGITAL CORDLESS TELEPHONES
FULL RANGE OF CELLULAR TELEPHONES
RADIO PAGIM? SYSTEMS (MOE AREA)
RADIO PAGING SYSTEMS (LOCAL AREA}
PAYPHQVES
PAYPHOVE ACCESSORIES
FAGSIMILE MACHINES
FAX SWITCHES 5 MODEMS
BUSINESS TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
CALL EARRING DEVICES
A UDIO A VISUAL INDICATGIS
VGGE MAIL SYSTEMS
FAX-ON—OEMAAD SYSTEMS
FULL LINE OF (FFICE PRODUCTS (COHERS ETC}
SECURITY PRODUC TS

COMING SOON:
.
VIDEOGONFERENCING SYSTEM
CALL METERING DEVICE(TELMETAJ
CALLER IDIENTIFICA TION (SUBJEC T TO APPMVAL)

EUROPEAN COMPUTER MARKETING OFFERS
YOUR ULTIMATE LINE OF SUPPLY!!!
THE ULTIMATE SERVICE!!!
VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES!!!
AND THE HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCTS !!!
SALES 8: INFORMATION HOTLINE 24 Hrs
ALSO PRODUCT DETAILS 81 LATEST PRICES
AVAILABLE BY FAX-ON-DEMAND CALL FROM
A FAX MACHINE AND PRESS START WHEN
REQUESTED 0944 - 758939

TRADE & CORPORATE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Paul Freeman-Sear reports on the
wider use of Smartcards
he buying power of that now familiar piece of
plastic called a credit or debit card has served
us well for many years. But technological
progress has ensured that this simple token will be
superceeded by an all embracing information card
thanks to micro electronics.
The revolution in surface deposition

variety of official .

i

techniques, being able to ‘spray’ mo-

bodies that

lecular layers of semiconductors on a

would want to
see such a
datafile if it

chip means that complex integrated circuits can be made on extremely thin layers, indeed, thin enough to be mounted
within the thickness of a credit card.

From then on it didn’t take a genius
to work out the potential of such technology placed within a plastic card.
With the potential for such a sizeable

existed. Ofﬁcials like the Inland Revenue, the Health Authorities, insurance
companies and prospective employers
would all like to get their hands on your
vital statistics to see if you are too high a
risk to the insurance companies, a liabil-

memory one can store large amounts of
personal information including your

ity to health authorities and a debtor to

own health and wealth. It could become
an identity card with your life history
placed upon it. Needless to

Assuming a card with such a wealth

say there would
be a

the revenue.
of information existed, there are

pitfalls to this idyllic information
state.

For some people it might be
the easiest thing in the world to

loose the card. To others it
might be termed a convenient
loss if officials require extra
statistics about yourself for

any investigation. Authorities would however make

sure that they have your
personal information on a
secure database and the
need for a personal smart

card would be to update
each others information
ﬁle. Some may suggest that as you are

already registered for
life as soon as you

come into the
world and it
wouldn’t be a
great step forward
to have a standard

WORM (write once read many

times) database implant at him: - A
Smartcard under the skin.

Plastic cash
Where most people will see this new
card is through its spending power. As a
funds transfer card or electronic purse, it

would be as invaluable as the credit card
and eventually we could see the disappearance of cash, with all your hard
earned money being held in a bank
electronically.
One version of the smart card has
been introduced experimentally 011- to a
public transport system in the UK. One
bus company uses it as a season ticket
and is an electronic version of a pass
card, which rather like the phone card
currently in use, reduces its value the
more it is used. The advantages are that

less time is taken up dealing with cash
transactions at each fare stage. At the

moment it would seem to be transferable
as there is nothing to prove ownership.
At ﬁrst sight it would seem apparent
overkill to use a smart card for such a -

simple task. Surely the passive phone
card Would sufﬁce? Well in this case.
the hidden sophistication can provide
more information to the service provider
and just as the last journey is taken, the

smart card would give a detailed analy—
sis of all journeys made and at what
time. The bus company would then have

a complete record of individual move—
ments. From a researchers point of View,
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it could provide an overview of mass

personnel movements. The bus company
could maximise its efﬁciency, thus
saving company time and money from

12mins:
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such an analysis.
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Smart Experiments
However, the ‘smarter'. wider use of
microelectronics is just beginning, i n

fact some would say this is the beginning of the ‘smart age’.

The Smart card market is already
estimated to be about 45-55 million
units, telephone cards adding another
180-200 million units and the industry is
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nications, payphones and pay TV. The
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latest interested sectors in the technology are health and public transport.
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Switzerland, ltaly, Spain, and Germany
have followed suit. Over in the United
States, the ﬁrst smart card pilot scheme
took place in 1986 where
m
'
approxrmately
100,000
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cards were used with

Mastercard in Maryland and
Florida. Since then many
applications have been
found for the card. One US
Department is using
200,000 Smartcards to

monitor and control crop
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experimenting with
smartcards for health and for
identification purposes.

Wired for Action
Two types of microcomputer card exist. The ﬁrst is
a hardwired logic device

where the non-volatile
memory is hardwired to the
external interface. These
hard wired cards contain

,

from 512 to 8K bits and would be
mainly .used for prepaid services rather
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like a b u s pass. _
The other nucroprocessor-based card
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Geometry

1 2pm

Voltage

'3.3V-5V

Memory <I25mm2 EE

12K ROM

Cost (1" unlte with 3K

$1.2-1.5

94

95

96

0.8um

0.65pm

2.7-5.5V

.

0.5pm

1 .8-5.5V

20K ROM/12K EE
1.1-1.4

97

20K ROM/16K EE

1.0-1.3

30K ROM/24K

0.9-1.2

0.8-1.1

ROM 1K EEPROM
Technology

ROMIEE

ROM/E Contactless
ROM/EEIFlash

ROM/EE/Public Key
Table 1 Technology Forecast
signal will need to be unlocked.
A typical high density smartcard will
contain 8K of electrically erasable
memory (EEPROM) with 10K-16K of

1766l3Nl'll"
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read only memory (ROM) and 256 bytes

of RAM and the demand for increased
memory capacity is for ever on upward.
Those that might want to use GSM
mobile phones might be asking for
20

25

30

35 Millions

' facilities such as short dial codes, message storage and voice mail. But the

trend is that customers are asking for
has an on board chip produced by 568
contains 256 cells including a 96 bit

itjust a memory. The term smart should
imply that it can process and interpret
data. This would mean using a micro-

tamper proof reference. A German card

processor. A memory card is unable to do

Thomson and Texas Instruments. It

made by Siemens and 868 Thomson has
416 cells of EEPROM with 208 bits of
working memory. The access is controlled by a password and the operator is
given four consecutive chances to get
the code correct before the card is
blocked.

Smart or Dumb
When is a Smartcard smart and when is

this and is often referred to as a dumb
device. Your present credit card with the
dark brown stripe on the back carries
magnetic information and is limited in its
' coded content. This passive device could
be likened to a low memory ROM. But
because of its increased sophistication,

the smartcard will have uses in high
, security applications for health records
and in pay TV where an encrypted TV

more memory for a variety of applica-

tions and non volatile ﬂash memory is
emerging as a contender for this application. It has an advantage over erasable

programmable read only memory
(EPROM) in that is electrically erasable

and occupies a smaller area than
EEPROM, something that is important
in smartcard applications. One drawback
of ﬂash memory is that it requires a 12V
programming supply and is limited to
around 100 cycles of WRITE/ERASE
compared to lOOK—lM with an
EEPROM. Future smartcards may see a

Device

Slze (mm)

ROM bytes

RAM bytes

mm bytes

Comments

saosscor

5.5x3.5 p

1.6K

36

1KE

Original French Banking chip

scsscn

5.6x3.5’

6K '__‘

12a

8KE

Designed for pay TV and
multipurpose applications

4K .

160 '

123!) E '

Low density, cost sensitive
applications which still need
security, such as Electronic purse.

123
123

3K EE
1K EE

3.3-6V. standard in GSM phase 1

scosscao 3.5x3.4
sancosscm 5.4x2.7
eaacosscza 3.7x2.8

g 6K
3K

ssncossczs 3.8x3.6

6K,

scosscz'r 4.9x4.2
scosscaa 5.3x4.9
ssncossczs 5.3x4.9

3.3-6V, Standard in French banks,
used in pay TV, Electronic purse 8:

general applications

,. 160

1K EE

3.0-6V Multipurpose and low
voltage applications requiring larger
ROM for operating system

16.4K
12.8K

240
240

3K EE
8K EE

3.6V used in GSM phase II and pay TV

12.8K

512

4K EE

3-6V, used in GSM phase II HI and
as for 8027
includes modular arithmetic
processor. New applications
include Health cards, banking and

advance security applications.
Table 2 Smartcard chips Content and usage

encrypted bits.
_
There could be some integration of
memory and microprocessor cards
where there might be a need for an

electronic purse. These would replace
the direct debit cards used by many

banks. At the same time there would
also be call for greater security so that in
the event of the card being stolen or lost,
the owner could feel secure in the
knowledge that it could never be used - '
by anyone else.
.
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§ version of its neural network artificial
3; intelligence system which is capable of
being embedded inside a smartcard IC.
It wand provide support for highly eophisliwted security checks using tech-

§§ niques such as biometric technology.
g This future generation of 'thinking’
g embeddable microcomputer chips will
,g greaﬂy expand the applications potential

i for smartcard technology. opening up
. markets for billions of cards worldwide.
_
The Smartcard is capable of perform-

ing a wide range of extra functions inciuding very high security ‘handshakes’ with
the transaction terminal or computer to
eliminate fraud, and this is one of the key

; aspects which the CASCADE project is

addressing.
\Nith inten 32-bit FllSC-based

processing power, a CASCADE
; smartcard will be able to perform security
; functions which for all practical purposes

3 3 are immune to attempts at fraud. These
ééég’siééi'” . .....
eégéé

1997

As the decade marches towards an

“hummer

end, advances in semiconductor technol—
ogy has shown that by the end of the
decade 100 million transistors will be
achievable on a chip and with this
comes an ever increasing memory avail-

a need for fast Ice-processors perhaps
using Digital Signal Processing (DSP).

Even the 512 bits used for encryption"
today might become questionable if

codes are ever broken and again faster
processors would be required for more

ability and processing power. The
smartcard will certainly beneﬁt from this
-~' level of integration.

_9e§l_
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N e u r a l n e t s for smartcards
E

mbed artiﬁcial intelligence into a
smartcard and it wilt allow
'biometrics' to prove user identity by
recognising voices or laces. This is the
claim made by Neural Computer Sciences. a n artificial intelligence company
based in Southampton.
Neural Computer Sciences has
become a partner in the newly-formed
Esprit Chip Architectures for Smart
a CArds and portable intelligent DEvices
(CASCADE) project, which has been set
up in the European Community to develop the next generation of smartcards.
g The UK company’s role is to develop a

_

1996

.include biometric checks which might
verify a user's identity against a unique
human characteristic such as a voice,
face or fingerprint. The inclusion of artificial intelligence may allow the embedded

microprocessor to make the same kind of
judgements as a human when faced with
a voice that has changed because its
owner has a cold. a face which now has
a beard, or a fingeIprint which has been
scarred, since a sample was first captured and stored for comparison purposes
An example of the potential use of
biometrics is during a credit card purchase-made by telephone: a process
currently wide open to fraud. Using a
telephone with a n integral smartcard
reader a neural network embedded
inside the card could validate transactions. The vendor's lenninal could request the prospective purchaser to speak
a random word or phrase. In real-time,
lhe terminal would run a signal processing algorithm on this speech to generate

aproﬁle-asequenceofperhapeaoou-I
ple of hundred bytes of data which is
then transmitted back in encrypted form

to the user. The user's smartcard - with
its integral neural network - would then
analyze this profile to determine if it

belongs to the cards real owner. As this _
security checking relies on data embedded inside the card's chip, and software
inside the lenninal. it is virtually inviolable.
The CASCADE project - currently
funded by the European Community at
approximately 3M ECUs - will develop lhis
next-generation smartcard technology.
The project is expected to take 2.5 years,
with the results available in 1996.
Southampton-based Neural Computer Sciences has been selected for their
part in this project because of its leading

role in the development of neural networks. It was the first company in the
world to develop a Windows--based
vwwwwv»wv»wvw~evvv
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system. opening the technology up to a
much wider range of commercial and
industrial users. The other members of

the consortium are Gemplus the French
smartcard manufacturer (and the prime
contractor behind CASCADE}, the UK's
ARM who are providing the design for
the 32-bit RISC processor, France’s
Dassault who are working on card readers
and terminals, Domain Dynamics of the
UK who offer signal processing technology which simpliﬁes biometric pattem
recognition, the University of Louvain in
Belgium who are working on encryption
techniques, and France’s University of
Lille who are working on the card’s operating system. The Paris office of ARTTIC
has been appointed to provide operational
project management seniioes.
Neural Computer Sciences want to
develop uitra-compact neural networks
capable of operating within the limited
resources of a small low cost silicon
chip. The company’s previous experience with its NeuDesk product provides
a n important background for this work.
This software, which runs on a standard

PC. has already led the company to '
develop 'skeletonizing’ algorithms which
strip down neural networks after creation
to optimize their run-time speed and
efficiency. This should help to realise the
goals of CASCADE.
Brian Kett from NCS says “New
techniques

to embed a neural network

on silicon are valid for catalyzing a
range of other applications, such as the
provision of silicon sensors capable of
monitoring the health of a piece of machinery, or of being embedded inside
locks to make them intelligent. Whole
new markets and industries could be

made .P.°§5.ib.'9'7- . .
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mixture of ﬂash memory and EEPROM
if contactless cards are to be the norm.
Potential operators are also looking for
increased speed of operation to implement more complicated software and for
higher level encryption. So there will be

1995 "
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In a flurry of activity Peter
Roberts begins building his
‘Cabaret’ Active Loudspeaker
this is 32dB

et’s dispel a myth about the bass
reﬂex speaker. It is usually held
that the fast cutoff rate will give
poor transient response e.g. ringing or
overhang. The LF response of a bass
reﬂex speaker is that of a high order,

a transient ‘ring’ as an extension of the
event in time. How could this not be a
problem? Our old friend Thiclc considered this. The time taken for the sound
in a room to die away is the reverberation time. This is defined as the time
taken for the sound level to drop by
60dB from the original level. At low
frequencies the reverb time just deﬁned

o

- high pass ﬁlter and these always have
some overshoot. The ear/brain perceives

below our
nominal
level. Thus
the signal
only has to
drop 32dB to

be inaudible.
This is about
half the 60dB
reverb level

and it halves
the time for a
25H: signal to be inaudible. Thieie
points out that a properly adjusted
vented box need cause no perceptible
colouration due to ringing. If the design

that it uses a sub-Chehychev aiignment.
See Figure 2 for the transient response of
various types of bass reﬂex design.

Hitting the high notes
I shall continue with a brief recap of Part
1. A special ampliﬁer which has a negative output resistance is used to lower the

120

speaker bass distortion and improve the
damping. Also, a sixth order bass reﬂex
design is used to lower the cone excur—
sion and provide a free rumble filter.
The woofer specified for this design,

100

a Morel MW1075, is a 250mm unit with
a very smooth sound over the bass and

midrange. See Figure 4 which shows the
makers frequency response. Note the

40

bass peak at 40Hz which is ﬂattened by
the above techniques.
The M W ] 075 has a medium compliance of 178 litres and a Qt, deﬁned as
the sharpness of the resonant peak, of

20
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Curve
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0.65 which is comparatively high. This
is deliberately chosen high, so that the
negative resistance can lower the Qt and
lower the distortion by a large percent—

will be longer than the time heard by the

is not right and there is a peaky ampli-

age. Since there is a direct relationship

listener. To see why, Figure 1 shows the
Robinson and Dadson equal loudness
curves. The minimum audible frequency

tude response, i.e. poor damping, the
transient rings may be audible.

between the Qt and box size, it enables

level (MAF) at 25Hz is 68dB. Given a

interesting fact. there is an advantage with

nominal sound intensity level of lOOdB,

the transient response of this speaker in

Having unburdened myself of that

the enclosure size to be reduced to 60
litres, otherwise the cabinet volume
would be about the same as the compliance, i.e. 178 litres. Incidentally, the

negative resistance is used to lower the
Qt to 0.30.
The tweeter is the Elac metal dome.
It is mounted in the cabinet at a height
giving on-axis listening, when sitting in

have been answered.

Chelwchev

Distortion is 0.000396,

°'

yes that is the right
number of zeros, slew

—
1-

rate is 221/q Noise is

an armchair. It was selected after listening tests on a number of different units.
Some sounded poor with either harshness or glare. One type which should
have sounded good had a horrible
squawk, which disappeared after a week
of running, the tweeter then sounded

M

potential divider feeds
into a unity gain buffer.

_

6pV/Hz all for a current
of SmA. These modern

Buttorworth

a_

chips are so good it does

If you wanted. you
could replace the

'

potential divider with
an externally controlla—
ble volume control, but
for me this is an incon-

1'

not seem worthwhile

designing discrete circuitry for these applica-

—

Sub-Chebychev

tions any more.

pleasant. The Blue units sound good
“straight out of the crate” If a new drive

venient arrangement.

Input stage
Referring to Figure 3, the
ﬁlter and output stages of the amplifier
have a gain, which cannot be lowered,

unit or speaker initially sounds bad, if

possible, give it a weeks running to see if
the unit settles in. There was not enough

time to run—in all the trial tweeters.

for functional or stability reasons. Thus,
we have to attenuate the input to achieve
reasonable listening levels. A potential

Other tweeters could be used in this

design, if they have a reasonably ﬂat
frequency response and you like their
sound, since an adjustable potentiometer
is used to match the tweeter sensitivity
to the woofer. I will now go through the

design, which neatly integrates all the
system functions on a single PCB. The
layout is fairly critical, so constructors
are advised to use the PCB available
from the address at the end. Firstly I

divider is used for this, and is switchable

the sub-sonic cone excursion it acts as a

so that in one switch position the speaker
simulates a passive speaker. thus it can be
driven from your existing ampliﬁer
output. In the other position, a CD player
or pre-amp output could be used directly.
The unit‘ supplying the speakers must
have a volume control! Here is a possible
application for a passive pre~amp.

rumble ﬁlter. The port is tuned so that the
box resonance is 25Hz, which gives the

The potential divider degrades the

have chosen a relatively new op—amp for
this design. With the OP275 device, the
audiophiles prayers for a decent device

The output of the
buffer feeds an active
high pass ﬁlter, whose
turn—over frequency is 30Hz, with a Q of
1.53 giving a boost of 3.7dB. This ﬁlter is
second order and together with the fourth
order bass reﬂex system, produces the
sixth order alignment. As well as reducing

ultimate signal to noise ratio, but in
practice, this is not noticeable. The

correct sub—chebyehev alignment.

Crossover circuit
This is the Linkwitz-Riley type with

cross—over point at 3.0kHz. The second _
high pass ﬁlter is built around the
tweeter power amplifier. A

potentiometer is provided to set the
tweeter level.
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creases with frequency and this could
lower the output. To avoid this, the
positive feedback is rolled off using

C22. The negative feedback is reduced
at the same time to give a ﬂat response

into the speaker load. CIO and R13
reduce the negative feedback.

Power supply
This is conventional and uses a
toroidal transformer. The single fixing
screw normally used for mounting
toroids is not good enough for a

10:0

wooden cabinet, so a hardwood batten
is laid across the top. This is secured

Lontmusncvtﬂzi 105.0

Power amplifiers
These are based on the TDA2050, an
improved higher power version of the

ubiquitous TDA2030. This device has a
distortion of 0.03% at 20W output and
has short-circuit protection and thermal

shutdown. For heavy duty applications

with 3 long screws and pillars. Neoprene washers isolate the transformer
a t top and bottom.

is applied the output resistance is lowered. Positive current feedback also
lowers the output resistance but to the
greater extent that it can be zero or

Construction hints

negative. Positive feedback and negative
resistance usually apply to oscillators.
This circuit will oscillate if the negative

The beauty of the bass reﬂex type
speaker is the comparatively simple box
design. The only proviso is that the

like this, a

problem is the
. .
hunted power
dissipation of
the T0220
type package.

std- View

Back Vlew

4mm deep ﬂ
re

(If requlred)

L—Balunc

.l l

To avoid heat
causing ontimely themtal
shutdowns, a

circuit dating

is used. A pair
of power
transistors
sense the
current drawn

by the IDA
2050. When
the current
gets high, the

{Li

ﬁ-om the early

days of mono—
lithic op—amps

transistors
gradually take
over the job
of supplying
current to the
268mm
speaker load.
This shares
the power dissipation between the devices. Since the tweeter needs relatively
little continuous power this treatment is

not applied to the tweeter power ampliﬁer. Selected high voltage versions of the

TDA2050 are used to cope with the
power supply voltage.

Negative resistance
Feedback on an amplifier changes the
gain and also changes the output resistv
ance (or impedance). If voltage feedback

253mm
din. 4mm deep
rehatc

956mm

231 m m
din

q

670mm

Bracing
Panels

63mm dia

Front

‘-—*' Batten: _

D

‘7

V

U‘

1————-——+
321 m m
inwmnta-vkwmo w e " a s “
. 1 . -_,' . 1.4.
M " ﬂagging:
S
>"yhnmnumnwwhu
s.

resistance generated exceeds the speaker coil resistance, as the
gain is theoretically inﬁnite. Since we
generate ~3.9 ohms, this circuit should
not be used with drive units having
voice—coil resistances of less than 3.9R.
A small resistor in series with the
woofer coil senses the output current.

The voltage developed across this resistor is ampliﬁed by IC7b and fed back to
the power amp, giving positive feedback. The drive unit impedance in-

enclosure is leakproof. despite being a
ported design. The panels are made from

ﬂooring grade chipboard 18mm thick.
Its easiest if you can ﬁnd a supplier who
can cut the panels accurately. The panels
can all be cut for one speaker out of a
standard 2440 x 600mm sheet, even
with the tongue and groove feature (cut
off, of course). The panels, except for

the rear panel are held together with
long chipboard screws and wood glue.

This gives astrong joint which does not
really need support battens in the corners,

N
O

screw and the device metal case. Note that
the bridge rectifier, the ICs and the

however you could fit these if desired.
The screw holes need fairly accurate
marking and drilling and counter- sink-

electrolytics only go one way round.

ing. A pilot hole is required, in the piece
in which the screw thread goes. The back

can be done by connecting the transformer

panel is screwed to battens from the back,
so that it can be removed without harm-

ing the ﬁnish applied to the top, bottom
and sides. Since
these battens

Once all the components have been
mounted and the fuses clipped in, a test
and switching on. Do not connect the
' speakers yet. Check that the supplies are
about 27V and the supplies to the Spin [Cs
pins 4 and 8 are -15 and +15V respec-

Bracing Panel

4 an —
85mm m

rarely ﬁtted.
Bracing panels are used, as
the cabinet is tall.

.1
0

0

g

Holes to cull batter-m
0

O

0

O

O

0

O

0

0

O

tively. The output

aw

assist with an

airtight seal they
should be accu—

120mm
O

mm
0

285mm

The speaker and
port holes can be

.

cut in the bafﬂe after

DC voltages at W0
and TW should be
zero. If this is OK
you can switch off
and connect up the
speakers. Touching
the input pin should
produce a hum.

920mm
3

O

0

O

O
4 holes 8.0 di- 10 deep
on 98am: PCD

Assembly

the cabinet is built as the construction acts

Solder some twisted pair
leads to the PCB for the inputs, outputs

as a holding jig. The drive units could be

and supply. Set the pot VRl to halfway

mbated with a router, in which case you

in its travel. Fit the transformer and PCB

would cut the rebates ﬁrst and then use the
router to cut the speaker holes. The aim-

tive is to obtain a 32l x 956mm sheet of
4mm plywood, cut the speaker shapes in

this and glue it over the battle. This effec—
tively gives ﬂush mounting of the tweeter
and minimises edge diﬂ'raction effects. To
mark out the tweeter terminal cutouts, you
can draw round the supplied gasket, then

Building the electronics
This is relatively easy since all components except the transformer are
mounted on one PCB. The ﬁrst item to
ﬁt are the Vempins. as they are a tight
ﬁt. A light tap with a hammer when the
board is supported on a block of wood is
probably the best way to get
them in. The only other point to
Cutting list
watch is that the power devices
(18mm flooring grade chipboard)
have to be isolated from the

JUNE

2 panels 920 x 285
2 panels 920 x 268

2 panels 321 x 268
1 panel 285 x 232

Optional panel 4mm plywood 956 x 321
Remember to double quantities for a pair

6

heatsink. These devices should
be attached to the heatsink before soldering. With a
multimeter check for insulation
between the device mounting

ACTION
n

wanted a really ﬁrm base you could use
as Stands. a piece of wood with a longer
ﬁn: to back dimension. Otherwise
Spikes Imuld be a good idea, as would
some form of additional ballast in the
base (keeping it clear of the electronics!)

ELECTRONICS i

198mm length of 68mm (outside diameter)
plastic pipe glued in with epoxy adhesive.
The panels are damped using a self
adhesive bitumen sheet. The cabinet is
lined with 25mm thick foam to stop
internal reﬂections. The front to back
dimension is relatively small and if you

1994

enlarge to 12mm square. The port is a

to the cabinet, in opposite corners of the
base. The mains cable gland can now be
ﬁtted to the recess plate, which has built—in
terminals. Solder the input wires to the

terminals and run the mains lead through
the gland. Tempmarily ﬁt the recess plate to
the back panel. Connect the transformer
and loudspeakers up, so that you can check
everthing works at this stage. It is best to set

leads to the cabinet, so they don't rattle.
The woafer is then sealed to the bafﬂe
by applying a continuous bead of silicone
sealant to the recess. Use the supplied
gasket to seal the tweeter. The drive units
are then screwed to the bafﬂe. The recess

units temporarily in the bafﬂe. Apply a
music signal and set the pot VRI to give
the correct treble balance when compared
with another hi—ﬂ speaker. When the

plate has a gasket to seal it. Well, how
does it sound? The bass extension and
power are formidable as you would expect
from a large enclosure. If me full extent of
the performance is used. this is a speaker
for people with detached houses or understanding neighbours. The bass is ex-

tweeter level has been set and everything is

tremely crisp and well damped with no

the tweeter level up now. Mount the drive

~Easv
QEl
ectrto
ortié“

-

evidence of overhang or ringing. The mid
range clarity which active speakers show
is evident.
Finally, an update. Several formulae
were quoted last month. The one at the
bottom of page 26 should have read:

05', «Re/Rs 241
The third line above this should read:

Compute{E x R_
The Kit
' Parts and kits are avaliable for the Cabaret project from Memex Electronics Ltd,
1 Icknield Close, Ickleford, Hitchin,
Herts. 8G5 311)
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OK, switch off and if necessary, clamp the

Cooke International

SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED
TEST INSTRUMENTS
Find out what really is available in
PD & shareware - games business,
scientiﬁc, education etc.
You’ll ﬁnd them all here.

ANALYSERS, BRIDGES, CALIBRATORS,
VOLTMETERS,GENERATORS,OSCILLOSCOPES,
POWER METERS, ETC.
ALWAYS AVAILABLE

Thousands of the best PD & shareware
programs for DOS & Windows described in
detail with hardware requirements for each. Find
what you need and take the guesswork out of
choosing PD & shareware programs.

EXPORT,TRADE AND UK ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SEND SAE FOR LISTS OF EQUIPMENT AND

The most complete and up-to-date
shareware reference book available today.
For your copy send £2.50 by cheque, PO,
cash or pay by Acces/Visa to:

ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS FOR SALE
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

MANUALS
REPAIRS 8: CALIBRATION UNDERTAKEN
ENQUIRE FOR DETAILS
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS. SHIPPING ARRANGED

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY SAM-5PM

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

PDSI, Winscombe House, Beacon Rd,
Crowborough, East Sussex, TN6 IUL.

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Rd, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex P022 OEB
Tel:(+44) 0243 545111/2 Fax:(+44)0243 542457

Tel 0892 663298 Fax 0892 667473

OHIGH END TEST & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT PURCHASED O
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IlLIAIJI‘l’ ELEIIIRDIIII: EllLIII'IAEIIT ALWAYS WANTED

CARRIAGE all units E16. VAT to be added 10 Idlal 01 Goods and Carriage

STEWART of READING

"£103. KINGSTON ROAD, 11003a CHASE. LONDON 50120 BJH

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS FIGS 1PL
TELEPHONE (07341268041 Fax: 0734I351696

SHOP HOURS 9-500 NON-SAT. TEL 031-542 6383. FAX 081-542 0340

Callers Welcome Dani-5.3m Monday In Fr‘ sy [until 8pm Th ursday)

lrwertor toroidal trensrormere 225UA
105—0-105 primary 0260—285 secondary
LEI]: amrn or 5mm red or green.
yellow...
High 'I'ltlenslty red,prean or yaiiow 5mm ...
0851905919 each £5.95 per 10002-1950 per 10.000
l'lid‘l willy phctn raster cupperclard epoxy mess beards

Dmneions

single sided

3104 hello:
£1.09
418 'I‘ldhee
E235
01112 'I1d‘lea
£6.20
121112 hches
£1225
Hacharwhle Ballilrlu

donate sided
21.23
112.99
——
—

AAIHPT] sOOmAI-I ............

For Windows 3.1

0.9110250d159 aachldp1001- 991G301tut 250w: 20s eechJED memos 10004
zzur 250vdcl275rlun pitch] 309 eachﬂp 100+.15p 1000+

Runs on any PC running
Windows in standard or

30111100110: 30p each.209100+15910001-

tul 50v hbolar eledroly‘llc axial leads ......... 15p each

7.5;; 1000+
0.22m 200» polyester axial Issds 15p each .T.5p 100+

enhanced mode
with 2MB

Polypropylene 1ul 4001101:l MKP1D} 27.51"“ pilldi
21 .55 m a x t T m m case ..................... 1'59 each 609 100+
PIIIIpI 125 will solid alurnirliu'n axial leads
.

3:1e 101It 2201 4011 40,: each.ZEp 100+
Hills. 109 will 22u1'63v9xial 30“d 10p1000+

C(HPII] 1.0AH .
G ZAH with solder rags ..

orHPaI 1.2AH
nsAHmhsolrisrtsgs ..

‘ ' ""

AVX ceramic

"

all 5mm pitch 100v

100pl.150pr.220p1,ro.000prr10n} 10p 99911.59 100+

3.59 10013» Somt compression lrlrrIner 609
40 ul STDvBl: eiDr elalt capaciur rdialeolml type
containing no polls) £5.35 or £119.50 tor 10

PPS SL411 110rnAH
1 m m 90111911995
BLITCwi'IlI solder tags ..

Welwyn was 9W1200hrn 35p esch20p 100+

”

113AAwiIhssgsIshllpscm

.

mmeherwchemee4AAceI9n5hoursor
Manse-1121111 mum1xFF3i1.2,30r-I1 cells may

bechemed stsiirnsi ......................................... 05.95
High power clamor as above but charges the Ge
ansInshoursAAsGs-andtlemualhecharpedin
29 outs
£10.95

mnymmmwrasuyuhmmsm
1000rrlAH
tZUUmAH
Special 01hr- pIae-e check for m u m

24.g:

550 ohm 2W metal ﬁlm resistor 49100+,291000+
Solid cam resistors very low Inductance ideal for FIF
circuits ZTOhm ZIMBEIOhm 211' 259 each 159 each
100+ we have a range oi 0.2511! 0.501111! 9nd 201 solid
carbon resistors please send SAE for list
R C . 400W P S U (lnlal parl 201035-001] Willi standard

‘ and 6 disk drive connectersdan and
mains hierromlel connectors on back and switch on
the side (top for tower case] dime 2121149I149mn'l
£25.00 each 2130.1]! for B
switch
‘ ’
IIIXIOO Digital Inulli'neter 1T ranges lOOOvdI: 75009::

Fcerlsmiarnrndlslav ............................... £1.45 2mm 20eanslsmr Hindus-101.511
...................... £12.95
asckurnrirrsrnrisrrsndis
baﬁerr'esiu
.. £2.00 each.1.25 1001will mi 1. black leads 4.90 ............................. £5.95 MID 27256- 3 Emma
DIP switch 3130012 pln [ERG soc-9023} 00p each
Compiler grade capactlors with screw terminals
...................................................................... 40p 100+
330001! 20v
£2.50
0700011 1011 ..... £1.96
680001 15v......£295
100001 16v .-..E1.50
5000011 00v
24.95
W
comma anode led display 12mm £0.05
”1128311015.11 low drop out 5v regulator
T0220
T1112 and T912 12v
reg
”1158711 T03 case vellable
‘
.................................................................

PCB Dealgrier

.

AA SWIMH wlh milder tags
AA TmmAH

AAAIHPHI] t

Hour counter used Told! 2400 acsOHz ..
£1.05
mmdsaleygnmquaewM..... 4500
Aime: Aszsna—c large stepp'ng motor rev 7.5’ step
2Tohm 68mm iia body 6.3mm shall ................. £8.95
or ............................................ £200.001'Orahoxolao
Polyeeler deposition bost type 22.5mm lead pich

£ 1 . 4 4 100+

Diskdmebmrestorszs dlstiii'lve wIIlI roomtor a
power alpply Edit 9931 plaaﬁl: Bum-ATM E? 95
£49. 50 for 10
£3...95
Hand held ulrseonic remote camel"
EVE-136 pas relay 30 x 10mm die with a wire
remnals will also work as a neon light ....... 209 each
or
ET 50 per 100
A23121r battery terw
Ier alarms or ” 1 9 3 . 7 5 9 each
..ESODCI per 100
-All products advertised are new"and must: unie99
otherwise elated. Wide range 91' (31.105 TTL 71c HF
Linear Transistors kits. Hechargable batteries
capacitors tools etc always in stock.
Please add £1.95 towards PAP
VATI'ncluﬂ‘eﬂ In all pn'css

09.19 FEI' low teacups 91mm 38873 . £12.95 each
23.35101- 1% 100+
33250 P charlni manta ..
.......... £0.45
313559 transistor ......
£3.95 per 100
74L505_ Ila i'wet‘lior .
.. £110.00 per 100
used 87119 “milder
.............. £3.50
SL962 LHF Limiting arrpillerLC 1t! surface
mounting package will data sheet .................... £195 Callelswelcunle
AM2TSO2 ..
.. 1.25 each 9m 100+
CDADDTUB
.. 109100+ 5 9 1 m
JPG ELECTRONICS
SimLa'r iuht pun erln
unit: a lack plug and PPS
276-278 Ghatsworth Road
c m gives a signal when polmed at 5th: flickering
lmmhmm waveldn‘nchm - ................... 553-95
Chesterﬁeld S40 23H
oc-oc converter Relabillty model V12P5 12v In 5v
AccessNisa Orders
m m or! 30011 input to mind Isolation with data
124.5 each or pack or It) £39.50

[0246] 21 'I 202

.. .ljf you need a basic PCB design package and (1010'I want
to Spend a fortune, PCB Designer IS the software you
have been waiting for. It is extremely easy to use quick to
team, and represents superb value for money"
Paul Stenning
Electronics In Action

'..I must have tried over a dozen PCB design programs in
the £115t years and PCB Designer is certainly the
easiest to team and use...’
Ft A Pentold
Everyday with Practical Electronics

Credit card hotline (0432) 355 414

Niche Software

22 Tavistock drive, Belmont, Hereford, HR2 7XN
Phone (0432) 264 800, FAX (0432) 264 800

11999: Nuls: Shiner. PCB dcsigm is so cosy to use. and ID 1099p cums down. PCB Designer has an tin-Linc
manual. in Windows Help flIt'l'lﬂL A tutorial is also supplied unlinc.

Software Review

Paul Stenning puts
this eponymously

’766l—EIa‘

e

NOILOVlJ! SOlNOHlOE'IS

titled software
package through it’s

paces
egular readers may be aware

tutorial are included in the on~line help

system. This is very well written, and
should not be regarded as a last resort.
PCB Designer is very easy to use,

and most users should get to grips with
it in just a few minutes. Start with the
on-line tutorial, as it covers all the
major features of the software.
A library of pad groups for [C’s and
transistors are included, as well as pads for

that I use Seetrax Ranger 2 for

some surface mount devices. Unfortu-

all my electronic design work.

nately it is not possible to add new devices
to this library, although] understand this

Although this is a superb package, it is
primarily aimed at the professional user
and is far too expensive for occasional
home use. Indeed many of the popular
low cost PCB design systems for home
users still cost around £125 once postage
and VAT has been

feature is planned for a future release.
Designing a board with PCB Designer
is simply a matter of placing the compo—
nents and pads where required, and join—
ing the dots with tracks. Up to four differ-

included, and is still too

expensive for some.
For this reason, 1 was
interested to read an

note that PCB Designer does not cur?
rently have a Gerber ﬁle output.
Technical support is available by
mail or Compuserve only, there is no

adveit' for PCB Designer
for Windows, from.
Niche Software. At an
all inclusive price of just
£49, it will be of interest

telephone support. The product is so
straightforward to use that you are

extremely unlikely to need any help.
The ﬁrst copy of PCB Designer I
received contained a couple of minor
bugs. After contacting Niche Software,

to many hobbyists.
The software will
run on a 286 or better
PC running Windows
3.0 or 3.1 in standard or

a disk containing a fixed version arrived

within two days. You would be hard
pushed to get bugs fixed this quickly {if

enhanced mode, with at

least 2MB of RAM. It is supplied on a
single 3.5" disk (5.25" disk available),

and comes complete with an installation
leaﬂet.
Installation is easy and a separate
program group is set up, containing the
PCB Designer icon. The files take up
less than 1MB of your hard disk.
Obviously for this low price you
would not expect to get all the facilities
of a product costing over £100. What
you do get is a computerised version of
the “dot and tape" method of PCB
design, either single or double sided.
There is no printed manual so costs
are kept low, although full details and a

With a Windows application, it is
possible to have more than one design
open at a time. However, this version of
PCB Designer it is not possible to copy
sections from one design to another.
The completed PCB can be sent to
any printer supported by Windows. A
number of printing options are availv
able, including twice size. The print
quality is very good, even with a basic
nine pin dot matrix printer.
As Windows supports a wide range of
printers and graphics boards means that
more time can be spent enhancing the
application, instead of writing endless
device drivers. A user with a more ob—
scure printer will not have to worry that it
won’t be supported by new software, as
long as it‘s supported by Windows.
Anyone planning to have their
PCB’s produced professionally should '

ent track sizes can be included in a design,
and these sizes can be altered if required.

Text can be added in any of the fonts
available on your Windows system.
individual tracks can be rerouted
simply by highlighting diem and then

dragging by the comers. Additional
comers can be added to tracks, but can
result in tracks being slightly off grid.
Component groups can be selected by

dragging a box around them, and then
moved as required. When items'are
moved this way the tracks are “rubberbanded", to retain the connections. For
maximum ﬂexibility, if items are moved
individually the tracks do not move.

at all) by a larger software company.
If you need a basic PCB design
package and don’t want to spend a
fortune, PCB Designer is the software
you have been waiting for. It is extremely easy to use, quick to learn, and
represents superb value for money.

Don’t be put off by the lack of a printed
manual — you won’t need it!

PCB Designer is available from:
Niche Software, 22. Tavistock Drive,
Belmont, Hereford, HR2 7XN.

Telephone or Fax 0432 264800.
It costs £49 inclusive, and may be
ordered by telephone if you have Access
or Visa cards.

EXPRESS COMPONENTS
MAINS IONIZER KIT. Very useful
kit that increases the ﬂow of negative
ions, helps clear cigarette smoke, dust,
pollen etc. Helps reduce stress and
respiratory problems. £15. kit, £20
built.
COMBINATION LOCK. Electronic
9 key combination lock suitable for
alarms, cars,houses etc, easily programmable. Includes mains 2Arelay ofp. 9v
ope-alien. £10 kit, £14 built.
VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY.
Stabiized, shortcircuit protected Gives
3-30v DC at 2.5A, ideal for workshop
or laboratory. £14kit,£ 18 bttill. 24VAC

required.
LEADACID CHARGER. Two automatic charging rates(fast and slow),
visual indication of battery state. Ideal

for alarm systems,emergency lighting,
battery projects etc. £12 kit,£16 built.
PHONE LINE RECORDER. Dev ice
that connects to the ‘phone line and
activates a cassette recorder when the
handset is lifted. Ideal for recording
'phone conversations etc!. £8 kit, £12
built.
ROBOT VOICE. Tums your voice

into a robot voice! answer the phone
with a different voicel. £9 kit, £ 1 3

built.
PHONE BUG DETECTOR. 'Ihis device will wam you if somebody is
eavesdropping on your 'phone line. £6
kit £9 built.

PHONE BUG. Small bug powered by
the telephone line. Only trmrsmits when
the phone is used. Popular surveillance product.£8 kit, £12 built.

STROBE LIGHT. Bright strobe light

with an adjustable frequency of l -60hz.
(a lot faster than conventional Strobes !)
£16 kit. £20 built.
4W Flt/[TRANSMITTER 3 RF stages,
audio preamp. 12-18vDC. Medium
powered bug £20 kit, £28 built.

3 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER. 3x
800w output, speed and direction con-

trols, can be used with 12 led's (supplied) or TRIACS for mains lights (also
supplied). 9-15v DC. £17 kit, £23 built.
25W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage, a

preamp will be required. (Our preamp
below is suitable) £79 built.(no kits).
SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR.
Produces any thing from bird chips to
sirens! add sounds to all sorts of things
£9 kit £13 built.
I
FMIAM SCANNER. Well not
quite,you havetoturn theknob yourself
but you will hear things on this radio
(even TV) that you would not hear on
an ordinary radio! A receiver that cov—

ers 50-160MHZ both AM and FM. Built
in SW amplifier. £15 kit, £20 built.
CAR ALARM SYSTEM. Works on
vibration and/or volt age drop from door
etc being opened Entry and exit delays
plus adjustable alann durationlo w cost
protection! £12 kit, £16 built.
15W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage,
high powerbug. You will need a preamp
for this (see our preamp below which is
ch) 1269 built. (no kits).
1w FM TRANSMITTER. 2 stage in-

cluding preamp and mic. Good general
purpose bug. 8-30VDC. '
£12 kit,£l6 built.

BUL K PACKS
PREAMP MIXER. 3 channel input,
independent level and tone controls.
Ideal for use with the hi poorer FM

about a month on one
1.5v battery. Frequency is

transmitters. £15 kit, £19 built.

£11 built.
3 CIIANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT.
Can be used any where as no connection
is made to hi l'r. Separate sensitivity

TREMBLER ALARM. Designed for
bikes etc, adjustable sensitivity, preset
alarm lime, auto reset. Could be adapted

set to drive away mosquito: etc. £7 kit,

for all sorts of “borrowahle” things £12 controls
for
each
channel,
kit,£16 brill.
1,200Wpowerhandling. Microphone
ULTRASONIC RADAR. A project included. £14 kit. £19 built.
that can berated as a movement detector MINI METAL DETECTOR. Detects
in an enclosed space. Range about 10 pipes,wires etc up to 20cm deep. Usemetres,12vDC .
Good b a s i s for ful before you drill those holes! £8 kit,
car,sbed,caravm alarm etc.£14 kit, £19 £12 built
built.
0-5 MIN UTE TIMER Simple time
PIIONE CALL RELAY. Very useful switch adjustable from 0-5 mins,will
kit that incorporates a relay that oper- switch 2A mains load. 12v op. Ideal for
ates when the phone ring. Can be used laboratory, photographic projects etc.
to operate more bells. signalling lights £7 kit, £11 built.
etc. Good for noisy enviromerds or if

you have your headphones on! £10 kit,
£14 built
PORTABLE ALARM SYSTEM.
Small 9v alarm system based on a mer-

7 WATT HI FI AMPLIFIER. Useful,

powerful ampliﬁer 20112-15112. 1218vdc. Good for intercoms, audio sys-

50 UC'a for-£1.5 0

Nice mix of chips at a bargain price!
CERAMIC CAPACITOR PACK
Good mixed pack of 100 capacitors
for just £1.00

ELECTROLYTIC PACK 1
100 small mixed electrolytic
ca acitors 'ust £1.00
ELECTROLYTIC PACK 2
50 larger electrolytic mixed
capacitors

FUSE PACK NO 2
30 mixed 1.25" fuses again ideal for
sparse etc. Ins-[£1.00
WIRE PACK
25 Metres of insulated wire for just
£1.00, good for projects etc.

SLEEVING PACK
100 assorted pieces of sleeving for
connectors etc. Yours for just £1.00

DIODE PACK
100 asaoned diodes for just £1.00

RESISTOR PACK NO I

250 low wattage resistors, ideal for
most projects etc. Just £1.00

LED PACK
20 light emitting diodes for £1.00

RESISTOR PACK NO 2
Hi wattage pack, good selection of
mixed wattages and values 50 in all,
bargain price just £1.00

TRANSISTOR PACK
50 mixed transistors, another bargain
at £1.00

PRESET PACK,
Nice selection of 25 mixed preset
pots for just another £1 !

RELAY PACK NO I
6 mixed relays for £1, thats just 17p
each.

BUZZER PACK
10 things that make a noise for just
£1.00!

POT PACK
10 pots for £1,(5 different types) a
snip at £1.00
DISPLAYS

CONNECTOR PACK
10 different connectors, again for £1

t o seven segment displays for

FUSE PACK NO I
40 mixed 20mm fuses, ideal for
repairs etc. or just to stock up the

ORDER 10 PACKS OR MORE
AND CHOOSE ONE FREE
PACK"
FREE COMPONENT CATALOGUE WITII EVERY ORDER"

spares box! Just £1.00

£1.00

KITS 'N MO DUL ES
LIQUID LEVEL DETECTOR.

Useful item, can be used to detect
_ ﬂuidlevels in watenanks, baths, ponds
ﬁshtanks etc. Could also be used as rain
alarm with an easily constructed sen-

lowI a telephone conversation without
holding the handset to your ear! £1 1 kit
£15 built.
SWITCH PACK
10 switches for just £1.00

sor. £5 kit, £9 built.

FM TRANSMITTER. Mini FM trans~
mitter 2 transistor, comes with F ET
minature mic and is tuneahle from 63 to

130M112. £7 kit, £11 built.
FUNCTION GENERATOR. Generv
ates sinusoidal, saw tooth and square
waveforms from 20hzupto 20khz. Separate level controls for each waveform.

12v FLOURESCENT. Auseﬁil kitthat
will enable you to light large ﬂourescent

tubes from yourcarbattery ac. 9v mains
transformer required. £8 kit, £12 built.

KNOB PACK
10 knobs for just £1.00

24vac. £15 kit, £20 built.

5 WATT SIREN. Powerful siren kit
with an impressive 5 watts output. Ideal
for alarms etc. £6 kit £10 built.
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER. Very
sensitive ampliﬁer which using a‘phone

pickup coil (supplied) will let you fol-

REMEMBER! YOUR FREE COPY
OF OUR CUT PRICE COMPONENTS CATALOGUE SENT
WITH EVERY ORDERII!

tems, car etc. £7 kit £11 built.

How to place your order.........
By phone..........0273 771156

sound until disabled by the owner.
Buzzer included. £11 kit £15 built.
800W MUSIC T0 LIGHT EFFECT.
Add rhythm to your music with this

INCAR SOUND T0 LIGHT. Put
some atmosphere in your car with this
kit. Each channel has 6 led's that create
a beautiful lighting effect! £10 kit, £14
built.
VOX SWITCH. This is a sound acti-

simplesound to light kit. £8 kit, £12

By Post...PO box 517 Hove Sussex BN3 SQZ

vated switch, ideal for use on transmit-

built.
MOSQUITO REPELLER. Modem

ters, CB's, tape recorders etc. Adjustable sensitivity, built in delay. Mic input. £7 kit, £11 built.
'
'—

Payment by ACCESS,VISA, CHEQUE 0R POSTAL ORDER.

cury switch. The alarm contitues t o

way to. ten). the misses awn! Runs (9?

By FAX ...........0273 206875
Cheques and postal orders should be payable to Express Components.
ALL PRICES ARESUBJEC 1' TO 99p POST AND VAT. Some of our products
ma be unlicensable for use in the UK (particularly the FM transmitters.)

POWERFUL SCHEMATIC CAPTURE;
PCB DESIGN AND AUTOROUTING
ALL FOR JUST £395...
PROPAK AR for DOS provides all the features you need to create complex PCB designs quickly
and easily. Draw the circuit diagram using the powerful facilities of lSlS DESIGNER+ and then netlist
into ARES AUTOROUTE for placement, autorouting and tidy up. Advanced real time design rule
checks guarantee that the ﬁnal PCB will correspond exactly with the schematic thus saving you from

costly layout errors and time consuming debugging.
Attractive, easy to use graphical interface.
Object oriented schematic editor with automatic wire muting,
dot placement and mouse driven placelsditlmoveldelete.
Netlisi generation for most popular CAD software.
Bill of Materials and Electrical Rules Check reports.
Two schemes for hierarchiml design.
Automatic component annotation and packaging.
Comprehensive device libraries and package libraries
including both through hole and SMT parts.
User deﬁnable snap grids (imperial and metric) and Real
Time Snap to deal with tricky SMT spacings.
Manual route editing features include Auto Track Necking.
Topological editing and Curved tracks.
Autoroutlng for single, double and multi—layer boards.
Non autorouting PROPAK is available for just £250 il’ you do
not need or want the router.
Full connectivity and design rule checking.
Power plane generator with t h e r m a l relief necking.

II [III]

Graphics support to 800x600 Super VGA.
Output to dot matrix and laser printers, HP and Houston
plotters, Postscript devices. Gerber and Excellon NC
machines plus DXF and other DTP ﬁle formats.

II' III[llltmllllllﬂllllﬂlillilﬂllﬂilllll I'ﬂ': h .:'.I

CADPAK

[515 ill.USTRATOR
Schematic Drawing for Windows

Two Programs for the Price of One

c

lSlS SUPERSKETCH
A superb schematic drawing program
for DOS offering Wire Autorouting,
Auto Dot Placement, full component

r;

libraries, export to DTP and much more.
Exceptionally easy and quick to use. For example, you
can place a wire with just two mouse clicks - the wire
autorouter does the rest.

PCB ll
High performance yet easy to use manual PCB layout

Running under Windows 3.1, ISIS ILLUSTRATOR lets

generation, Gerber viewing and more.

you create presentation quality schematic drawings like
you see in the magazines. Furthermore, when the
drawing is done, transferring it to another document is
just a matter of pasting it through the Clipboard.

Alon Chadwick writing in ET! (January 94) concluded...
"At £79 I thought this was an excellent buy."

illustrate their latest books and magazine articles.

package. Many advanced features including curved tracks,

auto track necking, DXF export, Gerber and NC ﬁle
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Now used by a number of prominent technical authors to

Call us today on 0756 753440 or fax
0756 752857 for a demo pack - state
DOS or Windows. Mum-copy and
educational discounts available.

we HAVE MOVED - NOTE new ADDRESS N, mﬁﬁfﬁ ﬁﬁﬂ‘ﬁﬂﬁgﬂ;

53-55 Main Sl, Grasslnglon, North Yorks. BD23 5AA.

Baylin Publications
ALL ITEMS

24 Fliver Gardens,

Purley, Reading.
ass sex. England.

EX-STOCK.
K" Band

r Telr‘Fax 0734-414463

$3333“ T“

Mobile 0336532735

Installation 8.

Pay by: UK£ cheque,

m m...

Flt"it"r
Ed't'on.dish
4th
Footprints,

Access, Masterciﬁrd,
.-

thteory, cables.

C 553,

.

- - -

W0rldW W

Elliott’s.

I
Scrambling Medias
a
am

“PimEuropean£25'

m Technldam'

nun» Mum- 31l

Scrambling
Systems, rcults, Tactics 3.

Techniques. By John McCormac.
digital sound. smart cards, pirate

decoders, for hackers.

£32.

World Satellite TV a. Scrambling
Methods. 2nd Edition, by Baylin,
Madox 3. McCormac tor the
£29.
service engineer.
Home Satellite TV Installation Videotape.

Forty minutes VHS Pal. See how 3 metre

'

dishes are installed.

Satellite Installation Guide. are Editigg.
By John Breeds.
The Satellite Book. 2nd Edition. A complete
guide to satellite TV . Theory and practﬂi£c§1oy
John Breeds.
World Satellite Almanac. 3rd Edition by Mark Long. 300 Footprintsrsg
Frequencies, Transponder Loading, Orbital Assignments.

£39.
World Satellite Annual. Update by Mark Long.
TVRO System Analysis and Aiming Software. 5.25 or 3.5 disk, (DOS

3.2). Calculates dish size and lists coordinates of all satellites in view.£39.

Satellite Toolbox Software. for IBM Comp. Hard Disk—' 5.25 or 3.5. £59.
Wireless, Cable 8: SMATV, Microwave broadcasting a cable TV. £35.
£38.
World Satellite Yearly by Dr. Baylln, Loading and 200 Footprints.
PRICES lNCI.UDE R & F’. UK. Airmail Europe add 10%.
Outside Euro- : +20%

Chelmer Valve Company

/

for

(V:

Iﬁgh Grade Audio Valves
Major Brands e.g Mallard, Brimar, Philips, GE (UK), GE(USA), etc.
.
..
6234 Mullard ......
.
A2900 GEC
.
(323'? Mu]la.rd..
.
E30? Philips.................
.
GE
6CATFEL34
.
ECCSI {CV4024 Mallard“
.
ﬁLﬁGA Syvania...
.
ECCSZICV4OD3 Mullardu
.
GSNTGT Bﬁmar...
.
ECCSS Mullard ............
....£400
6V66T Bi'iman.....
ESECC MullaId................. .....£8.50
lZAT'I-‘WC Sylvmﬁa..................£6.m
EFSEJCV4085 MullaIdJGEC....£8.50
mm

ELMMuIiarrl

FILE-4 GE {USA}.......................£S.00
.
(32.32 Mullard..
6233 Mullard .......

61463 GP

€15.00

6550A GE.....
7581 GE .......

£17.50
£12.00

d“: PREMIUM: Our own BRAND from selected worldwide sources, processed
in our special facility 130 provide low noiselhumfnﬁcrophony PreAmp valves and
Power Valves burnt-in for improved stability and reliability.

FEE-AMP VALVES
EOCS 1i12A'ﬁ......
EOCSZJI ZAU'i.
EOCSSIIZAXI
ECCSS..........
ECCEB.

E1166“.-.

......£5.00
...Jl4.00
....£5.00
....£400
£5,010

£400

r s nn
EBSOC (GOLD PINi
ESSOC (GOLD PIN).................£100
E80E....
BEER...

£40.00
6336A
6 5 5 0 A £ 1 1 0 0

SSLTGT...

.....£9.50
£2990

,,,,,£150
£4.00

39A (PCB)

......£1.60

139A (CHASSIS).
OCTAL (CHASSIS)

4PIN(UX4)..............

many different packages.

£1.60
£1.15

DESIGN:

Not a plug-in card but connecting to the PC
serial or parallel port; it comes complete with
powerlul yet easy to use software, cable and
manual.
SUPPORT: UK design, manufacture and support. Same
day dispatch, 12 month warranty. t o day

money back guarantee ASK FOR FREE
I I

.....£3.00

4P1N(for211& “5)................£11.00

Add £1.00 per valve for matching if required.
Plus Post & Packing £3.00 + VAT at 17.5% for UKiEurope.
SendFaxorderwithch e or credit card details to:
Chelmer Valve (30., 130 New Lon on Rd, Chehnsfotd. Essex C M 2 ORG

Tel: (0245) 265865 Fax: (0245) 490064

PALS, GALs, EPLDs and microcontroliers, in

£8.00

6LOWGU5831.

£5.00
T
614GB................................£10.20

£5050

as standard, quickly, reliably and at low cost
Expandable to cover virtuall an‘g‘r(programMs,
mable part including serial EP

POWER VALVES - oontd.
.......£15.00
E8414“? 189A.....
"£9.20
K'I‘oﬁ........
£12.50
KTSS............
£18.50
KTSB (GOLD
"£6.50
C..............

:6 n0
ESICC (GOLD P]_N\
ESZCC (GOLD P I N ) £ 5 0 0

65N’iGT.......
POWER VALVES
.
2A3 (OCFAL) or (4pin)..........
...£.2 .
211 ...................

SYSTEM: Programs 24,28,32 pin EPFtOMs, EEPFtOMs,
FLASH Memories and EPFIOM Emulators

m
-

MQP ELECTRONICS Ltd

Park Bead Centre
Malmesbury, Wiltshire SN16 OBX. UK
Tel: 0666 625146 Fax: 0666 325141

INFORMATION
PACK
GERMANY user-1602071

gaggle“; 32%}2‘984

ITALY
02 92 10 as 54
FRANCE 1 so 30 1:3 79
Also from VEROSPEED UK

'
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by Mike Meechan.
onsider the following
Saturday night(mare)
scenario which is possibly re—enacted one hundredfold
throughout the country. You’ve

weight bass bin up three
ﬂight of stairs, and across an
expanse of well-worn par— quet ﬂooring that, for all the
world, looks like Cullotlen

naively agreed to act as pro-

Moor on a bad night {and
seems twice as forbidding). T
minus 10 arrives and you
relax, smug and content in

and ‘couldn’t-have-done-it-

without-you‘. (damn right) ring
ironically in your ears as you

lug the umpteenth two-hundred

.

I
PHEAHPM
STAGE

to be inﬁniw flexible and
twice as accommodating). In
spite of all this forward
planning, one of the sixteen .

thought that Bob Geldof had
a tough time at Live Aid) has '
drafted in an extra vocalist!
instrumentalist - who cares,
when it comes down to it, it’s
an extra muse. Whatever or

U

bands appearing over the two
hour duration of the gig (you

T
XLR INPUT
SOCKETS

phrases like ‘eternally-grateful’ ,

cepted pragmatically, on the
night, you’re going to have

H

coming local ‘talent’. The
record company A&R men
suppress loud guffaws and

worked out the sound system
to the n’th degree (which, in
reality, means you’ve ac-

O
BUSSUHNG

good beer, you’re providing an
opportunity for the up~and~

the knowledge that you’ve

G

moter—cum-engiaeer-cumroadie-cum-organiser-cum-tea—
boy for the neighbourhood band
night extravaganza at the local
student’s unionfpubiclub etc.
Everybody involved has told
you what a great guy/{girl you
are for helping them out, and for
the princely fee of a couple of
pints of what the chosen estab—
lishment considers to pass for

HDFﬂEG.
P mU m l e
EQUALISER

Pan and Fade Facilities

EQMLBEH

Balanced Mic/Line inputs, EQ and

PIGH 8. LOW FREQ
P
SHELVING

World’s Smallest Mixer - A
Dual-Channel, miniature Mixer with

O W U T POST FADE"
I BUFFER!
LEVEL

Possibly the

;

compactness, and not

Inputs 1 and 2 are present on Channel 1
Output socket (i.e. Pan control central).

low power consumption, and with a typical need for around

using these same controls, as a dual mono

preampliﬁer i.e. Channel 1 Input appears
only at Channel 1 Output, and Channel 2

Input appears only at Channel 2 output.

recommended for all but the direst of
emergencies.

Furthermore, the Line Input stage can be
reconﬁgured as a D1 High Impedance

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of

the system. Inputs are via female XLR’s
although 1! " jack sockets can be substituted for these types where the jack
socket is more appropriate to the in-

Input Buffer for guitars and the like, with

the XLR’s replaced, in this instance by the ubiquitous ll4" jack socket.

Mic Inputs ’

- Whilst hansrmeranddiscrete ._ f .
i3]

stage left, justifying this action by
saying that they weren’t really

at

* P's/52V:

such good friends anyway, and in
In In
10““

22W
c2

. transistor microphone ampliﬁers _ .-

)
1W
.V, ,, n

have many unique merits, it is
generally more economical of -

4 10K

a

1

3 .___.
m h

m
-

A0797. 112 OPLTS.

22”

(:4

:ﬁ magnet.

WDPF

pliﬁcation. (I’ll leave the trans-

cs

forrner—versus-active discrete
argument for another article)...

prima-donna luvvie-type tantrum.

complete with attendant copious
tears and stamping feet, or a

punch in the face...
3) Despair, get irrebriated, and

hope nobody notices a microphone
is unplugged until it‘s too late...
Or, if you’re a reader of this magazine, smart, au fait, one step ahead
of the rest, generally with it etc. ,
you reach casually for your equipment bag and pull out the latest in
miniature analogue technology,
The MicroMix...

+c1

In E“

n2
”K v

II
339.:
2
“ 4 “K
3

’2‘:

'9‘
'

+
R3
nuF 1“

as
10K

together two line level or two mic level

signals, or any combination of the two.
Furthermore, it offers full gain control,

MicILine source switching, a three band
equaliser, Pan and Master level controls.
On the output side of things, there’s
balanced line, high level output stage,
capable of driving the longest or most

difﬁcult cablefjackfield combination
with high CMR and low distortion.

Finally, all of the above-described
ensemble ﬁt into a die-cast aluminium
box no bigger than a typical guitar FX
pedal. Despite the fact that physically,
it’s probably the smallest project I’ve

Using a dedicated pro-audio IC
such as the SSM 2017 eradicates
a great number of circuit design
problems in an effortless manner.

Out

_—°

The IC fabrication process en-

m I.
11:72:13 m was.

C4
maps

The MicroMix
What is The MicroMix? Very simplis—
tically, it‘s a two channel Micine
switcher/preampliﬁerfmixer. [t can mix

time and PCB real estate to consult the manufacturer’s databooks
and choose, as I did, one of the
nurnerous, all-in—one, pro-audio - '
IC’s dedicated to low noise am-

sures that the transistors and
resistors in the input stage are
perfectly matched which, in mm,
means ﬁrst class noise and CMR
performance.
The SSM 2017 comes under
the somewhat ostentatious heading of ‘multi—device input ampliﬁer’,
since it cascades both transistor and
op-amp technology within the chip

tended application (i.e. with guitars). A
front panel-mounted latching pushbutton selects either Mic or Line-style
preamplification characteristics, altering
impedance and gain range of the input
accordingly, from 1K for balanced Mic
inputs to around 10K for Line inputs. A
padless mic preamp circuit topology

allows from 0—70dB of gain for Mic
Inputs, and around 0—30dB for Line

Inputs. The EQ section consists of a
three band parametric equaliser i.e. bass,
parametric middle, and treble, with bass and treble frequencies ﬁxed at 80H: and
12KH2, (good punch and ﬁzz respectively) whilst the midrange is alterable
- over a 20:] frequency range, from 300Hz

architecture. A fuller explanation of this
architecture and a list of its speciﬁcations is given in ‘The Works‘ section
next month.

Line Input Stage
This section, too, presented something
of a quandary for me as regards device
speciﬁcation. The easy route would
have been to use something like the
Analog Devices SSM2141 Line Re-

ceiver IC in this area (although discrete
designs for the inputs and outputs might
have seemed to present more of a challenge from the point of view of a purely
electronics exercise).- Furthermore. . '

mommies-and-easeofservicingisof; . -

JUNE1994

1) Down your pint quickly andexit

the global scheme of things, the gig
wasn't that important...
2) Explain to the offending muso
that there’s nothing you can do,
and possibly risk an archetypal

Conversely, the unit could be conﬁgured,

120mA Or thereabouts, any batteries
aren’t going to last too long. An external split PSU (described later) is thus

9

whoever they are, they’ve at least
brought along a microphone, but noth»
ing else, and now all of the mixer’sl
combo’s inputs are fully dedicated to
other sources... The shops are closed, all
your friends have departed with some
haste and joined the Foreign Legion,
every mic is needed on the stage, the gig
starts irnrninently and the MC is getting
decidedly jumpy (iurnpier‘?!). What do
you do? If you’re not a reader of this
magazine, you can either:

to 6KHz, with Q variable from 0.5 to 5

over this range. Pan and Level facilities
subsequent to the EQ determine what
proportion (if any) of Inputs 1 and 2 are
fed to balanced Outputs 1 and 2, e.g.
Channel 1 Input PAN control could be
set such that equal of proportions of

ELECTRONICSin ACTION

b
1
‘h

ever designed and built, it features the
usual studio-quality electronics. It can
be battery-powered -two PP3’s crammed
into an already-cramped interior - but
the circuitry, it has to be said, has been
optimised for high sonic
performance and overall

ms
immense practical signiﬁcance in a '
studio or sound reinforcement system.
So where at all possible, the use of a
readily obtainable chip to replace a
whole host of discrete components, must
be a worthwhile goal. However, a de
vice like the SSM214I Balanced Line
Receiver achieves its phenomenally

+0—MNV-‘-"

A

mt

c1
I

‘VW.
s

"'9‘“

good common-mode rejection qualities
by eliminating the need for any passive
components external to the IC. All
resistors necessary are fabricated on the
chip and laser trimmed for accuracy.

Whilst good from the point of view of
absolute performance in the area of
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CMR, it does mean that we’ve got no

-

—4_.... W

easy way of altering (raising) the input
impedance without compromising this
performance. High Input Impedance is
necessary where we wish to interface the

simple circuit such as a line input stage.
Consider what happens when we apply

Line Input with guitars and the like
which require an impedance somewhat
higher than 10K (typically around 200K )

a varying signal to one input at a time

- o
- "

if the natural sustain and timbral qualiﬁes

whilst the other is left unconnected to our
signal source. For signals applied to the
inverting input. impedances around the
op-amp are equal and it
behaves as a unity gain
inverter as the non-inverting input is, to all purposes and intents,
grounded. However,
applying a signal to the

non-inverting input causes
the inverting input reference to change too, because the impedance, by
virtue of the fact that it is
now being variably boot~
strapped by common—
mode and non-differential
voltages, will also change.

IC1 || OPETS. Lllm

Input

Although irnpedances
--

. I 55‘

My
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of the instrument are to be maintained.
To this end, it is worth looking at what .a

good discrete design of differential line
input ampliﬁer must offer if it’s to cornpete successfully with its transformer (or
integrated package) rival.

Differential Line Input
Figure 2 shows a typical one op—amp
differential input amplifier. Although this
is a perfectly adequate arrangement for

system internal transfer of differential
audio signals, its performance falters

to both inputs can be
arranged in such a way

inputs to the differential ampliﬁer, and
consequently requires three op-amps.
Figure 5 shows another circuit which
eliminates one of the three op-amps at
the expense of creating an input which,
although truly differential, is not fully
‘floating’ with respect to ground. For an
active input stage to compete success-

fully against its transformer rival, it
must be impervious to any imbalance in
the termination at the input. Put simply,
there should be no drop in output level
should one of the input ‘legs‘ be shorted
to ground, as might be the case when an
unbalanced signal appears at the input.
Another input stage using op-amps is
a cunning two op—amp configuration as

shown in Figure 6. This negates the
input impedance disparity of the single
op—arnp circuit, while offering a good
CMRR and fulﬁlling all the other criteria.

It is known as the ‘Superbal’ and it is this
type which features in The MicroMix.
- since input impedance is easily altered to
suit any given application.
Next month, we look at the paramet-

that both halves of the
ric EQ and phase switcher. The conclud—
differential signal are
inputted to the amplifier
ing part discusses the PSU, before all
via deﬁned resistors, regrettably, this is at
loose ends (construction, testing and
the expense of common-mode performuse) are brought together. The complete
ance. With this conﬁguration. there is a
Parts List will also be given at this time.
serious conﬂict between trinuniug
the op—amp for good common20K
mode rejection, and trimming it for
w-NMAr—r
good differential gain. This is
because impedance balancing
10K
ruins CMRR, whilst optimising
-o—v‘.
2\
CMRR imbalances impedances to
Input
1'
A
10K
:1 “31'
such an extent that if the source
+o—NW.
- /
impedance is considerable, instant
10K
imbalance results. Here, the SOLITCC

somewhat when forced to encounter
anything but ideal input source conditions.
A simple analysis of the circuit under
typical input signal conditions should
serVe to highlight die problems we can

impedance simply adds itself to the
carefully optimised values of input
and feedback resistor.
A simple and elegant solution

expect to encounter when we employ a

circuit separately buffers the

to this is shown in Figure 4. This

'

.
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LOUDSPEAKERs-Is INCH STEREO FIACK AMPLIFIERS
EEHV'EE'lLAi‘GEME‘ 5° STAMFEDFDREAT‘LDGUE‘I
0MP MOS-PET PowER AMPLIFIERS
THOUSANDS PURCHASED
sum-ennui" auninunresrm '
HIGH POWER. TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK
B Y PROFESSIONAL USERS
These modules now enjoy a worldwide repudiation Ior quality. reliabilily and porinrmanoa al a realistic price. Four
W
.
.,
«W
models a r e available t o aull the needs o l the prMEGalorlal and hohhy market I.e. Indueﬂ'y. Leisure. lnalriallemai Ind HI—FI
PDWEFI AMPLIFIER MDDULES-TUFINTABLES-DIMMEFIS-

Elk Wile" DDMPaIII'ld prices. NOTE that all models Include toroidal power supply. lnloorel heal elnk. all as llDro PCS. and
drive drcuils to ﬂ o w e r s compatible W meter. All "Male are o p e n and short circuit prOol.

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
ORPlIlIF 100 Ros-Pet Output power 110 watts
Fl.llli.s. into 4 ohms. ireouenoy response 1": - 100KH:

-:IdB, Damping Factor > 300. Slew Rate ASWUS,
T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500m'Ii', S.N.R.

-11I:I dB. Size 300 ii 123 It 60mm.
PRICE £40.55 + £3.50 PIP
ONIPI‘IIF 200 Roe-Fat Output power 200 watts
R.M.S. into II oIIms, trequency response 1H: - 100K“:
-3dB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate sowus.

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AM PLIFIERS

T.I-i.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity soon-iii. S.N.R.

FOUR MODELS:- MXF2OO (100W + 100W) MXF400 (200W + 200W)

MXFSOO {300w + soowi Nixrsoo (450w + 450w)

-110 dB. Size 300x155x100mm.
PRICE £64.35 P £4.00 PIP

.ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.§. INTO A DHHS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

FEATURES: *Independem power supplies with two toroidal Iranslomiers 1: Twin L.E.D. Vii meters ir

OMPIMF 300 Mos-Pet Output power 300 vretla

Level controls A Illuminated onloﬂ' switch A )tLR oonnemore y Sta nderd ”SHIT Inputs * Open and short circuit
proof 'I' Latest Mos-Fads tor stress true power deliv Into virtually any load it High slew rale 'lr 'Ii'eriiI IonI

R.M.S. Into It ohms, frequency response ‘l
- IDDKH:
adB. Damping Factor _>300, Slew Rate EDWUS.
‘I’.I-I.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

distortion 1Ir Aluminium cases A HXFBOO I: IIIXFW Ian cooled with 0.0. Ioudspealis
US. THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS. RUSS. CINEMAS. DISCOS EI'C.
SIZESb MIF200WIS'IHS‘OW2U1sD1 1"

-110 dB. Size 330x175 It 100mm.
PRICE CB 1.75 1- 95.00 PAP

Iiixmn viii 9 " s i." (30)::Di 2’MXFSIIII W1 9"1H5 ‘41" [SullD‘I a"

OMPIMF 450 Mos-Fat Output power 450 watts
R.M.5. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1H: -1I:II:II(H:

MXFSIJII W 1 CHINE ‘1" (3U)KDI AM"

PRICESe-MXFROD C 1 T5430 MXFMO £233.85
MXFSOO £329.00 MXFSOO £449.15

-3d'B. Damping Factor > 300, Slew Rats TSVIUS.
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity SODmV. S.N.R.
.110 dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti-Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 EACH

I O M P X03 STEREO 3-WAY ACTIVE CROSS-ONE '<

PRICE :1 32.35 + £5.00 PCP
OMPI'MF 1000 Mos-Pet Output power 1000 watts
RAILS. Into 2 ohms, 725 watts RAILS. Into d ohms.
frequency response 1H: - 100K”: -3dB, Damping
Faclor ”>300, Slew Rats 75VluS. T.H.D. typical

0.002%, Input Sensitivity SDDmV, S.N.R. -110 dB, Fan

Advamad 3-Way Stereo Aoﬂve Cross-Over. housed In a 19" : 10 case. Each channel has Ihree level controls:

Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2
Anti-Thump Delay. Size 422 It 300 It 125mm.

bus. mid S top. The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches In adlust Ilse
creel-over lrequency: Bass—Mid mmtﬁeoﬂz. Mid-Top 1.8i3l5KHz. all at 2AdB per octave. Base Invert swihﬁies
on each bass channel. Nominal TISrnV inputi'outmrl. Fully compatible with 0MP racli ampliﬁer and modules.

Second

PRICE £259.00 + £12.00 PSP

Price £11 7.44 4 £5.00 P&P
STEREO DISCO MIXER SDJ 34005" t ECHO a. SOUND EFFECTS*

NOTEI MOS-PIT MODULES ARE AVAILABLE III TWO VIRSIONI

STEREO DISCO ”IXIR Willi 2 A 7 band

TTSrvIU, BAND WIDTH SOKHLDRDIIISTANDARDDRPIC.

ﬂﬁ‘ﬂgﬁgﬂﬁﬁifn'":IR:T.L:LTAL°?T$..T anus

L S R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED \l'u meters. MANY OUTSTANDING

LOU DSPEAKERS

FEATURES:- iiohiding Eclio with repeat I:

speed control, DJ lie with talk-over
plus cross fails. Cue Headphone Monitor. 0

Sound Ellects. Useful combination or the
follovv‘mg inputli- S turntables (map), 3
rules, 5 Unetor CD, Tags. Video etc.

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER!
GRILL". CROSS-OVERS AND HIOH POWER. HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(80p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.
McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.

Price £144.99 + £5.00 PiiP

SIZEI482x24Dx120rn

I

EMINENCE:- INSTRUMENTS, P.A.. DISCO. ETC

PI EZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROL .

ALL IMININCE UNITS a onus IMPEDANCE

a” 100 WAI l R-MJ. MES-100 CEN PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID. DISCO.
Joh the
dynamic
[no voice. ooll}l of a Plan tweeter
produces
Iran
nt Place revolution!
witha The
er I IDIII
I "on
level mass
II n ordinary
Asa
In ant improved RES. FRECI. nHz, FRED. RESP. TD 4KHx. SENS
PRICES”.1'1 _ £2.00 PAP
a..." "I“. a“ he added ‘0 existing speaker system at Up In 100 watts [more “ two a" out In series FREE 10"100 WATT R.M.S. ME‘IC—100 GUITAR. VOC::L. KEYBOARD. DISOO. EXCELLENT MID.

ass. FREQ. T1Hz. FRED. RESP. TO TKiiz. SENSSTas

EXPLANATORY LEAFLEI'S_$:Fs:r;LlExn HITII EACH 1

*

“

PRICI ass.TII- tie.on see

10" 200 WATT R . M. S. HE‘IO—ECO GUITAR, KEYB' D. DISCO. VOCAL. EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.

{ “103“) 3 round will! prelim-Rive wire mesh- ideal inf RES. PREO. asuz. FRED. RESP. T0 3.5KHz. SENS soda.
Poise case-r — 22.30 Pee
bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi mailers. Price £4.90 + 50p Pat'1 2" 100 with R.M.S. MI1 2-1DOLE GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD OUTTAR, DISCO. STAGE MONITOR.
TYPE ‘3’ (KSNIDDSA) It‘ll." super horn for general purpose speakers, RES.FRED. Aiiiiz FRED. RESP To siiiiz SENS Innda
PRIDE see. 84— se.50 PEP
disco and PA. system etc. Price £5.99 + 50p PIP.
ﬁght-13: :i'ERsT'ERFEl-éﬂ--3- NF“ 2&1 OOSI-T {TWIN CONE} WIDE
BRESPONSEICE:“VOCAL ”1:25
I I

w

i.

-

-_ -

_

028:

RE

R E P TO 1DKHz. SENS 9303

ST * £3.50

ﬁg;Jifirfd‘i's'cgﬂé ﬁlgwgsdzsrfﬂhgfpm “"3"“ H' F' “V“ 12" zoo we" lull.3. am:- coo GEN. PURPOSE, GUITAR, Disco. VOCAL, EXCELLENT MID.

P

"FE ‘D, Ks"
- . ,.
'
'
RES. FRED. 50Hz, FREO. RESP. TO SKHz SENS saris
voice as.11 - es.so no
_
i _ 1 02510 _2 :8 wide disperskm Imm- Upper frequenw 1 2" son vim-r R.M.S ME1 s-aoooe Rica POWER SASS. LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD, Disco ETC.
response retained extending down to mid-range {little}. Suitable for high RES. FREOATHz, FRED. RESP. TD 5KHz.SENs1DadE.

quality HI-FI systems and quality discos. Price ease + sop PIP.

Him silo.“ - £3.50 PIP

I s 200 llll'A'l'l' R..M.s. NEI 5- zoo GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.

"r“
‘E'lor
“smog“!
W" etc.
”amr
"m
email"
SIM"
"HM mm' TE?:3:iii‘R'LTEsouR-E
Suitable
Hi-Fi monitor3”
systems
Price
£5.99
+ 50p
PAP.
'
15.: £1305 tisPEC'NNER BASS. iNCLUDiNO BASS SUITARO n ‘ Em P“
Ln“mum“ Comma on a mm mowing plate. Mel mum RES. FRED 39m, PREO. RESP. To BKHz SENS wade
mic: era.:4 £4.00 Pee
"PED.

andcabinetinputjaeksoeket. ssxﬂdmm.PrlceE-I.1D + 50p PIP.

EARBENDERS:- HI—FI. S T U D I O . lN—CAR. ETC
=ilég’lazgtgguﬂlﬁg (Initial: {ac-pig.“ A slim while. an dual Impedance lapped @ e I a one
E, H I H
PLIAN
ROL
D SURROUND

.

1hi FLIGHT CASED LOU DSPEAK ERS

__

s” some EBB-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED Ala OHM BASS, I'll-Fl. IN-CAR.

RES. FREO “Hz. FRED. RESP. TO TKH: SENS WdB.
PRIH “.90 + £2.00 MP
1 Cl" EDWA'I'I' E31 0-50 DUAL IMPEDEN‘CE. TAPPED 4N OHM BASS. HI-Fi, III-CAR.
RES. FREO “Hz. FRED. RESP. T0 SKHz, SENS. IIIIdB
PR“ £13.05 22.SO PAP
1 O" IOOWA‘I'I' ERIC-100 BASS. HI-FI. STUDIO.
RES. FREO. 35Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO SKHZ. SENS. 9MB.
PRIﬁ £30.30 * £3.50 PRP
1 2" IOOWATI' EB‘IS-‘IOO BASS. STUDIO. Ht~FI. EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES. FREO. 28Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3 KHz, SENS 9MB.
PRICE £42.12 4- ea.eo PAP
FULL RANDE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE. ROLLED SURROUND
5"4 OOWAT'I' EDS-SOTO [TWIN CONE] HI-FI, MULTl-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 63Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO ZBKHZ. SENS 92dB.
PRICE £0.99 + £11.50 PAP
C‘-“a" COWATT EBB-SOTO [TWIN CONE] HIvFI, MULTI- ARRAY DISCO ETC.

A new range of quality loudspeakers. designed to take advantage of the latest
speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilize sludio quality
12" caal aluminium loudspeakers with factory lined grilles. wide dispersion

constant diremiviiy horns. extruded aluminium corner proiection and steel
ball corners. complimented with heavy duly black ooverino. The enclosures
are fitted as standard wilh top hats lor Optional loudspeaker stands.

POWER RATINGS QUOTED ill WA'I'I'S RMS FOR EACH CABINET
FRIOUENCV RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45H: - ZOKH:
ﬂit PC 12-100WATTS noose} PRICE £ 1 limoo PER PAIR
{III PC 12-aoowA1-rs (100d!) PRICE £ 1 T530 PIR PAIR

RES. FREQ SUHZ. FREQ. RESP. T 0 RDKHZ, SENS 9MB.

B” COWATI' EBB-SOTO [TWIN CONE] HI-FI. MILTI—ARRM'r DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO ‘ltiKHz, SENS BBdB.

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 PER PAIR

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR 5:49.00

1 O" EOWA'I'I' E31 0-6011: [TWIN CONE} HI-FI, MULTI ARRAYr DISCO ETC.

RES. FREQ. 35Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 12KH2, SENS SﬂdB.

Deiluery £6.00 per pair

-

W- rm 0 W

I N CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMP

-

2-

CARSﬂnggIOOS‘I'IAR’AIPAPLIETIRS

RANSNIITTER
_

PRICE £16.49 - £2.00 PAP

HOBBY KITS

150 Min (75 + 75] 5......“ 15m PROVEN TRANSIIITTIR DISIONS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
Bridged Mono
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH DUAev COMPONENTS
COMPLETE wiTH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
259 mm [12; e 125) 5.2,... :50."

-

-

Bridged Mono
l|I00 WATTS [200 1- 200) Stereo. 400w
Bridged Mono
ALI. POWERS INTOII ORMS
FIMIII'E

ii Stereo. bridgable mono t Choice 01

.....

PRICE E10.” -* 1.50 “ P

PRICE £12.00 -' £1.50 PAP

3* WSNIHIR III-108MHz, VARICIIP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
PERFOIIIIANCEJIANGEUF TOSNILES. BIZEﬂrlﬂIlm. SUPPLY ﬁll-@051“
NIH-1.05 - £1.00 PIP
Fl IICIID TMNSRI‘I'TIR IUD-tﬂaﬂllz. TARICAP TUNED, COMPLETE 'Il'l'lli
VERY SENS FEI' IIIIC. RANGE 100 Sillrn. SIZESEIIi-Elnm. SUPPLY 9V BATTERY.

.

. =-.- —

-.- a

WWW P W W T M N W I W

.....LIT:‘ " BK- ELECTEDNlcs

PRICES: t sow c a s e s 250“! £99.99
400w £109.95 PAP £2.00 EACH

controls ilr Remote on-ol'l Ar Speaker 3:

”Emma... “gums.man“ 5%” mm
a,“ an,“
INCLUSIVE cu= \'r.A.'r. SALES

UNITS 1 E 5 CDMETWAY, SCIIJTHEND-CIN-SEA,

DUNTER. {lien one:

“GE-'AECEPTEDBVPPET PHONEPR‘M

-

-

E S S E X . SEE BTQ.

TEL: c1702 - 5 2 7 5 7 2 Fax.: 0702 - 4 2 0 2 4 3

From A t o D ~
Douglas Clarkson takes us for a rUn round the ‘High
Resolution Serial Interface AID Converter Circuit’

-The HI7159
he majority of
analogue to

tion. The speciﬁcation
of 12 bits in 25 micro—
seconds is typical of

BUS
INTERFACE
UNIT

devices costing
around £10. While 16
bit devices are now

f.__F

i

digital conversion devices cater for
rapid speed of conversion and with relatively low data resolu-

available (and even 18

bit) they tend to be
expensive and offer no
easy way of transfer-

ring data to a PC.
With [BM compatible PCs being now

ANALOGUE SWITCHES

ANALOGUE
STATE
MAOHNE

widely available there
is a growing demand
for ND converter
devices which can
directly use the
Feature
Value
RS232 serial link as
transferof
means
a
Total counts 5% digit mode
200.000
4 l6 digit result. This procring data and withTotal counts 4% digit mode
20.000
ess is repeated twice yieldout involving data
15 per second
Number conversions 5% digit mode
ing a 6 l6 digit result which
translation circuitry.
mode
digit
4%
conversions
Number
60 per second
is rounded to 5 ’1& digits.
While it is possible
Baud rates
300, 1200, 9600. 19200
to use a conventional
+2Vto-2V
Voltage range
Conversion
AID converter deTypes
vice and translate its
Table 1: Summary of HI~7159A features
The device makes available
parallel digital outTheory of Operation
three basic conversion types. In error
put to R8232 the amount of additional
The functional block diagram of the
mode only. the unit connects V IN HI
circuitry required is considerable and
and V INLO to A GROUND. This
leads to complex circuit design.
device is shown in Figure l and pinout
conﬁguration detailed in Figure 2. The
measures the internal offset voltage of
The Harris HI—7159A device is a 5 it
digit AID converter which meets many
HI-7159A uses the technique of multiple
the device. In the uncompensated mode
of the requirements of more flexible AID
integrations in its 5 1/5 digit mode. A
the device uses as input the voltage
difference
using the serial link of the PC. Table 1
first integration
between V IN
provides a summary of the features of
measures the count
HIandVlN
the device. While the device can be ,
(031/2digits or
LO. In coma 3 m
v“ E 1 U
1mV per count.
operated in parallel mode and fast mi21 :l X“;
mr our I: z
.
pensated
as :1 a“
m1- “ I: a
The residue on the
croprocessor serial link, the major at—
integrator 13 multrtraction is the R8232 connection. Such a
our our E 4
as :I wrens1
mode the
device takes
24 j mango
cner'GUARD E 5
plied by a factor of
device allows considerable simpliﬁcaaccount of
I Palette:
0'..- E 0
10 and then inte—
tion in equipment design where, for
22 2 "’3‘“
can” 7
grated and referexample, data is processed by a dedi2‘ :I Balsam
cmmumn E 8
ence de—integrated.
cated microprocessor or PC with serial
20 :3 P2ISADD
v“, “' E
This is subtracted
input. An alternative way of connecting
mm
19
E .10
vim,
_‘
the'device would be to use the parallel
1: Decrease
AWE“
fromtheMdlaﬁ

printer port of the PC.
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as

as some

Mode conversion. It then makes a dig-

ital subtraction of the two. Thus a compensated conversion takes twice as long,

to perform as an uncompensated one.
Since in most situations the device
status is stable and the internal offset is
essentially constant, the compensated
mode need not be undertaken with every
conversion. The Error Only mode can,

v

BFISO

BRS1

Baud rate

GND
GND
V0‘:
Vt,c

GND
Vcc
GND
Vcc

300
1200
9600
19200

Table 2: Baud rate selection f o r
modes 1 a n d 2
data lines using pins 17 (MSB), 23, 22,
21 and 20 (LSB). In this mode a com-

be periodically read and uncompensated
mand byte can be sent to select a spevalues updated for offset errors. This
ciﬁc device and all subsequent control
allows higher data rate sampling without
and data exchange will occur with the
compromising accuracy. If speed is not
selected Hl-7 l59 device. This allows
essential, then compensated conversion should be undertaken.
_
means In our E: 1
U
24 :| no

Serial

_

.

NC I: 2

Communlcatlon

BHUTDOWN '2 2

Modes
. .
.
Connectivity by senal R8232

link is achieved by means of

no I:
no I: s

vcc I: 5

17

accessed. Figure 5 indicates the com-

mand byte sent to the HI-7159 to initiate
a speciﬁc activity.

Thus the option of single conversion,
5% digits resolution and uncompensated
would be set by a byte value of 12
(D3=l; D2=1). The option of single 4%
digit resolution and compensated value
would correspond to a byte value of 6
(D2=1;D1=l).

Once the command byte has been
sent the 1-11-7159 will proceed to undertake the conversion. Data can be read
from the device by means of
sending appropriate request
bytes. The speciﬁed byte is

structure of serial mode 1 re~
quest bytes.

16 :I W
‘5 :' "c

nel conﬁguration of serial mode
ENABLE I: 11
mrcuos as our I: 12
1 (analogue components not
shown). The logic levels on pins
15 and 16 are TTL - translation
from formal R8232 logic levels of PC
connection is required. Such logic level

1‘ :I No
13 :I

as m

no

changes can be undertaken (with isolation) using a device like the Newport
the serial interface connection to serve

both as analogue multiplexer and device
AID converter. Data transfer in this
multiple connection. however, is slower
than with single access serial mode 1.

Serial mode 2 allows connection to

up m 3 ] additional III-7159 devices.
Each device addressed in this mode has
a hardware selected address using four

as

j w
20 :I T‘l our
1, 3 T2 our

"9 I: 9
“ND C 1°

NM232DD as shown in Figure 4. The
isolation facility can be useful both for
intrinsic safety and for noise reduction.
With a crystal of 2.457MHZ, the
. speciﬁed switches can conﬁgure the
corresponding baud rates as in Table 2.

as

returned after each request byte

17 2

serial mode 2 (multiple channel).
Figure 3 shows the single chan-

1°

menses
SELECT

is sent. Figure 6 shoWs the

1. :I m m

rrLIemos

2‘
22
as

=3 3 V-

1-, m r: 7

.

as

:3 :l '80 GND

12 m I: s

.

serial mode 1 (single channel) or

m-‘nss

ease I.
ans1 25
+5,
saw
em 13

as

internal offset errors and effectively
undertakes a separate Error Only mode
conversion and an Uncompensated

20K

Controlling the HI-7159
The more common mode of use is serial

- mode 1, where a single channel is being

55m”

In the request byte, D0 is
always set to 1. In the program-

ming loop to read back data. the
, status of the device is ﬁrst read
in order to check that the con,
verslon has been completed.
Thiis as part of the process of
reading the data out in serial
mode 1 the following byte sequence
would be sent:Funotlon

Value request byte sent

status

13

digit pair 0.1
digit pair 2.3

5

digit pair 4.5

9

Figure 7 indicates the format of the
status byte. The key bit of the returned
status byte is bit D6 to check that a
conversion has been completed and data
is available. The status byte allows also

(RESERVED)

checking of the mode of

function of the HI-7159.
Eugzcglzciggﬂfm

0

0

status of single/continuous, compensated!
uncompensated and error bit
can be inspected. It is a

3""
no

16

8

4

2

i1

5'5 1

comp 1

1

0

cont-1

4-5 0

"'1m 1 0
error 0 1

_

O

COMMAND

Slngle 0

128 64 32

point of checking for data
conversion via bit D6, the

TYPE
oz Di

03

D4

D7 06 05

CONVERSION

RESOLUTION

CONTINUITY

I
d b
Fl 5 C
we Opt ans
omman
9'

been ‘pnmed’ for correct opera-

Data Format

D1
2
0

DS 02
8 4
digit pair 0,1 0 0

D7 06 D5 D4
128 64 32 16
0 0 0 0

tion.

RESERVED

BYTE REQUEST

(RESERVED)

check “1? device has ”60°"l

digit pair 2,3 0 1

REQUEST BIT
DO
1
1
.

digit pair 4’5 1 0
The format of the input/output
status 1 1
converter
serial data is ﬁxed and cannot be
altered and comprises one start bit ,
Flg.6 Structure of serlal mode 1 request status.
eight data bits, even parity bit and
one stop bit. This can cause a problem,
where C is the value speciﬁed in Table
Moving the data out from the comhowever, when the Ill-7159 device is
3.
pact data format can be tedious. The next
addressed using Microsoft QuickBasic
The 2.4576MHz clock signal will
section of code of a BASIC subroutine
which can handle at most eight data bits
provide exact division for baud rate
indicates how the data can be unpacked
and parity bits. Thus while seven data,
signals. A 2.4M1-lz crystal will result in
from bytes of data as seen below.
even parity or eight data no parity are
an integration period of 16.67ms - ex.
AND
the
using
by
works
routine
The
data
eight
QuickBasic.
supported in
actly the length of one 601-12 AC cycle.
function to set binary bits for each byte
AND even parity are not. The PC inter—
This results is relatively small errors in
and then shifting bytes in bits 7 to 4 to
face is quite capable of handling the
absolute baud rate values of around
the right by division by 16.
format of the HI-7159. In developing
software for the device
using PCs, it is important to 1000 REM s u b r o u t i n e t o c o n v e r t s e r i a l mode 1 d a t a
check what interface sup1010 REM d p 0 1 $ = d i g i t p a i r 0 , 1
port is available in the
1020 REM d p 2 3 $ = d i g i t p a i r 2 , 3
selected language.

1030 REM d p 4 5 $ = d i g i t p a i r 4 , 5

One way of getting
round the difficulty with

1100 digl
1110 c1190

QuickBasm, however, is to
use a package such as
PDQCOMM (available
from Grey Matter at around
£65.00 + VAT) and which
allows users to link in more

1120
1130
114 0
115 o
1160
117 D

dig:
dig3
digs
dig4
pol
ow

(ASC(dp01$)

AND (128 + 6 4 + 3 2

ASCidlS)

AND ( 8 + 4 + 2 + 1)

+ 16)}

/ 16

(ASC(dp23$) AND (128 + 6 4 + 3 2 + 1 6 ) ) I 16
asc(dp23$)

AND ( B + 4 + 2 + 1 )

t h S C i d p d S $ l AND ( 3 2 + 1 6 ) )
ASCidpdSSl

AND { 8

I 16

+ 4 + 2 + 1}

l 128

(ASCIdpdSS) AND 128)

( A S C t d p d s s l AND 6 4 } / 6 4

ﬂexible code so that the

1180

extended data formats can
be accommodated. This

1200 d i g = 6195 * 1 0 0 0 0 0 + d i g d * 10000 + d i g B * 1 0 0 0 + d i g 2 * 1 0 0 + d i g l * 1 0 + d i g O

level of software fudge
note

1 2 2 0 REM have g e t v a l u e i n

’

‘

.

req

lures pro

grarnnte

S

compiled and linked before
they can be run which is

REM new c a l c u l a t e d i g i t value

1210 I F

p o l = 0 THEN d i g = — d i g :

.

.

day

REM c o m p l e t e Sign

a n d a l s o overrange s t a t u s

in

ovr

1 2 5 0 RETURN

more time consuming than the ‘runand

Converslon Times

go' mode of the normal BASIC environment. Once the ﬁnal code has been
developed. the additional CALLS included in the software will release the
_
potential of the 111-7159.
Figure 8 shows the digit byte format
of data returned after speciﬁc status

Table 3 indicates the various conversion
times of the device as a function of
conversion type for a crystal clock
frequency of 2.4576MH2.
At other clock frequencies the time
of conversion is given by:
C

Analogue Components
and Inputs
Figure 9 indicates typical analogue
components and inputs of the 111-7159.
The crystal is placed across pins 1 and

can be specified with reference to a

cm
5n
compensated

interface difﬁculties.

27 as shown. The reference voltage Vref

mm = “F“

request bytes have been issued.

Thus a complete sequence of data in
serial mode 1 will require one status
byte and three data bytes. For serial
mode two, however, six data bytes are
required since each element of data is
returned individually as ‘singles’ and
not packed as ‘pairs’ as in serial mode 1.

32.3% which should not give rise to

_
5%
uncompensated

41A

4%

compensated

uncompensated

tlme

130.2ms

65.6ms

32.8ms

16.4 ms

noisec

7.68

15.24

30.48

60.96

1 60,000

80,000

40,000

0

320,000

Table 3: Conversion times of l-ll-5159

* CONVERTER *
STATUS
D7
0 no update
updated

DB
0
1

CONTINUITY
'
D5
0

RESOLUTION

D4
single 0
contin. 1

CONVER
TYPE
'
comp
uncomp

D3
514% 1
414% 0

PARITY
ERROR

D2 D1.
1 1
1 0

no
yes

DO
0
1

I

Fig.7 Status byte format.
separate Vref lo and similarly the input
signal Vin hi can be referenced to an input signal Vin lo. In most applications
Vref lo and V in 10 will be tied to ana-

+sv
V

s

-5V

logue ground (pin 11).
A precision integrating AID converter
such as the 1-11—7159 depends on optimum performance of the integrating

will be software packages or chunks of
code which can be

capacitor Cint. Leakage or dielectric
absorption will result in linearity errors.
A high quality polypropylene capacitor

should be used and in the integrating
mode, the stored charge is used as a
.
.
.

V

memory dev1ce. Any signal degradation
w1ll result In loss of accuracy.
For operation a t 2.4MHz value of

Cint and Rim should be 0.1pF and 30K
ohms respectively. The full scale input
voltage Vin should be twice that of the
value of Vref. A reference voltage of

5
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A stable input reference voltage is
essential since it is directly linked to the

Applications

accuracy of the output measurements.

The Ill-7159 is a_ device with a broad

In the transfer characteristics of the
HI~7159, there is a difference in linear-

ity for positive and negative sections.
On the negative side the values over
read by 0.006% or 12 counts in 200,000.
This error can normally be handled in
software.

balance technology.
For a resolution of
0.1mg this allows

measurement of 20g
full scale or with a
resolutionof 1mg at
200g full scale.

as

1.0V sets the input swing to +."- 2V.

readily assimilated
into user applications.
The 5% digit range
in resolution readily
' allows use of the
system in weighing

Using the serial

mode 2 connections,
multiple channel facilities can be handled on the one serial R8232 line. This
technology is particularly apt for envi-

range of applications, particularly in
data logging and general instrument
technology and reduces considerably
the number of support chips previously
required to implement this level of
function. Manufacturers might note the
key to successful use of such devices

ronmental monitoring where data may
be sampled for a given channel once
every 30 seconds - examples being

temperature. wind speed, wind direction
and fight or ultra violet level.
There are also options to use serial to
parallel chips like the Intersil IM6402
where a serial input can be translated
to a digital parallel byte output. This

DIIC'iIT DYTE

'
D7

D6

D5

D4

D3

D2

D1

DO

digit pair 2,3
digit pair 4,5

M533
pol

ovr

MSBS

LSB3
LSB5

M832
M834

—

-

L332
L534

Where po! = polarity (1 = pos); ovr = overrange (1 = overrange)

control lines by means of latches to
implement the function of analogue

and digital mmui’lcxm‘ This “:33“ a

Single HI-7159 could be used With an
analogue multiplexer device.

Fig.8 data format of returned bytea:aerial mode 1
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Make the most of your
brainpower and come up
with some brilliant ideas
deas never come easy do they?

Some say that talking to alike
minded person will bring out the
best in you. The more you talk. the
greater the chance that an idea will come
out in conversation. Also to some it
depends on what the weather is like or
how much sleep you have had the previous night.
All great inventions start as little
notions that get scribbled down and
expanded upon, and that‘ s what the

Electronics in Action Ideas Forum is all
about. Now you are the inventors.
Even though great inventions come to
mind, the tragedy is you may dismiss the

idea as worthless. So if you think of a
good idea discuss it with a friend to see
if they agree with you that what you
have to tell the world is brilliant. Then
ask yourself, do lots of other people
want to hear about it and would you like

them to beneﬁt from your idea? Is there
a market for it? If there is. who will
mass manufacture it? These are some of'
the questions that have to be thought
about. Use the suggestions on this page.
If you have any suggestions or have
developed any of the ideas that have been '
appearing in this column we would love
to hear from you, feel free to drop us a
line. it could be the first step along the
road to fame.
Electronics In Action. PO Box 6m,

Berkhamsted Harte. HP4 1NL '

t Your service
o you don’t fancy messing up your
best measuring jug with Ferric

Name .................................................

Chloride, but you still want to

make some of our projects properly - with
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Address

a PCB? This is where we step in. At Elec-

thing older is listed below. We have left
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you wish to order an older PCB.
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1 2 V Drill speed controller ......... £5.00
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The Switcher IR receiver .......... £3.50
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The Switcher VCA board .......... £7.50
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Remote Control Extender ......... £5.00
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QH1293-2
Switcher main board
£10.00
QH1293—3

Switcher Front panel ................ £6.00
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Video Editing Unit

.. .. ... £8.00

November Issue
0H1 193-1
Power Supply (double sided)
£6.00
0H1 193-2
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Drainpipe Seismometer ............ £5.50
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0H1 093-1
Telescope Main Board
£12.00
QH1093—2
Hi-fi Preamp
£4.50
QH1093-3
Laser Zone ................................ £5.00
OH 1093-4
Anti-bowler (double sided) ....... £5.50
0H1 093-5
Sig Gen board .......................... £4.50
0H1 093-6
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At Your Service, Electronics in Action
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Bringing the world closer together
E

lectronics in Action in cooperation with The Technology
Exchange Ltd., the international

technology matchmaking service based
in the UK, brings you each month a

selection of technology partnership
opportunities to which you are invited to
respond.
The Technology Exchange, which
was formed in 1985 as a not-for—proﬁt
technology sourcing service to industry,
holds a biannual ‘Technoshop’ Technol—
ogy Transfer Fair at Heathrow Airport

and several ‘Techmart’ Fairs overseas
for the United Nations (UNIDO).

For this issue Of Electronics in Ac-

tion, we are presenting a Series of offers
of licence, joint venture and patents
rights for Sale from organisations in 34
countries.

If you would like to have an intro-

807401

SOL-ETX SOLAR ENERGY

duction to any of the sources of the

GARDENLITES

offers describes in these proﬁles, please
write to The Technology Exchange
quoting the reference number at the head
of the entry and giving full contact
details for the contact person in your

SQL—GTX type solar gardenlites are a

own organisation and your requirements
for a new product or process develop-

ment.
The only cost associated with this
process is a simple £10 plus VAT introduction fee for each entry to which you
respond. For this we will send you full
contact details for the source of the offer
and invite them to send you more detailed information about their offer.
The code letters at the head of each
offer indicate the stage of development,
type of offer and the type of organisation making the offer as indicated in the
table
Each entry is preceded by a reference
number and letters indicating STATUS,
OFFER and SOURCE.

- Please respond directly to:
The Technology Exchange Ltd.
Wrest Park
Sllsoe
Bedford
MK45 4H5
or Fax: 0525 950664
er Phone: 0525 080333

The payment of £10 plus VAT
(£11.75) per item should be sent
with your requests.

new kind of outdoor light which draw
the power from the sun by using a
‘ noncrystalline silliceous solar panel to

cenvert sunlight directly into electricity

109911 L U
WAVEGUIDE ADAPTOR
‘ A waveguide to transmission line adaptor which can serve as a low reﬂection
interconnect between a waveguide and
various transmission lines such as
coplanar waveguide, trench waveguide
or other lines of similar geometries.

which is stored during the day and to
produce dispersed lighting at night. On
bright sunny days, the power stored in
the batteries of the gardenlite allow it to

1 09932 L U
SILICON TIP FIELD EMISSION CATHODE ARRAYS

remain lit for up to 5 hours at night.

Field emission cathode arrays have been

307397

THERMAL BATTERY

constructed which provide uniform
electron emission and improved emission control. Accurate and precise for-

Working voltage range: IOV-IOOV;
working current range: IOmA-IOOA;

mation of emitter tips having uniform
radii. The oxidation step is also utilised

discharge time: lOs-lOmin; activation

to precisely align gate electrode aper-

time: 0.5-1.5s; weight: lOOg—lOKg;
reliability: MTBF 0.995; temperature
range: -54 - +85 degrees C; harsh me
chanical ruggedness; storage life: 15
years.

tures with respect to corresponding
emitter tips so that large arrays can be
formed with great accuracy and reliability.

109928 I. U
FABRICATION OF COPPER
INTERCONNE CTS

1 09931 L U '
RIE PROCESS FOR FABRICATION
SUBMICRON, SILICON ELECTROHECHANICAL STRUCTURES

Submicron ultra large scale integrated
(ULSI) circuits require long metal inter—

An improved process for fabricating

connects having small contacts and

suspended, single crystal silicon movable mechanical structures and actuators
for use in micro-machined S'I'M’s. It is
possible to produce single crystal silicon
mechanical structures and actuators in
the range of 250 run. These devices can
facilitate and optimise electronic and
photonic system integration.

cross sections. Previous methods of
depositing Cu interconnects have suffered from poor step coverage, high
resistivity from residual ions, and high
costs. This invention mitigates those
problems by providing a low temperature, self—encapsulating method of Cu

interconnect fabrication.

method permits the viewer to interact _
with the recorded programs to alter the
continuity and content to include portions of either program.

7792 P L G
METHOD OF PRODUCING ALUMINA
'
FIBRE
An object of the invention is to provide
an electrically conductive alumina ﬁbre
consisting essentially of aluminium
oxide suitable for use as an electric or
electronic material, particularly for
electric or electronic circuits or connec—

tors thereto at high temperatures or in
chemical agents or corrosive atmospheres. Another object is to provide a
method of producing the electrically
conductive alumina fibre.

807796 M L G
HETEROEPITAXIAL GROWTH OF A 2D
MATERIAL ON A 3D MATERIAL
a method of heteroepitaxial growth of a
two dimensional single crystal superthin
ﬁlm material, such as a layered superconductive substance, on a normal
surface of a three dimensional material
such as semiconducting material. The

method is very important in that it facili-

ated output during the non—emitting

Portable gas discharge lighting. Use of
electronic, lightweight ballasts up to 20

period is suppressed to a very low level.

KW.

307797 M L G
MANUFACTURE OF
POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICON FILM

909683 W L U
SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MOTOR

This invention is intended to provide a

High performance motors, with a fast
dynamic behaviour for torque and speed

method of manufacturing a
polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) ﬁlm
having the crystal axis strongly oriented

Switched Reluctance Motors get their '
torque from the variabie reluctance of

in the <100> direction and having a very
smooth ﬂat surface.

40961 9 M IJJ 0
1553 AVIONICS SYSTEMS AND SUBSYSTEMS DESIGNS

required for military applications. Tech-

does not involve any rubbing contact.
Gives a high degree of linearity (1 degree} and operates over a wide temperature range and angles u p to 340 degrees.
Manufacture of the resistor is very simple and its operation is unaffected by
dust and dirt giving a long operating life
(min 5 million cycles) allows continuous
rotation.

nology expertise has been developed in:
1553 components and suppliers, 1553

test equipment, 1553 systems and subsystem architectures, and 1553 based
system design, hardware and software.

7595 L U
LC INVERSION CIRCUIT
Automatically preionised double-sided
fourfold LC inversion. The invention is
a double—discharge circuit for production of high voltage, high current pulses
to produce, for example, a population
inversion in a gas discharge laser.

407590 L U
'ELECTROMAGNET RESONATOR

1 09909 H I. G
FORMATION OF MONOMOLECULAR FILM

similar size and shape.

This invention is for a method of fortning monomolecular ﬁlm on a liquid
surface and an overlaying apparatus
thereof for preparation of a single layered

607601 L U
INSECT ATTRACTOR

defects in the conventional method and

namic behaviour.

809542 W LU G
CONTACTLESS VARIABLE RESISTOR

vices using key elements of
heterojunction, such as quantum well
type semiconducting laser, high electron-mobility type transistors.
heterobipolar transistors, resonant tunnel
elements, superlattice elements, etc.

apparatus of forming an L-B ﬁlm.

the magnetic circuit, combined with a
current regulation. The result is a motor
with a high torque (even at zero speed),
high speed and an extremely fast dy-

Know—how offered in electronics to
meet the required 1553 speciﬁcations.
These speciﬁcations are also those

tates production of new electronic de-

or a multi layered ﬁlm, which eliminates

are required in numerous applications.

An electronic variable resistor which

009558 P L U
CMOS RESISTOR
circuitry for making an integrated circuit
CMOS transistor function as a linear
two-terminal resistor. This low cost
technique avoids the need for matched

using superconducting alternating winding capacitor. The invention provides an
electromagnet resonator, comprising two

pairs of transistors and separate substrate
wells. Applications include frequency
selective elements in active ﬁlters, precision feedback amplifiers and single
ended lowr distortion circuits.

or more non-intersecting, substantially
overlapping surfaces of approximam

909789 M S R

An apparatus for attracting and killing

ENERGY SAVING FLUORESCENT
LIGHT DIMMER
A patent is offered, aiming to give the
exclusive right to exploit an unusual
circuit configuration for driving as

mosquitos and other similar insects. The
device radiates heat and moisture attracting the insects to a sticky surface where
they are destroyed.

discharge tubes at reduced currents.
Available technical reports and circuits
could form the basis of products enjoy—
ing unique advantages, especially in

retroﬁt applications.

907794 M L G
LIGHT EMITTING SEMICONDUCTOR

DEVICE

708061 0 L H
MINIATURE MICROWAVE DIELECTRIC
RESONATORS

The object of this invention is to solve

are designed from thermally stable, low

the shortcomings and limitations of the
conventional art by providing an improved light emitting semiconductor
device. With the semiconductor device
of the invention. fluctuation of the radi-

loss and high dielectric materials with
temperature coefficient of frequency

_

g
v

,.

..

from -9 1313m to +9 ppmlC over a wide
frequency range. Dielectric resonator
made of ceramics with Q—factor 3000.

JUNE1994

on a single tape. During playback, the
playback head(s) can be used to track
any of the programs. The interleaving

8918 U L 0

HIGH POWERED FLICKER FREE
LIGHTING SYSTEMS

8

Through a simple alternation on existing
videotape recorders, three different
programs can be recorded, or interleaved

ated output after switching operation is
substantially eliminated, high speed
modulation is possible by simple at»
rangement, and the amount of the radi~
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707769 L U
.
IMPROVED INTERLEAVED ViDEO TAPE

K5711 (RX)

1 5 Channel IR

Transmitter and
Receiver

This control system has unlimited possibilities,
including; controlling lights, garage doors. or for
building Into televisic'ms, cassette recorders, or

'

tuners. ’ '

’The'receiver is built around a modern prosessor,
memorising two accessable output statet also
has 15 independent outputs with an option of
change-over switch or pulse operation. The
transmitters’ aluminium housed keyboard, has a
safety key that prevents accidental loss
of memory content.
Usual Price

Offer Price

£40.80
£36.90

£36.50
£33.20

K6710 (TX)
K6711 (RX)

Specification: K6711 (FIX)

In Code Lock
Transmitter and Receiver

If you find mechanical locks
too difficult or always forget
the combination of your
keyboard code lock, then these two
kits are the ideal solution. They can be used for
all sorts of applications such as; arming and
disarming your car alarm, switching central
locking, securing buildings, and opening garage
doors. You determine your own system code from
60,000 combinations, allowing several

transmitters to be used with one receiver or vice
versa. The transmitter is supplied with a keyring
housing.
K6705 (FIX)
K6704 (TX)

Usual Price

Otter Price

£23.70
£16.11

£20.90
9.1 4.50

Specification: K6704Smww
' Supply
Key ring housing dimensions
Specification: K6710 (TX)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I

rPlease print your name in BLOCK CAPITALS
I Please send:

|
|
I
|

......... K6705 (RX) at 1:20.90
......... K6704 (TX) at 614.50
......... K6710 (TX) at 1:36.50
......... K6711 (FIX) at £33.20

plus £1.40 for postage and packing.
I Method of payment

: EICheque

D Postal Order

I DAccess or BarclayCard

} l_ll_Ll_l LJLILJLJ l_ll_ll_l:l |_LlL_Ll

Name ......................................................................

I

Address ..................................................................

i

................................................................................ I

................................................................................ l
Il
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................
..................................
Post Code ...............................................................

Telephone No ......................................................... |
Please send to:

Cirkit Distribution Ltd.

I Authorised Signature ..............................................

Park Lane, Broxboume Harts. EN10 7N0

I Expiry Date:DEED

Tel. (0992)448899 Fax. (0992)471314

L. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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n the never ending quest for smaller
and lightweight portable telephones,
Gallium Arsenide chips and RF
modules, the devices that can provide
those needs, are set to take a quantum
leap in size reduction and in reducing
power.
With the onset of portable digital
telephone systems or GSMs as they are
lmown, Mitsubishi has produced an RF
module, code named M67797 which uses
MOSFET technology for the Class 4 mode
of operation. This is a classiﬁcation
which refers to the output power of mobile telephones. The chips operate on 890
to 915MHz and they provide an efficiency
of greater than 30% to give a minimum of
3.5W power output. The device originally
measured 37 x l 1.4 x 3.5mm but this has
now been reduced to 25 x 12 x 4mm.
In the Personal Communications

PCN requirements. With'a future demand for smaller designs and reduced
power for portable telephones, there will
be a need for Monolithic Microwave
Integrated Circuits MMICs. Mitsubishi
currently has a lead in this area, manufac—
turing devices for analogue and digital
applications.
In GaAs hybrid ICs, where not all the

components are on a single chip, similar
manufacturing techniques are used compared to the silicon RF modules but GaAs

is used for the transistors as it provides
higher frequency operationcompared

with silicon. Ftutherrnore, it operates at
higher efﬁciency and lower voltage. None—
theless, GaAs hybrids still require the
same lengthy manufacturing process.
involving many steps and additional
components, incurring added cost even in

Network (PCN) industry, Mitsubishi is

similarly using a hybrid GaAs chip to
achieve a gain of 32.5dBm over the
1710-1785MHz region. The efficiency
of the device is greater than 38% and
operates on a supply voltage of 5.4V.
The device is housed in a 25 x 14 x

less battery cell is needed for portable
equipment. They also provide improved
linearity across the frequency band.
The Mitsubishi RF module is based
on several discrete transistor chips and
additional components to bias and match

large volumes.
GaAs MMICs, used for power ampliﬁcation, represent a major stride forward
in technology, giving additional beneﬁts
for handheld and portable apparatus.

Mitsubishi is already supplying small
size, low proﬁle MMICs in high volume
to many cellular manufacturers.
For portables, GaAs MMl maintain the advantages that GaAs has over
silicon while also offering a monolithic
process geared towards low cost, high
yield mass production. The end solution
is much smaller than a hybrid micro-

wave IC and ideal for future miniaturisa—
tion and cost reduction.
GaAs MMICS are monolithic in
design and are similarly made to digital
ICs. All components - transistors, resis-

tors, capacitors, inductors, air bridges
and transmission lines - are built upon
the substrate, using the same lithographic process.

MMICs have air bridges built within

their structure to give higher perforrn—
ance. These are bridges of gold
metallisation that spans the FET and

4mm package.
Early designs of the MOSFET cir~
cuitry required it to operate from 6V to
achieve the required 3.5W capable of
driving Class 4 mobile phones. This has
to be compared with other bipolar devices requiring 7.2V and their effective
use at around 900MHz is also limited.
The MOSFET answer means that one

the transistors in a hybrid microwave IC.
The plug-in module, matched to 50 ohms

input and Output not only eased design
problems but also had the major spinoff
of reducing costs in volume quantities
whilst maintaining high reliability.
Most portable telephone manufacturers will use the same phones with different RF sections to match the GSM or

minimises the length of required bond
wire to the device. This also minimises
lead inductance.
The via holes or holes through the
substrate on the device are used for direct
source to ground connections and spiral
inductors provide a space saving element.
Separate MMIC chips are used to provide
cost effective active and passive parts
within the overall device as in fabrication
their production yields are different.
For the matching elements of the

at lower voltage. It is
very likely that as a
result the next generation
of handheld telephones
will operate from three
NiCad cells.
Mitsubishi’s GaAs
power ampliﬁer MMIC
provides the right
design for the European Digital Cordless
Telephone standard
(DECT) at 1.80 to
1.90GHz. The 3.5V
device generates
device, size
makes it too expensive to incorporate these on the active or passive chips
and so a separate ceramic matching
circuit is used offering low loss.
With the market trend for even lower
voltage operation for telephone handsets, the next target is for 3V operation.
Using current technology, most handset

and data stream
communications

®
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tougher nut to crack. The solution lies in

Mitsubishi manufacmres GaAs
MMIC solutions for Amps, ETACS,

Weight

10x9.2x1.8mm.
MMICs provide higher integration
combined with higher performance and low
voltage operation. Packaging is already
extremely small and there is the added
beneﬁt of surface mounting for production.
Future DECT GaAs MMICs are '

NMT900, IDO, DDI and N'I'I‘ telephone
systems. The latest MMIC chip works
from 3.5V operation (MGF7109) which

has been developed
for the NTT market
and is now being

shipped in 0.5g

now set to incorporate the antennae

switch within the package. Furthermore,
the low noise ampliﬁer could also be

leadless packages

Passive

2nd generation

Hybrid Module

For analogue

3:}?

5. Electroplatmg ...

3. TtAuTI trim deposition

applications,

explored by Mitsubishi to improve
electron mobility and also higher power

,-

Patterning

level but power ampliﬁcation provides a

transistor structures are currently being

,

Patterni ng

2. Bottom layer photo‘resis’t

applications.

components are able to' operate at this

GaAs but the costs are higher.
Alternative approaches using new

to».

tax

a.

>25.5dBm.
DECT MMICs
will be used for
wireless Local
Area Networks,

portable computer

4.1’oayo p

1. First layer metailsation

measuring just

incorporated and to extend the beneﬁts
further, MMICs could provide an even
a) 900 MHz Handheld

Resistor

Capa citor

GaAs

’

easier design route with a negative

b) 1800MHz Digital Cordless

Capacitor

voltage generator integrated into the
package.
Mitsubishi is planning
a PCN MMIC with samples
being released in the third
quarter of this year. These
devices will initially provide 32.5dBm at 5.8V
'
‘

' operation and this voltage is

Air Bridge
Gate

likely to drop to 4.8V dun
ing 1995.

'

Paul Spit-ingots ispmduct
marketing manager for
Mitsubishi Electric UK’s
GaAs, RF and

Optoelectronic: products.
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